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Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
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World Bank data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and

businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
companies with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
stakeholders.
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self5
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its
components
(e.g.
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
hidden
hidden turnover,
turnover, hidden
hidden employment,
employment, etc.)
etc.) over
over time.
time. This
This would
would make
make possible
possible for
for the
the
Macedonian government
government and
and its
its European
European partners
partners to
to follow
follow the
the impact
impact and
and assess
assess the
the
Macedonian
effectiveness
effectiveness of
of their
their policies
policies for
for tackling
tackling the
the hidden
hidden economy.
economy.
Estimates
Estimates suggest
suggest that
that the
the hidden
hidden economy
economy size
size in
in Macedonia
Macedonia ranges
ranges from
from 24%
24% to
to 47%
47% of
of
its GDP
GDP according
according to
its
to different
different measurement
measurement methods.
methods. But
But even
even the
the most
most conservative
conservative
results suggest
suggest that
that it
it represents
represents aa serious
serious socio-economic
socio-economic problem
problem for
for the
the country.
country. In
In times
times
results
when
when countries
countries are
are struggling
struggling with
with post-crisis
post-crisis austerity
austerity measures,
measures, finding
finding ways
ways to
to increase
increase
government
revenues
very
often
leads
them
to
the
issue
of
hidden
economy
as
a
potential
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
source
source of
of income
income and
and aa target
target for
for new
new social
social measures.
measures. However,
However, the
the recent
recent experience
experience in
in
Greece and
and elsewhere
elsewhere in
in Southern
Southern and
and Eastern
Eastern Europe
Europe shows
shows that
that short
short term
term measures
measures for
for
Greece
tackling
tackling the
the hidden
hidden economy
economy are
are unlikely
unlikely to
to produce
produce tangible
tangible results.
results. This
This calls
calls for
for
developing
a
concerted
public-private
platform
for
designing
long-term
measures
for
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
tackling
tackling hidden
hidden economy
economy issues
issues and
and for
for tracking
tracking progress
progress continuously
continuously over
over time.
time.
The
The current
current report
report indicates
indicates that
that the
the percentage
percentage of
of hidden
hidden salaries
salaries remains
remains the
the most
most acute
acute
concern,
with
the
employment
income
of
some
40%
of
Macedonian
employees
being
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
at
least
partially
undeclared.
Moreover,
7%
of
all
Macedonian
employees
work
without
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without aa
contract, and
and are
are not
not being
being paid
paid any
any social
social security
security contributions
contributions whatsoever.
whatsoever. The
The
contract,
interviewed
interviewed business
business representatives
representatives confirmed
confirmed wide
wide scale
scale violations
violations of
of the
the Labour
Labour Code.
Code.
Over
half
of
those
respondents
claimed
that
signing
contracts
with
‘hidden
clauses’
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
(not
accounting
for
the
full
remuneration
paid
out)
were
commonplace
in
their
sector.
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover,
Moreover, large-scale
large-scale tax
tax evasion
evasion seems
seems to
to continue
continue to
to pose
pose aa serious
serious problem
problem for
for the
the
Macedonian economy
economy and
and social
social system
system as
as the
the government
government tries
tries to
to adjust
adjust them
them in
in order
order to
to
Macedonian
be
be compatible
compatible with
with the
the principles
principles of
of the
the market
market economy
economy without
without imposing
imposing too
too extensive
extensive
erosion
of
the
social
fabric
and
the
existing
social
benefits.
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The
The most
most important
important aggravating
aggravating factor
factor related
related to
to the
the hidden
hidden economy
economy in
in Macedonia
Macedonia is
is the
the
decreasing,
yet
still
high
unemployment
rate
(27.3%
as
of
Q1
2015).
The
extremely
high
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate
rate of
of long-term
long-term unemployment
unemployment (around
(around 80%
80% of
of the
the unemployed)
unemployed) in
in the
the country
country suggests
suggests
8
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that
that aa large
large share
share of
of the
the jobless
jobless have
have to
to engage
engage in
in some
some kind
kind of
of hidden
hidden activity
activity in
in order
order to
to
achieve
achieve at
at least
least aa basic
basic level
level of
of subsistence.
subsistence. These
These undeclared
undeclared workers
workers are
are most
most likely
likely to
to
engage
in
industries
and
services
where
transactions
are
customarily
performed
with
cash
engage in industries and services where transactions are customarily performed with cash in
in
hand
payments,
including
a
variety
of
handicraft
services,
the
green
bazaars,
etc.
The
very
hand payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
high
high share
share of
of this
this subsistence
subsistence sector
sector of
of the
the hidden
hidden economy
economy makes
makes it
it even
even more
more difficult
difficult for
for
the government
government to
to target
target other
other forms
forms of
of undeclared
undeclared employment,
employment, without
without infringing
infringing on
on the
the
the
human
human rights
rights of
of the
the former
former group.
group. Another
Another strong
strong factor
factor fuelling
fuelling the
the hidden
hidden economy
economy
seems
to
be
the
contraband
and
smuggling
of
goods
across
borders,
as
evident
seems to be the contraband and smuggling of goods across borders, as evident from
from the
the
mirror
statistics
accounting.
The
latter
suggests
that
more
than
a
third
of
imports
mirror statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports are
are
particular trade
trade partners
partners are
are unaccounted
unaccounted for.
for. More
More worryingly,
worryingly, research
research suggests
suggests that
that
particular
companies, which
which have
have close
close relations
relations and
and protection
protection from
from political
political and
and party
party circles,
circles,
companies,
perform
perform aa sizable
sizable share
share of
of this
this hidden
hidden import.
import.
Official
Official government
government data
data demonstrates
demonstrates that
that tax
tax compliance
compliance of
of both
both households
households and
and
businesses
businesses has
has progressively
progressively improved
improved over
over the
the past
past decade.
decade. Still,
Still, the
the CRPM/CSD
CRPM/CSD hidden
hidden
economy
surveys
indicate
that
a
third
of
the
interviewed
business
representatives
confirm
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
that,
that, manipulating
manipulating VAT
VAT and
and other
other accounting
accounting tricks
tricks in
in order
order to
to avoid
avoid paying
paying taxes
taxes are
are
common in
in Macedonia,
Macedonia, on
on different
different scales,
scales, in
in their
their sectors.
sectors. What
What is
is more,
more, taxes
taxes are
are largely
largely
common
avoided by
by the
the poorest
poorest members
members of
of the
the society,
society, which
which makes
makes the
the underprivileged
underprivileged especially
especially
avoided
vulnerable
vulnerable as
as they
they may
may find
find themselves
themselves being
being criminally
criminally prosecuted
prosecuted for
for unpaid
unpaid taxes
taxes or
or
charged
with
paying
large
penalties.
On
the
other
hand,
VAT
returns
are
provided
back
to
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
companies
companies with
with significant
significant time
time lags
lags and
and represent
represent additional
additional burden
burden for
for companies
companies which
which
are part
part of
of the
the formal
formal economy.
economy. The
The issuance
issuance of
of cash
cash register
register receipts
receipts also
also remains
remains an
an issue,
issue,
are
as
as only
only less
less than
than aa half
half of
of the
the respondents
respondents claimed
claimed that
that they
they always
always received
received receipts
receipts
when
buying
groceries.
The
situation
is
similar
with
the
purchase
of
services.
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
Persistence
Persistence of
of the
the high
high share
share of
of hidden
hidden economy
economy in
in the
the Macedonian
Macedonian GDP
GDP threatens
threatens to
to
heighten
heighten social
social tensions
tensions and
and to
to create
create an
an environment
environment where
where corruption
corruption and
and other
other illicit
illicit or
or
semi-legal
business
activities
can
thrive.
In
addition,
tax
avoidance
is
especially
widespread
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
among
among the
the poorest
poorest members
members of
of the
the society,
society, which
which makes
makes the
the underprivileged
underprivileged especially
especially
vulnerable as
as they
they may
may find
find themselves
themselves being
being criminally
criminally prosecuted
prosecuted for
for unpaid
unpaid taxes
taxes or
or
vulnerable
charged
charged with
with paying
paying large
large penalties.
penalties. Therefore,
Therefore, it
it is
is imperative
imperative that
that the
the Government
Government of
of
Macedonia
continues
to
pay
extensive
attention
to
the
resolution
of
this
issue
and
that
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
it
coordinates
its
activities
with
the
business,
the
civil
society
organizations,
and
other
social
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
stakeholders.
stakeholders.
In
In accordance
accordance with
with the
the initiatives
initiatives launched
launched by
by the
the EU-28
EU-28 countries
countries in
in the
the aftermath
aftermath of
of the
the
economic
crisis
of
2008,
the
Macedonian
government
has
adopted
several
measures
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
in
order to
to curb
curb the
the share
order
share of
of the
the hidden
hidden economy
economy in
in the
the country’s
country’s GDP.
GDP. These
These measures
measures take
take
lead from
from both
both neo-liberal
neo-liberal and
and social-democratic
social-democratic recipes.
recipes. For
For instance,
instance, the
the government
government has
has
lead
introduced
introduced aa flat-income
flat-income tax
tax rate
rate and
and adopted
adopted laws
laws to
to simplify
simplify businesses’
businesses’ start-up
start-up
procedures,
established
a
progressive
reductions
framework
for
social
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
security
contributions,
but
it
has
also
brought
in
progressive
minimum
wage
and
subsidies
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for
for selfself9
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employers. Furthermore, the government has recently introduced several public awareness
Executive
campaigns inSummary
order to counter the hidden economy. Despite some recent measures
towards enabling formalization of labour and businesses, the focus remains predominantly
on repressive and punitive measures which limit the scope and effectiveness of the public
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
policies targeting hidden economic activities.
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
about newly
the size
and proliferation
of hiddenhave
economy
practices.
Hidden
employment
or
These
introduced
laws and initiatives
contributed
to the
decrease
of the share
undeclared
work
in Macedonia
of particular
concern
to the authorities,
provided
the very
of the hidden
economy
in totalis GDP,
and have
also simplified
and eased
the process
of
high
and
stubborn
levels
of
official
unemployment
and
low
employment
levels.
However,
formalization of labour. Notably, the tax revenues from pension and disability and from
most
studiescontributions
and research in
onMacedonia
the matter involve
a high level
of ambiguity,
they refertax
to
healthcare
have increased
recently
despite as
decreasing
specific
narrow outcomes
theinterviewed
hidden economy,
towards
a specific
point
in time,
rates. Furthermore,
half ofofthe
businessusually
executives
agreed
that the
current
tax
with
dynamics
being
difficult
to
trace.
The
current
report
proposes
a
methodology
that
system was good and stimulating for the growth of their companies, indicating that the tax
would
allow the
tracingand
of the
dynamics of
the hidden
economy
andthe
itsright
components
simplification
reforms
its ‘regulative
guillotine’
were
a step in
direction.(e.g.
To
hidden
turnover,
hidden
employment,
etc.)
over
time.
This
would
make
possible
for
the
ensure the sustainability of these trends, the government would be advised to introduce
Macedonian
government
and its European
partners
to work
follow
andagencies
assess the
regular monitoring
and evaluation
of the weight
of the
of the
the impact
regulatory
on
effectiveness
their policies
for tackling
hidden
business and of
household
motivations,
e.g.the
how
taxeseconomy.
are actually collected and penalties
enforced by the tax authorities. Particular attention is warranted towards the work of the
Estimates
suggest that
the inspectorates
hidden economy
size inbeMacedonia
ranges
to 47% of
customs agency.
Labour
should
encouraged
to from
make24%
a difference
its
GDP according
to different
measurement
methods.
But even the
between
subsistence
and motivational
hiding
of employment
andmost
act conservative
accordingly,
results
suggest
that it represents
a serious
problem for the country. In times
balancing
law enforcement,
incentives,
andsocio-economic
education.
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
The economic
growth very
in 2015
and
2016
will to
likely
unemployment
which
government
revenues
often
leads
them
the reduce
issue ofthe
hidden
economy as rate,
a potential
coupledofwith
regulatory
reforms
at measures.
labour policy,
taxation,
and inspections
source
income
and a target
for targeted
new social
However,
the recent
experiencewill
in
affect the
of hidden
economy
and, consequently,
risk
of poverty
and social
Greece
andextent
elsewhere
in Southern
and Eastern
Europe showsthe
that
short
term measures
for
exclusion
that
undeclared
workers
would
be
subject
to
.
However,
the
Macedonian
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
governmentaneeds
to work
further on increasing
institutional
capacity measures
of regulatory
developing
concerted
public-private
platform the
for designing
long-term
for
agencies
to
tackle
hidden
economy
activities,
and
to
improve
the
overall
quality
of
public
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
goods, including rule of law and good governance. The latter might be problematic as
The
currenttoreport
indicates
that
the percentage
of hidden
salaries
thegovernment
most acute
according
the IMF
World
Economic
Outlook,
April 2015
dataremains
general
concern,
withbeen
the declining
employment
of some
40% firmly
of Macedonian
being
at
revenue has
sinceincome
2000, and
has fallen
below 30%employees
of GDP after
2011,
least
undeclared.
Moreover,
all Macedonian
employees
work
a
whichpartially
limits the
government’s
capacity7%
to of
underpin
public goods
provision
withwithout
financial
contract,
are not have
beingnotpaid
any
social
security contributions
whatsoever.
The
means. As and
expenditures
fallen
as fast
as revenues,
general government
gross debt
interviewed
representatives
confirmed
wide
scale
violations
of the Labour
Code.
has increasedbusiness
since 2008,
which is likely
to squeeze
even
further
the government’s
room
for
Over
half ofinthose
respondents
claimed
that signing government
contracts with
‘hidden
clauses’
(not
manoeuvre
the future.
Therefore,
the Macedonian
needs
to resort
to smart
accounting
for the
full remuneration
out)andwere
commonplace
theirpartners,
sector.
hidden economy
policies,
drawing in civilpaid
society
business,
as well as in
media
Moreover,
large-scale
taxreforms
evasiontoseems
to continue
to pose
serious problem
the
and embarking
on bold
improve
dramatically
the aefficiency
of publicfor
goods
Macedonian
economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
delivery.
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
Despite of
thethe
fact
thatfabric
that there
is aexisting
consensus
and
often pressure from EU (through the EU
erosion
social
and the
social
benefits.
Progress reports) for the Macedonian government to proactively fight hidden economy and
The
mostthe
important
aggravating
factor related
to the
economybodies,
in Macedonia
is the
increase
efficiency
of coordination
between
lawhidden
enforcement
such policies
decreasing,
yet still highwith
unemployment
rate parts
(27.3%
as of
Q1 2015).
The are
extremely
high
should be implemented
due care. Various
of the
hidden
economy
an essential
rate
unemployment
(around
80% of(i.e.
thehandicraft
unemployed)
the countryeconomy,
suggests
part of
of long-term
the Macedonian
developing
economy
andinsubsistence
10
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that
a large
share
of the jobless have
to engageworks,
in some
of services,
hidden activity
in order
to
private
lessons
of school-teachers,
construction
carkind
repair
etc.), and
as such
achieve
at least should
a basic look
levelinto
of subsistence.
These
undeclared
workerseffects
are most
likely
to
the
government
ways to curtail
it and
limit its negative
in the
longengage
industries and
where
transactions
customarily
performed withactivity,
cash in
run,
butinpreserving
the services
source of
employment
andare
income,
and entrepreneurial
hand payments,
including
a variety
of handicraft
services,
green
bazaars,
etc. and
The grey
very
which
they are in
the short
run. The
government
shouldthe
aim
to tackle
black
high shareharsher,
of this subsistence
sector
of the hidden economy
it even more
difficultand
for
economy
starting with
big law-breakers,
and leavemakes
for longer-term
measures
the economic
government
to target
otherthe
forms
of undeclared
employment,
without
infringing
on the
for
growth
to tackle
subsistence
(informal)
economy,
and micro
businesses.
human the
rights
of balance
the former
group. Another
strong
the hidden
economy
Finding
right
is a delicate
and difficult
taskfactor
for thefuelling
Macedonian
government
and
seems
to betothe
contraband
and smuggling
goods
across
borders,
as evident
its
partners
perform.
Legalization
strategiesofmight
have
a direct
positive
effect infrom
termsthe
of
mirror
statistics
accounting.
The
latter
suggests
that
more
than
a
third
of
imports
are
eliminating non-compliance and tax evasion, but might also scale-down the markets due to
particular transaction/compliance
trade partners are unaccounted
for. More
that
increased
costs or provide
unjustworryingly,
preference research
to marketsuggests
players, who
companies,
close relations
and protection
political
andthe
party
circles,
are
insiders which
in thehave
law-enforcement
circles.
So, at the from
end of
the day
social
and
perform a cost
sizable
of this hidden
import. the hidden economy in a specific niche might
monetary
of share
a programme
that reduces
be higher than the cost and negative consequences of the hidden economy itself. The scale
Official government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
of hidden economy indicates deficiencies in the interaction between public and private
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
stakeholders, ranging from over-regulation, lack of fiscal and tax discipline of enterprises,
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
or complicated business registration mechanisms, to ineffective inspection authorities,
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
and inefficient judicial system.
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
While it is evident that the measures the government has adopted recently in order to
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
tackle the hidden economy have had some beneficial effect, this analysis suggests that a
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
multilevel approach should be adopted in order to tackle the negative side effects of
companies with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
undeclared labour even more efficiently. Systematic efforts to utilize the official and
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
unofficial flows of remittances for formalisation of the economy should be part of this
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
multilevel approach. Improved data sharing and coordination between different
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
governmental bodies and also the civil society organizations are imperative to successfully
combating the
negative
consequences
by undeclared
labour andGDP
all facets
of the
Persistence
of the
high share
of hiddenposed
economy
in the Macedonian
threatens
to
hidden economy.
Working
establish
partnership where
relations
with businesses
heighten
social tensions
and to create
an environment
corruption
and otherand
illicitthe
or
citizens would
be of
particular
for sustaining
successful
effects from
hidden
semi-legal
business
activities
can importance
thrive. In addition,
tax avoidance
is especially
widespread
economy
would also
important
thethe
government
addresses
more
among
thepolicies.
poorestIt members
of be
thevery
society,
whichthat
makes
underprivileged
especially
comprehensively
themay
repeated
concerns ofbeing
the European
in its progress
vulnerable
as they
find themselves
criminallyCommission
prosecutedvoiced
for unpaid
taxes or
reports
of
the
lack
of
proper
formal
evaluation
of
undertaken
measures,
the
continuing
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
coordinationcontinues
issues between
different attention
law enforcement
agencies,of e.g.
and
Macedonia
to pay extensive
to the resolution
this tax,
issuelabour,
and that
it
customs, theits
understaffing,
andthe
underfunding
of civil
labour
inspectorates,
etc. and other social
coordinates
activities with
business, the
society
organizations,
stakeholders.
The civil society organizations in Macedonia should also increase their capacity to play a
more
active role
in monitoring,
and
tacklingby
thethe
hidden
follow-up
In
accordance
with
the initiatives
launched
EU-28economy
countriesissues
in thethrough
aftermath
of the
and promotion
of 2008,
best the
practices
in the government
area. Betterhas
results
and several
performance
based
economic
crisis of
Macedonian
adopted
measures
in
evaluations
ofthe
existing
and further
expert
in this
areaThese
is also
necessary
in
order
to curb
sharepolicies
of the hidden
economy
in research
the country’s
GDP.
measures
take
orderfrom
for both
shortneo-liberal
and long-term
effects to take place.
novel steps
and enhancing
lead
and social-democratic
recipes.Taking
For instance,
the government
has
already established
good European
practices
that laws
improve
the general
macroeconomic
introduced
a flat-income
tax rate and
adopted
to simplify
businesses’
start-up
situation of the
Republic of aMacedonia
is andreductions
will be the most
efficientfor
strategy
the
procedures,
established
progressive
framework
socialto curb
security
hidden economy
contributions,
butissue.
it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self11
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Executive
Summary
1. Introduction
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
Hidden economy is one of many terms referring both in academic and policy discourse to
European
Commission
repeatedlyfrom
voiced
its concernsofficial
in its rules
regular
reports
economic activity,
whichhas
is divergent
the established
andcountry
procedures
for
about
the
size
and
proliferation
of
hidden
economy
practices.
Hidden
employment
or
goods and services production, delivery and accounting for. Often adjectives such as
undeclared “underground”,
work in Macedonia
is of particular
concern to
the authorities,
provided
the very
“shadow”,
“informal”,
“undeclared”,
“grey”,
“black”, and
“unobserved”
high and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
are interchangeably used with “hidden” to describe the same phenomenon, the choice of
most studies
and research
on the
matter
involve
a high to
level
ambiguity, asmeaning.
they referThis
to
words
dependent
on various
factors
often
not linked
theofetymological
specificuses
narrow
of the
hidden economy,
usually
towards
a specific
in time,
report
the outcomes
term “hidden”
economy
vis-à-vis other
terms
for three
major point
reasons:
a) it
with
dynamics
being
difficult
to
trace.
The
current
report
proposes
a
methodology
that
includes a wider spectrum of economic activities – i.e. black/grey markets, informal sector
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
(subsistence production), etc., which better encompass the diversity of reality in countries
hiddenSouth
turnover,
time.Economy
This would
make (population
possible for and
the
from
East hidden
Europe;employment,
b) it employsetc.)
theover
Hidden
Indexes
Macedonian
and its of
European
partners
toStudy
followofthe
impact and
assess
the
business)
andgovernment
existing know-how
the Center
for the
Democracy
(CSD)
studying
effectiveness
of their policies
for tackling
the hidden
the
hidden economy
in Bulgaria,
a country
witheconomy.
similar economic characteristics to
Macedonia; and c) not to confuse the readers and differentiate from other approaches used
Estimates
suggest
that the hidden
in by
Macedonia
from
24% to 47%
of
to
study the
phenomenon
such aseconomy
the onesize
used
national ranges
statistical
institutes,
which
its GDP according
to different
measurement
methods.
evenofthe
most accounts.
conservative
estimate
the “non-observed”
economy
in GDP through
theBut
systems
national
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
Undeclared
work,
health and
security
evasion,measures,
and fraud,finding
and related
corruption
when countries
aretax,
struggling
withsocial
post-crisis
austerity
ways to
increase
(to
prevent revenues
their detection
andleads
punishment)
areissue
among
the main
and as
most
malign
government
very often
them to the
of hidden
economy
a potential
The on-going
and Greek
manifestations
of and
the ahidden
in all measures.
countries. However,
source of income
targeteconomy
for new social
the Eurozone
recent experience
in
debt
crisis
amplified
governments’
interestEurope
to tackle
the that
hidden
economy
and reduce
Greece
andhas
elsewhere
in Southern
and Eastern
shows
short
term measures
for
these
manifestations.
andunlikely
other Western
Balkantangible
countries,
which have
suffered
tackling
the hidden Macedonia
economy are
to produce
results.
This calls
for
from
very high
levels of public-private
unemploymentplatform
and poverty,
have beenlong-term
particularly
affected for
by
developing
a concerted
for designing
measures
these
events,
job creation
andfor
policies
targeting
andtime.
fiscal revenues
tackling
hiddenwith
economy
issues and
tracking
progressunemployment
continuously over
being a major concern and a focal point of governments throughout the region, including in
The current report
indicates
that theinpercentage
hiddengeo-political
salaries remains
the most
acute
Macedonia.
Low growth
prospects
the EU, theofdifficult
situation
in relation
concern,
the relations,
employment
of some 40%
of Macedonian
employees
at
to
EU – with
Russia
andincome
the continuing
slump
in Greece, have
been being
limiting
least partiallyopportunities
undeclared. for
Moreover,
Macedonian
employees
work
without
Macedonia’s
growth. 7%
Still of
theallprospects
for 2015,
according
to the
Worlda
contract,
andforecasts,
are not are
being
paid any
social
security3%contributions
The
Bank
and IMF
for annual
growth
of around
GDP (2.7% aswhatsoever.
of Q4 2014). The
interviewedofbusiness
representatives
wideofscale
violations
the Labour
estimates
the National
Bank of confirmed
the Republic
Macedonia
areof even
higher Code.
with
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
forecasted 4% growth rate for 2015 and 2016 (Kadievska-Vojnovik, 2014), which provide
accounting
for the
remuneration
out)issues.
were Yet,
commonplace
in political
their sector.
good
background
for full
tackling
the hidden paid
economy
the prolonged
crisis
Moreover,
large-scale
tax
evasion
seems
to
continue
to
pose
a
serious
problem
for
the
in Macedonia paralyzed institutions, blocked hidden economy policy plans, and might result
Macedonian
and social
system
as the
government
tries to adjust them in order to
in
significantlyeconomy
lower growth
rate by
the end
of 2015
and in 2016.
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
While
yields
consequences
(including sometimes positive in short
erosionhidden
of the economy
social fabric
and various
the existing
social benefits.
or mid-term) and its ripples spread across many different social strata, it always has a
The most important
factor on
related
to the hidden
in and
Macedonia
is the
particularly
negativeaggravating
long-term impact
the societies’
mosteconomy
vulnerable
marginalized
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
groups. This impact develops further into a vicious cycle, a culture of informality, of everrate of long-term
unemployment
(around 80%
thesystem,
unemployed)
in thefinancing
country of
suggests
increasing
lack of trust
in the administrative
andoftax
insufficient
public
12
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that
share of –the
joblesseducation
have to engage
in somesocial
kind of
hidden activity
in order to
goodsa large
and services
health,
and security,
exclusion
and ghettoization,
achieve
at least
a basic level
of subsistence.
undeclared
workers
mosteconomy,
likely to
corruption
and inequality.
Often
seen as an These
unfortunate
side effect
of are
today’s
engage
in industries
and become
services where
transactions
are customarily
cash of
in
“informal
economy had
a permanent,
but subordinate
and performed
dependent,with
feature
hand
payments,
including
a variety
of handicraft
services,
the 1green
etc. different
The very
capitalist
development
(Portes,
Castells
and Benton
1989),”
whilebazaars,
producing
high
of this subsistence
sector ofinthe
hidden societies.
economy makes
it even
more
difficult
for
scalesshare
of hidden
economic activity
different
In effect,
large
scaled
hidden
the government
to target
other forms
of undeclared
without
infringing
the
economic
activities
undermine
the basic
values on employment,
which democratic
societies
areonbuilt,
human
rights of the
formerphenomenon,
group. Another
strong
factor fuelling
the hidden
economy
hence deepening
another
namely
inequality.
“On average,
compared
to
seems
to
be
the
contraband
and
smuggling
of
goods
across
borders,
as
evident
from
the
formal workers, informal workers have lower earnings and face higher risks, are less likely
mirror
statistics
accounting.
The latter
suggests
that moreand
than
thirdable
of imports
are
to enjoy
economic
opportunities
and legal
protections,
area less
to exercise
particular rights
trade and
partners
are unaccounted
More
research
suggests
economic
collective
voice.” 2 If thefor.
state
doesworryingly,
not legitimately
restore
trust that
and
companies, which
have closecrime
relations
protection
political
and in
party
compliance,
often organized
takes and
full control
and from
replaces
the state
mostcircles,
of its
perform
a
sizable
share
of
this
hidden
import.
functions, with the respective deviations in their provision. However, an approach
encompassing mostly punitive and repressive measures, which apply equally to all economic
Official government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
entities irrespective of their size, turnover etc. will only exacerbate the problem further and
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
make any preventative measures (outreach, enhancing commitment, education) obsolete.
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
As an EU candidate country, Macedonia must tackle comprehensively the hidden economy
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
and ensure that its policies and measures follow EU’s best practices, while at the same time
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
exploring innovative solutions that suit the local context. Accordingly, the Hidden Economy
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
Index (HE index) presented in this report serves as a valuable instrument to assist the
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
creation and monitoring of implementation of appropriate evidence-based policies and
companies with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
measures to tackle the hidden economy. This Hidden Economy Monitoring Report provides
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
a comprehensive analysis of the present status of the hidden economy in Macedonia based
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
on the findings of a Background Analysis about the causes and consequences of hidden
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
economic activities and the Hidden Economy Indexes for population and businesses in
Macedonia. Due
to the
of multiannual
data for the
the reportGDP
juxtaposes
them
Persistence
of the
highlack
share
of hidden economy
in indexes,
the Macedonian
threatens
to
with
the
index
value
for
Bulgaria
for
2013,
to
ensure
comparable
values.
The
report
aims
at
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
aiding policy-makers
and stakeholders
in addition,
Macedonia
viable is
solutions
to widespread
the hidden
semi-legal
business activities
can thrive. In
taxfind
avoidance
especially
economy
issues,
withmembers
a particular
at the
position
andthe
rights
of the most vulnerable
among
the
poorest
of hindsight
the society,
which
makes
underprivileged
especially
social groups
the may
Macedonian
society. The
report’s
deliberations
andfor
findings
based
vulnerable
as inthey
find themselves
being
criminally
prosecuted
unpaidare
taxes
or
on
a
variety
of
sources,
including
desktop
research,
original
survey
data
from
households
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
and businesses,
policy
briefs
and media
notes
developed
in ofline
Macedonia
continues
to pay
extensive
attention
to the
resolution
thiswith
issuestakeholder
and that it
workshops,
including
civil
society,
media,
relevant
government
institutions,
etc.
In
addition
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other
social
the report has benefited from insights from consultations with stakeholders in forming the
stakeholders.
Hidden Economy Task Force on Hidden Economy in Macedonia, which might serve as a
In
accordance
with the
initiatives
bysolutions
the EU-28
countries
in the
aftermath
of the
viable
public-private
policy
forumlaunched
on finding
and
evaluation
of policy
options
in
economic
crisis
of
2008,
the
Macedonian
government
has
adopted
several
measures
in
the future.
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
1
procedures,
established
a progressive
reductions
for social
Chen, Martha, Alter
(2012). The Informal
Economy: Definitions,
Theoriesframework
and Policies. Retrieved
online onsecurity
07.03.13
from: http://wiego.org/sites/wiego.org/files/publications/files/Chen_WIEGO_WP1.pdf
contributions,
but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self2
ILO (2013). Labour inspections and undeclared work in the eu. Retrieved from:
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_dialogue/---lab_admin/documents/publication/wcms_220021.pdf
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Executive
Summary
2. The Hidden
Economy: Overview of Concepts, Definitions and
Measurement
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
European
Commission
repeatedly
voiced
in its regular
reports
The
concept
of ‘hiddenhas
economy’
is not
newitstoconcerns
the Macedonian
publiccountry
and academic
about
size and
of not
hidden
practices.
Hidden
employment
sphere,the
although
the proliferation
term itself has
beeneconomy
used to date.
The most
widely
used term or
is
undeclared
work
in
Macedonia
is
of
particular
concern
to
the
authorities,
provided
the
very
‘grey’ or ‘informal’ economy, used by the state institutions in the strategic documents
high
andPlans),
stubborn
levels ofand
official
andItlow
employment
levels. However,
(Action
the media,
mostunemployment
of the academia.
is defined
as ‘economic
activities
3 to
most
andbut
research
on the matter
involve a and
highnot
level
of ambiguity,
they refer
whichstudies
are legal,
are (intentionally)
unregistered
recorded
for taxas
purposes.
Yet,
specific
narrow outcomes
of the hidden
towards
point in time,
many business-led
international
usage economy,
of “grey” usually
economy
refersa specific
to the situation
and
with
dynamics
being
difficult
to
trace.
The
current
report
proposes
a
methodology
that
markets, where products are being imported legally and sold by paying all due taxes to the
would
allow the
theindynamics
hiddenmanufacturer’s
economy and distribution
its components
(e.g.
government,
buttracing
outsideofand
violationofofthe
product
channels
hidden
turnover,
hidden
etc.)With
overthe
time.
This would
make possible
for the
(for more
information
seeemployment,
Sugden, 2009).
gradual
improvement
of intellectual
Macedonian
government
and its European
partners
followwould
the impact
and
assess
property rights
system in Macedonia
it is expected
thatto“grey”
be much
more
usedthe
to
effectiveness
of their policies
the hidden
economy.
denote such “parallel”
importsfor
andtackling
merchandise
unofficially.
At the same
time, that
informal
economy
seems to
innovate
constantly
by adding
newtoforms
of
Estimates
suggest
the hidden
economy
size
in Macedonia
ranges
from 24%
47% of
informality,
which to
gradually
institutionalize
turn into
businesses.
The
its
GDP according
different
measurementand
methods.
But new
even formal
the most
conservative
currentsuggest
hype ofthat
“sharing
economy”
is in the
middle of such
processes
forcountry.
companies
like
results
it represents
a serious
socio-economic
problem
for the
In times
Uber, countries
Airbnb, HomeJoy,
Snapcar,
and TaskRabbit.
Critics
say that
theyways
simply
provide
when
are struggling
with post-crisis
austerity
measures,
finding
to increase
technology and
face-saving
for informal
workers.
In the
past governments
to
government
revenues
very often
leads them
to the issue
of hidden
economy as decided
a potential
legitimize
a lot ofand
informal
workers
by social
askingmeasures.
them to pay
a simple
In reality
source
of income
a target
for new
However,
the patent
recent tax.
experience
in
nobody and
knew
the actual
volume of
economic
activities
and that
thusshort
they term
remain
somewhat
Greece
elsewhere
in Southern
and
Eastern Europe
shows
measures
for
hidden
and
only
estimated,
but
to
an
extent
accounted
to
the
GDP.
An
example
of
emerging
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
new form ofa informal
economy
activity isplatform
playing games
that canlong-term
earn virtualmeasures
money (e.g.
developing
concerted
public-private
for designing
for
4
),
which
in
turn
could
be
exchanged
to
virtual
products
or
services,
which
cost
to
Bitcoins
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
other players real money. Some governments already started to tax such earnings or at least
The
current report
indicates
that the
percentage
salaries
mostSo,
acute
the backward
exchange
of virtual
money
to cash of
(inhidden
case the
playerremains
made athe
profit).
we
concern,
with
the
employment
income
of
some
40%
of
Macedonian
employees
being
at
are tempted to leave informal economy for reference to economic activities outside the
least
partially
Moreover,
7%and
of all
Macedonian
employees work without a
common
formalundeclared.
organizational
boundaries
existing
sectors/markets.
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
Overall, a wide
varietyrepresentatives
of terms and definitions
forwardofbythe
economists
and
interviewed
business
confirmedhave
widebeen
scaleput
violations
Labour Code.
policyhalf
makers
throughout
the relevant
literature
depending
on the
institutional
perspective
Over
of those
respondents
claimed
that signing
contracts
with
‘hidden clauses’
(not
they
have.
The
socio-economic
phenomenon
has
been
given
a
wide
array
of
labels,
including
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
informal, unofficial,
black, for
illegal,
Moreover,
large-scaleunregistered,
tax evasion irregular,
seems to shadow,
continuehidden,
to poseunderground,
a serious problem
the
illicit, deviant,economy
grey, parallel,
unobserved,
unrecorded,
undeclared,
Macedonian
and social
system as
the government
tries tonon-compliant
adjust them ineconomy,
order to
with
an
even
wider
reference
within
each
language.
While
all
terms
and
definitions
touch
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
upon similar
the fabric
same and
general
mattersocial
of un-recorded
erosion
of theor
social
the existing
benefits. economic activities, they each
differ slightly depending on their purpose and form. For example the European Commission
The
most
important
aggravating
to the
hidden
economy
in that
Macedonia
is the
focuses
more
on undeclared
work,factor
whichrelated
is defined
as “any
paid
activities
are lawful
as
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate
of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
3
Grey Economy Action Plan 2014, MLSP, 2013
4

Check what Bitcoins are at: https://bitcoin.org/en/
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that
a large
of but
the not
jobless
have to engage
in some kind
of hidden
activity differences
in order to
regards
theirshare
nature
declared
public authorities,
taking
into account
5
achieve
at least asystem
basic level
of subsistence.
undeclared
workers
areactivities
most likely
to
in
the regulatory
of Member
States.” These
This definition
covers
diverse
while
6
engage
in industries
and services
areofcustomarily
in
excluding
criminal activities.
The where
Worldtransactions
Bank’s model
informalityperformed
identifieswith
the cash
causes
hand
payments, including
a varietyeconomy.
of handicraft
services,
greenmain
bazaars,
etc. The
and composition
of the hidden
Some
of thethe
field’s
authors,
suchvery
as
high
share
of
this
subsistence
sector
of
the
hidden
economy
makes
it
even
more
difficult
for
Schneider and Williams (2013), state that the shadow economy: “includes all market-based
the
government
to target
other
forms
of undeclared
infringing
the
production
of legal
goods
and
services
that areemployment,
deliberately without
concealed
from on
public
human
rights
former reasons:
group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
authorities
forof
thethe
following
seems to be the contraband and smuggling of goods across borders, as evident from the
mirror statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports are
to avoid payment of income, VAT or other taxes;
particular trade partners are unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
companies,
which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
•
to avoid
payment
social import.
security contributions;
perform a sizable
share
of thisof
hidden
Official government
data demonstrates
that labour
tax compliance
of both
to avoid having
to meet certain legal
market standards,
suchhouseholds
as minimum and
wages,
businesses has
progressively
over
the pastetc.;
decade.
maximum
workingimproved
hours, safety
standards,
and Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
to avoid complying
certain
administrative
that, manipulating
VAT andwith
other
accounting
tricksobligations
in order to avoid paying taxes are
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
Source - Schneider, Friedrich; Williams, Colin “The Shadow Economy,” The institute of Economic Affairs 2013, pp 23-27,
vulnerable
as theyfrom:
may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
Retrieved
on 01.06.2014
http://www.iea.org.uk/sites/default/files/publications/files/IEA%20Shadow%20Economy%20web%20rev%207.6.13.pdf
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
companies
lagstoand
representstudy
additional
burden
for companies
which
Feige (1979),with
who significant
was among time
the first
academically
the issue,
talks about
the underground
are
of the
formal economy.
The issuance
of cash
register receipts
remains
an issue,
and part
irregular
economy.
Different schools
of thought
recommend
differentalso
methods
- direct
and
as
onlyfor
less
than a the
halfhidden
of theeconomy.
respondents
claimed
that they
always
indirect
measuring
The most
prominently
used are
listedreceived
in Table 1receipts
.
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
Table 1 - A list of most used methods for measuring hidden economic activity
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
Direct approaches
Indirect approaches
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
• Representative studies of hidden
• Monetary methods
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
economic activity
• Income-expenditure discrepancy methods
among• the
poorest
members
of the society, which
makes
the underprivileged
especially
Studies
of time
budgeting
• Labour
supply-demand
discrepancy
vulnerable
asaudits
they may find themselves being criminally
methodsprosecuted for unpaid taxes or
• Tax
•
Tax
gaps
studies
•
Physical
input (vs.
official
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative
that
the product)
Government of
methods (electricity consumption)
•
Mirror
statistics
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
• Multiple indicators – multiple causes
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
stakeholders.
In the case of estimating the hidden economy worldwide and in Macedonia, there is a
In
accordance
with themethods.
initiativesMost
launched
by the and
EU-28
countrieshave
in the
aftermath
the
prevalence
of indirect
researchers
institutions
been
focusingoftheir
7
economic
crisis
2008, thedynamic
Macedonian
government
adopted
several Consumption
measures in
attention to
the of
two-sector
general
equilibriumhas
model
, Electricity
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
5
European Commission Communication COM(2007) 628 final. Retrieved from: http://eurintroduced
a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2007:0628:FIN:EN:PDF
6
procedures,
established
progressive
reductions
social security
Chen, M., A., The Informal
Economy:aDefinitions,
Theories and
Policies (2012).framework
Retrieved onlinefor
on 07.03.13
from: http://wiego.org/sites/wiego.org/files/publications/files/Chen_WIEGO_WP1.pdf
contributions,
but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self7
Elgin, C. and Öztunali, O. (2012) Shadow Economies around the World: Model Based Estimates. Istanbul: Bogazici
University, Department of Economics.
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Method (ECM) 8, Multiple Indicators – Multiple Causes (MIMIC) 9,10, and the supply-demand
Executive Summary
method of using adjustments of national GDP for non-exhaustiveness as a measure for
estimating the non-observed economy (NOE) 11. Direct methods, on the other hand, have
12
been
represented
country-level
direct with
population
surveyseconomy.
, enterprise
Macedonia
featuresbyinintermittent
many discussions
as a country
high hidden
The
13
14
,
and
the
Labour
Force
Survey
.
Although
generally
academic
researchers
tend
to
surveys
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
favour
indirect
and heavily
criticize economy
direct methods,
theHidden
think tanks
and policy
about the
size methods
and proliferation
of hidden
practices.
employment
or
makers
tend
to
prefer
direct
methods
as
they
provide
more
timely
information,
which
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
seemsand
more
accurate
thanofprojections
for current year
on delayed data
from
several
high
stubborn
levels
official unemployment
andbased
low employment
levels.
However,
years studies
ago. Direct
methods,onalthough
subject
to aa high
lot of
debates
if respondents
provide
most
and research
the matter
involve
level
of ambiguity,
as they refer
to
reliable
and
valid
data
and
what
characteristics
of
this
complex
social
phenomenon
should
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
be measured,
strength
they could
quickly
provide
sound empirical
with
dynamics have
beingindispensible
difficult to trace.
The–current
report
proposes
a methodology
that
evidence
if
a
particular
reform
adds
up
to
hindering
the
hidden
economy.
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
Participation in the hidden economy has somewhat different motivation, rationale and
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
patterns depending on whether we consider businesses (even unregistered) or individuals
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
(employees). Morris and Polese (2015) provide various country case studies of why firms
and people enter, stay or exit hidden economy. Fajnzylber and Maloney (2007) provide
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
arguments why in certain cases firms have higher productivity when working in the shadows
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
and that in order to move them out of there the policy response should be sequenced to
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
provide for higher productivity in the formal economy. Firms usually have stronger
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
bargaining power vis-à-vis workers and they dictate the decisions and undeclared or
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
hidden work is linked with hidden revenues in order to guarantee unreported cash to pay
source of income and a target for new social measures. However, the recent experience in
the salaries. However, in particular periods combination of exogenous factors (i.e. change in
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
legislation or pressure by inspection authorities) with endogenous ones (workers prefer
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
lower official net wage as this would allow them to take (higher) credit/mortgage. These
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
factors lead to decreasing the levels of hidden labour in Bulgaria just after the accession to
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
EU. However, in certain cases hidden labour is not just exit from the formal market, but
rather
exclusion
(Perry,
2007)that
andthe
result
of socialofembeddedness
1992).
So, policy
The current
report
indicates
percentage
hidden salaries(White,
remains
the most
acute
makers
need
to
have
indicators,
which
could
account
for
the
perspective
–
if
it
is
individual
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
or
business
partially to
detect the
rationale
for engaging
with different
hidden
least
partiallyand
undeclared.
Moreover,
7% of
all Macedonian
employees
work without
a
economic
achieved
the current
through
implementing
two indexes
contract, activities
and are This
not isbeing
paidin any
social report
security
contributions
whatsoever.
The
of
the
hidden
economy
–
based
on
the
business
perspective
(for
index
structure
see
Box
1)
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
and
onthose
the citizens’
perspective
(forthat
index
structure
see Box
2),‘hidden
which are
employed
Overbased
half of
respondents
claimed
signing
contracts
with
clauses’
(not
in
the
current
report.
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
8
Garvanlieva,
V., Andonov,
V., Nikolov,
M. (2012)
Economyeconomy
in Macedonia.
Skopje: Center
for Economic
Analyses
be
compatible
with the
principles
of Shadow
the market
without
imposing
too extensive
9
Ibid,
erosion
of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
10
Schneider, F., Buehn, A. and Montenegro, C. (2010) Shadow Economies All over the World. New Estimates for 162
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OPTIONS

that a large share of the jobless have to engage in some kind of hidden activity in order to
Box
of the
Economy Index (business).
Box11‐-Structure
Structure
the Hidden
Hidden
achieve
at least aofbasic
level of subsistence. These undeclared workers are most likely to
engage in industries and services where transactions are customarily performed with cash in
1. Size of the hidden economy – this index summarizes subjective perceptions of business owners
hand payments,
including
a variety
handicraft
the as
green
bazaars,
etc.their
The very
and executives
of the scope
of the of
hidden
economyservices,
in the country
a whole,
and within
sector
of economic
activity.
It includes
twohidden
sub-indices:
high share
of this
subsistence
sector
of the
economy makes it even more difficult for
1.1.subjective assessment of the share of the hidden economy in the country as a whole;
the government
to target
other forms
undeclared
employment,
without
infringing
on the
1.2.subjective
assessment
of the of
share
of the hidden
economy within
their sector
of
economic
activity.
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
seems
to be the contraband and smuggling of goods across borders, as evident from the
2. Hidden labour relations – reflects the practice of employing workers without formal contracts,
mirror statistics
accounting.
The
suggests
that more
a third of imports are
or under contracts
which do
not latter
reflect actual
remuneration.
It has than
two sub-indices:
2.1.the
share
of
employees
without
a
contract
in
the
respective
sector;
particular trade partners are unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
2.2.the share of the employees under contracts with “hidden clauses” in the respective sector
companies, (envelope
which have
close relations and protection from political and party circles,
wages).
perform a sizable share of this hidden import.
3. Hidden turnover – captures the extent to which different ways for hiding turnover are prevalent
in the respective sector of economic activity. The index includes the following sub-indices:
Official government
data
demonstrates
compliance
of both households and
3.1 not issuing
of receipts
for certain that
sales intax
the respective
sector;
3.2 reporting
lower than
the actual over
revenues
the respective
businesses has
progressively
improved
theinpast
decade.sector;
Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
3.3 reporting lower than the actual profit in the respective sector;
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
3.4 illegal import/export in the respective sector.

that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
4. Hidden
re-distribution
– covers thescales,
businesses’
practice
of hiding/not
taxes,
duties,
common
in Macedonia,
on different
in their
sectors.
What paying
is more,
taxes
are largely
and/or excises, as well as VAT fraud using accounting tricks. It is comprised of the following two
avoidedindices:
by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
a. they
hiding/not
duties, and
excises
in the respective
sector; for unpaid taxes or
vulnerable as
maypaying
find taxes,
themselves
being
criminally
prosecuted
b. VAT fraud in the respective sector.
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
companies
withfor
significant
lags and represent
additional burden for companies which
Source‐- Center
Center
for
the Study
Studytime
of Democracy
(CSD)
Source
the
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
2 - less
Structure
Index (population).
asBox
only
thanofa the
halfHidden
of theEconomy
respondents
claimed that they always received receipts
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
1. Hidden employment – this index summarizes employment victimization in
termsofofthe
major
to hide
taxes and
social sand
health
security atGDP
the expense
Persistence
highways
share
of hidden
economy
in the
Macedonian
threatens to
of both the state and the worker. It includes three sub-indices (undeclared work,
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
hidden social security and hidden health security):
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
Undeclared
workofplaces
among the 1.1.
poorest
members
the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
1.1.1.
Share
of
employed
without formal
vulnerable as they may find themselves
being contracts
criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
1.1.2. Share of employed with hidden clauses
charged with
1.2.paying
Hiddenlarge
socialpenalties.
security Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Shareto
of pay
employed
without
social insurance
Macedonia 1.2.1.
continues
extensive
attention
to the resolution of this issue and that it
1.2.2.
Share
of
employed
with
partially
hidden
social insurance
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society
organizations, and other social
1.3. Hidden health security
stakeholders.
1.3.1. Share of employed without health insurance
1.3.2 Share of employed with partially hidden health insurance

In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
2. Hidden
– captures
the extent
to which documents
and several
fiscal receipts
economic
crisis turnover
of 2008, the
Macedonian
government
has adopted
measures in
notthe
being
issued
on hidden
purchase.
The index
includes
the following
sub-indices:
order toare
curb
share
of the
economy
in the
country’s
GDP. These
measures take
lead from both
neo-liberal
andissuing
social-democratic
For
instance,
2.1 frequency
of not
of tax receipts recipes.
for certain
larger
sales; the government has
introduced2.2
a frequency
flat-income
tax
rate ofand
adopted
simplify businesses’ start-up
of not
issuing
tax receipts
forlaws
certaintoservices
2.3
average-weighted
frequency
of
not
issuing
fiscal
receipts
for purchasing
certain
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework
for social
security
groups of goods from retail shops.
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for selfSource - Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD)
9
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Executive
Summary
3. The Hidden
Economy in Macedonia in Context
Macedonia
features
in many
discussions economy
as a country
with high
hidden
The
During the past
24 years,
the Macedonian
experienced
a strong
buteconomy.
often chaotic
European Commission
has repeatedly
voiced itsofconcerns
regular
reports
development
of SMEs, which
led to the adoption
a variety in
of its
new,
often country
confronting
and
about the
size and
of hidden
economy
Hidden
employment
or
vague,
measures
and proliferation
policies, especially
in terms
of lawspractices.
that govern
the economy.
The law
undeclared
Macedonia
is offactors
particular
concern functioning
to the authorities,
the very
enforcementwork
andinjudiciary
are key
to effective
of the provided
market economy.
high
stubborn
levels or
of official
andlaw
lowenforcement
employmentofficers
levels. However,
Slow and
justice
and family
politicalunemployment
linkages of top
with top
most
studies and
research
on the
matter involve over
a highthe
level
of ambiguity,
they referthe
to
businessmen
created
circles
of untouchables
years.
Citizens as
distrusting
specific
narrow
of the hidden
economy,
usually
a specific to
point
in time,
government
andoutcomes
its social services
and earning
wages
whichtowards
were insufficient
accumulate
with
dynamics
beingpreferred
difficult to trace.
currentpayments
report proposes
a methodology
substantial
savings,
receiveThe
informal
instead saving
on social that
and
would
the tracing
of theAll
dynamics
of the hidden
economy
and its business
components
health allow
insurance
payments.
these factors,
coupled
with normal
drive(e.g.
to
hidden
turnover,
hidden
employment,
etc.)
over
time.
This
would
make
possible
for
the
minimize cost of doing business gave rise to the hidden economy in the country. The hidden
Macedonian
governmenthas
and
its European
partners to
follow
the impact
and assesscrisis
the
economy in Macedonia
been
further augmented
after
the 2007
global economic
effectiveness
of their
tackling
thesqueeze
hidden economy.
as citizens have
been policies
spiralledforinto
a tight
of finances. Subsequently, Macedonia
has experienced lower per capita foreign direct investment compared to other countries in
Estimates
theavailability,
hidden economy
size in
Macedonia
ranges from
24% have
to 47%
of
the region,suggest
loweredthat
credit
and a large
trade
deficit; therefore,
people
been
its
GDPtoaccording
to the
different
methods.
But even
most conservative
incited
migrate to
hiddenmeasurement
economy in order
to sustain
theirthe
incomes,
resulting in
15
results
suggest
it representsrate
a serious
socio-economic problem for the country. In times
pressure
on thethat
unemployment
.
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
governmenton
revenues
very often
leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
Depending
the method
applied,
source
of income
and aintarget
for new social measures. However, the recent experience in
the
hidden
economy
Macedonia
“The biggest problem when reporting about the
Greecefrom
and elsewhere
in by
Southern
and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
varies
24% of GDP
using the
hidden economy is the inability to obtain official
tackling themethod
hidden economy
are unlikely
to produce
This calls
ECM
(Electricity
statistics
and data tangible
regardingresults.
this problem.
Also,for
developing a concerted
public-private
platform
forportion
designing
measures for
Consumption
Method) (CEA,
2012), only
a small
of thelong-term
affected (institutions,
tackling hidden
issues to
andthe
for tracking
progress
continuously
over
employers,
workers)
are willing
to time.
openly discuss
through
30% of economy
GDP according
Ministry of Economy (using LFS this topic. Usually, the answers we get from the
The current report indicates that the percentage of hidden salaries remains the most acute
estimates presented by Novkovska, state institutions are too general and can be rarely
concern, with the employment income used
of some
of Macedonian
employees
being at
as a 40%
reliable
indicator of the
real situation.”
2013 16), to a staggering hidden
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
economy estimate of 46.9% as a
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
share of GDP by using the MIMIC method (Multiple Indicator Multiple Causes), (CEA, 2011).
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
Using ECM method the Centre of Economic Activity (CEA) assesses that there are around
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
70,000 people actually working but registered as unemployed in Macedonia. The first and
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
foremost reason for using ECM is because electricity consumption in a country is generally
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
assumed to be proportional to total economic activity. This means that the growth of total
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
electricity consumption is an indicator for growth of overall (official and unofficial) GDP. As a
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
result, changes in the electricity consumption which do not correlate to changes in the total
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
15

Nikolov
et al.
2012, Shadow
Economy in Macedonia,
Centre forto
Economic
Analysiseconomy
(CEA)
The
most
important
aggravating
factor related
the hidden
in Macedonia is the
http://www.cea.org.mk/documents/studii/CEA%20SHADOW%20ECONOMY%20IN%20MACEDONIA%20FINAL_4.pdf
16
decreasing,
high Non-standard
unemployment
rateEmployment
(27.3% asin of
2015).
The extremely
high
Novkovska, B. yet
(2008)still
Measuring
and Informal
the Q1
Republic
of Macedonia.
Paper presented
at
the
workshop
Measurement
Informal
Employment
in
Developed
Countries
WIEGO,
Kennedy
School
of
Government,
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
Harvard University, 31 October – 1 November 2008. Retrieved from:
http://wiego.org/sites/wiego.org/files/publications/files/Novkovska_Measuring_informal_empl_Macedonia.pdf
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that
a largeactivity
share of
to engage
in some change
kind of hidden
activity
in order
to
economic
of the
the jobless
countryhave
signify
a proportional
in the size
of the
hidden
achieve
least a the
basictotal
leveleconomic
of subsistence.
These
workers
moststructural
likely to
economyat within
activity.
Yet,undeclared
the method
mightarehave
engage
in industries
andnot
services
where
are customarily
performed withover
cashthe
in
deficiencies,
as it does
account
for transactions
energy efficiency
rates and developments
hand
including a distinguishes
variety of handicraft
services,
the green
bazaars,
The very
years,payments,
neither effectively
by different
energy
intensity
of etc.
sectors
and
high
share
of
this
subsistence
sector
of
the
hidden
economy
makes
it
even
more
difficult
for
households and businesses.
the government to target other forms of undeclared employment, without infringing on the
human aside
rightsthe
of discrepancy
the former between
group. Another
strong
factorbyfuelling
the hidden
Taking
the results
produced
these methods
theyeconomy
all show
seems
to share
be the of
contraband
and smuggling
of goodsand
across
borders,
evident
from the
that the
hidden economy
is substantial
systemic
andasthat
it should
be
mirror
statistics
accounting.
The
latter
suggests
that
more
than
a
third
of
imports
are
simultaneously tackled and monitored. A striking majority of 73.9% of firms report that
particular
tradeagainst
partners
are unaccounted
for.entities
More worryingly,
suggests
that
they
compete
unregistered
economic
(and hence research
all employed
in them
companies,
which to
have
relations
andand
protection
from political
party circles,
would
contribute
theclose
hidden
labour)
54.9% report
that theand
informal
sector
perform a sizable
share of
this hidden
import.
competitors
represent
a major
constraint
on the growth of their business (World Bank,
2000). The unregistered economy, which is operating completely outside of the books
Official government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
signals complete distrust in formal institutions and provides examples where Coasian firms’
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
and markets’ boundaries blur to be distinguishable only to long-term insiders in the absence
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
of any state. From a policy perspective it is priority to first incorporate businesses, have
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
labour contracts registered and then consider incentives for higher tax compliance.
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
Participation in hidden economy has somewhat different motivation, rationale and patterns
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
depending if we consider businesses (even unregistered) or individuals (employees). Morris
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
and Polese (2015) provide various country case studies of why firms and people enter, stay
companies with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
or exit hidden economy. Fajnzylber and Maloney (2007) provide arguments why in certain
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
cases firms have higher productivity when working in the shadows and that in order to
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
move them out of there the policy response should be sequenced to provide for higher
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
productivity in the formal economy. Firms usually have stronger bargaining power vis-à-vis
workers andof
they
the decisions
andeconomy
undeclared
work is linked
with hidden
Persistence
thedictate
high share
of hidden
in or
thehidden
Macedonian
GDP threatens
to
revenues social
in order
to guarantee
unreported
cash to paywhere
the salaries.
However,
in particular
heighten
tensions
and to create
an environment
corruption
and other
illicit or
periods combination
of exogenous
(i.e. change
in legislation
or pressure
by
semi-legal
business activities
can thrive.factors
In addition,
tax avoidance
is especially
widespread
inspection
with endogenous
ones (workers
preferthe
lower
official net wage
as this
among
theauthorities)
poorest members
of the society,
which makes
underprivileged
especially
would allowasthem
take
(higher)
credit/mortgage.
Theseprosecuted
factors lead
decreasing
vulnerable
they to
may
find
themselves
being criminally
fortounpaid
taxesthe
or
levels of with
hidden
labourlarge
in Bulgaria
justTherefore,
after the accession
to EU. However,
in certain cases
charged
paying
penalties.
it is imperative
that the Government
of
hidden labour
is not just
the formal
market,
butresolution
rather exclusion
2007)
and
Macedonia
continues
to exit
pay from
extensive
attention
to the
of this (Perry,
issue and
that
it
Figure
1
Observed
informal
employment
(as
%
of
total
employment
yresult of social
embeddedness
coordinates
its activities
with the business,
the civil society organizations, and other social
o-y basis) Source: Labour Force Survey 2013 , State Statistical Office
(White, 1992). So, policy makers
stakeholders.
35%
need to have indicators, which
28.6% 27.0%
30% by the EU-28
26.2% 25.0%
In
accordance
with
the
initiatives
launched
countries
in the aftermath of the
could account for the perspective – 25%
22.5% 22.5%
economic
crisis
of
2008,
the
Macedonian
government
has
adopted
several
measures in
if it is individual or business and 20%
order
to curb
the share
of the hidden
economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
partially
to detect
rationale
for 15%
lead
from both
social-democratic
recipes. For instance, the government has
10%
engaging
with neo-liberal
different and
hidden
introduced
flat-incomeThis
tax rate
5% adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
economic aactivities.
is and
procedures,
established
a progressive
reductions framework for social security
0%
achieved through
implementing
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
contributions,
it haseconomy
also brought
two indexes ofbut
hidden
– in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self19
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based on the business perspective (for index structure see Box 1) and based on the citizens’
Executive(for
Summary
perspective
index structure see Box 2).
As research (AT Kearney, 2014) has shown a strong correlation between the country’s tax
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
rate and its scale of hidden economy, the Government of Macedonia in 2007 and 2008
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
decided to adopt a flat tax rate system, where personal income taxes were lowered to 12%
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
in 2007 and further down to 10% in 2008 across the board for all income groups. Even
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
though the hidden economy as a share in GDP, as assessed by most academic research,
high and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
remains high, there are assessment, such as that of Garvanlieva et all (2012) that the effects
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
of this particular measure have been: improved tax discipline, increased simplicity of the tax
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
system, and better business environment, increased attractiveness for FDIs, increased
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
contributions
to tracing
the budget,
overallof downward
hidden economic
would allow the
of the and
dynamics
the hidden pressure
economyon
andthe
its components
(e.g.
activities. The downside though can be the longer-term erosion of government’s tax
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
receipts. Data has shown that the total government revenues as a share of GDP have
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
continuously declined in Macedonia since 2002, which cripples the authorities’ long-term
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
capacity to deliver public services effectively. This is particularly likely to emerge in periods
of prolonged growth stagnation.
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
its GDP according
differentForce
measurement
methods. But even the most conservative
According
to the toLabour
Figure 2 - Non observed economy (NOE) in Macedonia 2008-2012, as %
results suggest
that it represents
a serious
socio-economic
country. In times
adjustment
of annual GDP. problem
Source: SSOfor
GDPthe
Reports
Survey
2013 conducted
by the SSO,
when hidden
countriesemployment
are struggling as
withapost-crisis
25% austerity measures, finding ways to increase
the
21.0%
20.1%
19.2%
government revenues
very
leads them to the
issue of hidden19.6%
economy20.0%
as a potential
percentage
of
the often
total
20% 16.5%
15.2% experience in
source of income
and2013
a target
forat
new social measures.
However, the recent
employment
as of
stood
13.5%
15%
11.8%
Greece (and
elsewhere
Southern
22.5%
Figure
1). SSO in
uses
hiddenand Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
10%
tackling
the hidden
economy are
employment
to encompass
all unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
5%
developing
platform
for designing long-term measures for
undeclared a concerted
employeespublic-private
(those
tackling
economy
and for tracking
progress continuously over time.
0%
without hidden
social and
legal issues
protection
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

coverage), regardless if they work
The current report indicates that the percentage
hidden
salaries remains
most acute
NOE as %of
of GDP
(Old methodology
of nationalthe
accounts)
in: regular firms, un-registered or
concern, with the employment income ofNOE
some
40%
Macedonian
being at
as % of
GDPof
(According
to the newemployees
ESA 2010 methodology)
un-incorporated entities, ownleast partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
account enterprises or in the
NOE adjustments
GDP for 2008-2012 whatsoever.
are available at The
contract, and are not being paid Revised
any social
securityto contributions
household sector. The hidden http://www.stat.gov.mk/Publikacii/3.4.14.04.pdf
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
employment steadily decreases over the past few years, an indication of labour crossover
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
towards formalization of employment. Given the recent economic crisis and its prolonged
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
impact, fears over an increase in undeclared economy emerged. However other estimates
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
confirm that “the current economic crisis has not reversed the previous trend of an on-going
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
incremental decline in the size of the undeclared economy as a proportion of GDP”
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
(Williams and Renoy, 2013).
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The SSO has also detected a decrease in Non-Observed Economy (NOE). However by using
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
the new ESA 2010 methodology of national accounts NOE shows a flatter trend line that
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
remained around 20% of GDP throughout the period 2008-2012. NOE refers to all
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
productive activities that cannot be enveloped by the by the basic data sources which are
20
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that
a large
share of thenational
jobless have
to engage
some kind
of hidden
activity in informal
order to
utilized
for assembling
accounts.
Theseinactivities
include:
underground,
achieve
atactivities
least a basic
level of
These at
undeclared
mostand
likely
to
(including
performed
bysubsistence.
households aimed
their own workers
final use)are
illegal,
other
engage
industries
and services
transactions
are the
customarily
performed
with
cash
in
activitiesinwhich
are omitted
due where
to deficiencies
within
basic data
collection.
The
nonhand
payments,
including
variety ofthe
handicraft
services,
thehidden
green economy
bazaars, etc.
The very
observed
economy
(NOE) isa probably
closest term
to the
compared
to
high
share
of
this
subsistence
sector
of
the
hidden
economy
makes
it
even
more
difficult
for
all others, however the national statistical offices are usually pressed to under-estimate it
the government
target other
forms of undeclared
employment,
on the
due
to different to
reasons:
first, politically
if the estimates
are largewithout
enoughinfringing
the opposition
human
rights of
former group.
Another
strong
factor fuelling
the hiddensecond,
economy
would criticize
thethe
government
for not
effectively
managing
the tax authority,
for
seems
to
be
the
contraband
and
smuggling
of
goods
across
borders,
as
evident
from
the
EU member states higher non-observed economy will mean higher payments to the EU
mirror
The that
latter
that more
than athe
third
of imports
are
budget,statistics
and third,accounting.
the probability
thesuggests
citizens would
not believe
higher
growth rate
particular
trade
partners are
unaccounted
that
a higher
non-observed
economy
entails. for. More worryingly, research suggests that
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
In accordance
with
the data
by the NBRM the average participation of cash in the
perform
a sizable
share
of thisprovided
hidden import.
money mass of the country in the period of 2001-2010 was set at a staggering 44%.
Official
government
thatoftax
both households
and
According
to NBRM, indata
2012,demonstrates
79% of the value
totalcompliance
transactionsofperformed
with payment
17
businesses
progressively
over
the ATMs
past decade.
Still, the CRPM/CSD
cards were has
attributed
to cashimproved
withdrawals
from
. Cash provides
anonymity hidden
during
economy
surveys
indicate
that
a
third
of
the
interviewed
business
representatives
confirm
payment transactions and cannot be tracked thus becoming a powerful tool and
that,
manipulating
and other
accounting
tricks
in order
to avoid
taxes
are
stimulator
of hiddenVAT
economy.
Prevalence
of cash
on the
other hand,
due paying
to lack of
judicial
common
Macedonia,
different
scales, inoftheir
sectors. among
What iseconomic
more, taxes
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protectionin of
business on
entities,
avoidance
obligations
entities,
and
avoided
by reimbursement
the poorest members
of the society,
whichthe
makes
the underprivileged
inefficient
mechanisms,
conditions
companies
to demand especially
and fulfil
18
vulnerable
as
they
may
find
themselves
being
criminally
prosecuted
for
unpaid
taxes or
payments by using cash (Nenovski, 2012).
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
The World Bank
(Hudson ettime
al., 2012)
estimates
that
Macedonia’s
informal
competition
in
companies
with significant
lags and
represent
additional
burden
for companies
which
the part
hidden
economy
nearly 20%
thanofthe
average
in receipts
Southeast
Europe.
The
are
of the
formaliseconomy.
Themore
issuance
cash
register
also
remains
anreport
issue,
suggested
that
hiding
is
inversely
related
to
regional
inspections
and
bank
credit.
Other
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
factors,
besides
inspections
and bankiscredit,
exogenous
factors as increases in
when
buying
groceries.
The situation
similarsuch
with as
thethe
purchase
of services.
political instability, logistical problems and problems related to obtaining various permits, all
Persistence
of the
share caused
of hidden
economy
in theYet,
Macedonian
GDP
threatens
to
tend to increase
thehigh
problems
to the
hiding firms.
not all hiding
firms
are equal,
heighten
social
tensions
and
create an
environmentfirms
wheretocorruption
and other
illicitare
or
as Yalamov
(2012)
shows
fortoBulgaria
- endogenous
political circles
actually
semi-legal
activities
can thrive.
In addition, tax
avoidanceNot-connected
is especially widespread
more oftenbusiness
(successfully)
hiding
and circumventing
regulations.
firms will
among
the
poorest
members
of
the
society,
which
makes
the
underprivileged
especially
pay bribes in order to get things done, which are taken for granted by the connected firms.
vulnerable
as reasons
they mayto find
themselves
being criminally
prosecuted
unpaid
taxes
or
There are no
doubt
that Macedonian
politically
connectedfor
firms
would
differ
charged
paying
Therefore,
it isforimperative
the Government
of
from thiswith
pattern.
Thelarge
largepenalties.
share of hidden
import
Macedoniathat
(between
20 to 33% of
Macedonia
continues
to pay
extensive
attention
to thestrong
resolution
of thisof
issue
that it
import from
important
trade
partners)
suggests
capturing
theand
Customs
coordinates
its activities
business,
the civil society
organizations,
otherfinance
social
Administration
Agency inwith
the the
interest
of politically
linked importers.
Theyand
in turn
stakeholders.
political parties/patrons re-election; however this is usually cheaper than the bribes paid by
not-connected firms.
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
17
procedures,
established a progressive reductions framework for, p.20
social security
http://www.nbrm.mk/WBStorage/Files/WebBuilder_Prezentacija_Strategija_PS_2013_2017.pdf
18
Nenovski, Tome; (2012) “The Grey Economy in Macedonia: Macroeconomic Aspects, Implications and Possible Problem
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for selfSolutions”, (20 Journal of Sustainable Development, Vol. 5, Issue 10, March 2014. Retrieved from:
http://www.fbe.edu.mk/JoSDv10.pdf
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Table 2 - Comparing measures of the hidden economy

Executive Summary

Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
high and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
Source: World Bank (2012) Evaluating the Impact of the Informal Economy on Businesses in South East
effectiveness
of their policies for Date
tackling
the hidden
economy.
Europe http://opus.bath.ac.uk/31397/
accessed
29 June 2015.
Looking atsuggest
a wider
regional
context
estimations
thatranges
the shadow
economy
in
Estimates
that
the hidden
economy
size in indicate
Macedonia
from 24%
to 47% of
Macedonia
is the highest
in the measurement
region. Schneider
et al (2010)
argue
with
regards to
its
GDP according
to different
methods.
But even
thethat
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conservative
Easternsuggest
European
Central aAsian
(mostly
former transition)
countries
‘the Insize
of
results
that and
it represents
serious
socio-economic
problem for
the country.
times
government
andare
thestruggling
fiscal freedom
variable (both
capturing
the overall
are
when
countries
with post-crisis
austerity
measures,
findingstate
waysburden),
to increase
highly statistically
significant
causes’
forthem
the shadow
economy
rate, economy
as well asasthe
inflation
government
revenues
very often
leads
to the issue
of hidden
a potential
rate, the
the total
forcemeasures.
and the growth
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capita.
However,
source
ofgrowth
incomerate
andof
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However,
the per
recent
experience
in
the economic
freedominwas
found and
to be
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correlated
with
theterm
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and elsewhere
Southern
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Europe
shows that
short
measures
for
rate
in
these
countries.
Finally,
analysis
indicates
that
‘a
reduction
of
the
regulatory
burden
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
and improvement
of business/economic
transition
andlong-term
OECD countries
leadsfor
to
developing
a concerted
public-private freedom
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designing
measures
19
a much higher
the shadow
economyprogress
than it would
in developing
countries’.
tackling
hiddenreduction
economyof
issues
and for tracking
continuously
over time.
The
(2013)
analysis
notes
Schneider’s
method
provides
only ‘relative
The Eurofound
current report
indicates
that
thethat
percentage
of hidden
salaries
remains
the mostvalues,
acute
with
the
help
of
the
currency
demand
approach
for
a
few
countries
(Austria,
Germany,
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
20
However,a
Poland
and Switzerland)’,
have been
then
intoemployees
absolute ones.
least partially
undeclared.which
Moreover,
7% of
all calibrated
Macedonian
work without
they
use Schneider’s
databeing
to compare
the social
undeclared
economy
for Macedonia
in withThe
its
contract,
and are not
paid any
security
contributions
whatsoever.
EU-27
counterparts.
indicate thatconfirmed
Macedoniawide
lags scale
behind
all EU-27ofcountries,
although
interviewed
businessData
representatives
violations
the Labour
Code.
Bulgaria
and
Romania
are
very
close.
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
19
Schneider,
F., Buehn, A.
and Montenegro, C.(around
(2010) Shadow
All over the World.in
New
Estimates
for 162
rate
of long-term
unemployment
80%Economies
of the unemployed)
the
country
suggests
Countries from 1999 to 2007. Policy Research Working Paper 5356. Washington D.C.: World Bank Group.
20
Eurofound (2013), Tackling Undeclared Work in FYR Macedonia
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its European
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hand
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is aincluding
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high
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makes 12.2
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which
has other
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21
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human
rights
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status for
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theAnother strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
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as evident from the
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is a key priority
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17
which
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22
17.9
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major distortions
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Belgium
21.3
and in turn could be used to fuel
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Official government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households
and
political instability in favour of
Portugal
23
businesses has progressively improved over the
past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
Hungary
23.7
different political options.
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed
business representatives
confirm
Slovenia
24.7
26 taxes are
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting Poland
tricks in order to avoid paying
Malta
26.5
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their
sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
Greece
26.5
avoided by the poorest members of the society, Cyprus
which makes the underprivileged
26.5especially
Italy
26.8 taxes or
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Latvia
27.2
charged with paying large penalties. On the other
hand, VAT returns are provided
back to
Estonia
29.5
companies with significant time lags and represent
additional burden for companies
Lithuania
29.7 which
are part of the formal economy. The issuance ofRomania
cash register receipts also remains30.2
an issue,
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32.7
as only less than a half of the respondentsMacedonia
claimed that they always received receipts
34.9
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
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Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
stakeholders.
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
21
procedures,
established a progressive reductions framework for social security
EU Inside, 2014, http://www.euinside.eu/en/news/western-balkan-countries-suffer-high-unemployment-lack-of-reforms
Date
accessed
30
June
2015.
contributions,
but
it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self22
European Commission, 2006, Country profile: Macedonia http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/candidatecountries/the_Former_Yugoslav_Republic_of_Macedonia/economic_profile_en.htm Date accessed 1 July 2015.
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Executive
Summary
4. The Hidden
Economy Surveys and Indexes: Results for
Macedonia
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
Based on the comparison of the Hidden Economy Indexes’ value for the population and the
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
business, citizens assess the prevalence of hidden economy (index of 3.36) higher than the
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
business owners and managers (index of 2.73). This was also the case in Bulgaria in 2003
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
and 2009 as well, which were two of the most beneficial years for the economy of that
high and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
country for the first decade of the century. The greatest contribution to that difference
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
comes from hiding in the service economy and from not paying in full health insurance
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
contributions. Citizens are aware and accept the widespread hidden economy as inevitable
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
part of everyday life; they appreciate its negative impact to the local economy and that it
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
spurs unfair competition. They also consider bribing as a generally tolerated behaviour,
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
and that it is one of the factors for the prevalence of hidden economy.
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
As expected, businesses’ perceptions of the hidden economy levels in Macedonia vary
significantly when they refer to their own sector and on the national level. Firms give lower
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
estimates on hidden economic activities within their own sector compared to the national
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
level. The sub-index for the size of the hidden economy based on assessments of the
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
national economy (i=3.98) is more than 1 full index point higher than the assessments based
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
on individual branch (sector of economic activity), indicating closer assessments between
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
the sector and economy as a whole, as compared to Bulgarian indexes (where the
source of income and a target for new social measures. However, the recent experience in
discrepancy is higher or close to 2 index points). While the sub-indexes for hidden labour
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
assessed by business are very close to each other, the citizens’ sub-indexes exhibit a strong
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
discrepancy between health security avoidance and undeclared jobs, with the former
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
being the most avoided obligation.
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
Figure 4 - Hidden economy index and sub-indexes (population)

The
current
indicates
that &the
percentage
of hidden
remains the most acute
Source:
Nationalreport
representative
population
business
survey, October,
CRPM salaries
2014
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
6
least
partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees5.49
work without a
4.84
contract,
and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
5
interviewed business
representatives
3.75confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
3.58
4
3.36
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing 3.13
contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
3
accounting for the full 2.17
remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their2.12
sector.
Moreover,
large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose 1.77
a serious problem for the
2
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
1
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
0
erosion
of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
hidden
hidden undeclared
social
health
hidden
fiscal
fiscal
frequency of
economy employment
jobs
insurance insurance turnover receipts for receipts for
fiscal
most
important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy
inservices
Macedonia
is the
index
goods
receipts

The
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
Note - The red bars refer to the index and two of its sub-indexes. The blue bars refer to sub-sub-indexes.
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that
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In both
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- business
citizens,
theengage
hiddeninlabour
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than
total
achieveindicating
at least athat
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of subsistence.
undeclared
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mosteconomy
likely to
index,
thelevel
undeclared
labour is These
considered
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seriousare
hidden
engage
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transactions
areworse
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cash in
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country.and
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addition,where
the situation
seems
in the eyes
of the with
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hand
payments,
a variety
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thesurprise
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etc. The
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businessincluding
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as a no
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even protection,
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other
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without
many
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see
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as a way of employment,
reducing labour
costs.infringing on the
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
seems to be the contraband and smuggling of goods across borders, as evident from the
Figure 5 - Hidden economy index composition in comparative perspective with Bulgaria (business).
mirror
statistics
accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports are
Source: CRPM
and CSD
particular trade partners are unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
0.00 and1.00
2.00 from
3.00
4.00and 5.00
6.00
companies, which have close relations
protection
political
party circles,
perform a sizable share of this hidden import.
2.73
Hidden economy index

Official government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
3.36
of hidden economy
businesses hasSize
progressively
improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives
confirm
3.98
Assessment of national hidden economy
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What
2.74is more, taxes are largely
Assessment by branch
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
2.98
vulnerable as they
maylabor
findrelations
themselves being criminally prosecuted
for unpaid taxes or
Hidden
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
3.00 for companies which
companies
with
significant
time
lags and represent additional burden
Share of
employed
without
contract
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
2.96
employed
hidden
clauses
asShare
onlyofless
than awith
half
of the
respondents claimed that they always received receipts
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
2.78

Hidden Turnover

Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
2.55
Hidden
sales and
(no receipts)
heighten social
tensions
to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
2.75
Reporting lower revenues
among the poorest
members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted3.63
for unpaid taxes or
Reporting lower profit
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Macedonia continues
to pay extensive attention to the resolution
of this issue and that it
2.20
Illegal import/export
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
1.79
stakeholders.
Redistribution
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-281.98
countries in the aftermath of the
Hiding taxes/duties
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
1.60
order to curb the share of the
country’s GDP. These measures take
VAThidden
fraud economy in the
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
Note: Dark-blue bars refer to Bulgaria, October 2013
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self25
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Figure 6 - Level of agreement of citizens with issues related to hidden economy (population).
Source: NationalSummary
representative population survey, October, CRPM 2014
Executive

bribery is a behaviour which is tolerated

Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
not paying taxes should be tolerated
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
state health and social insurance do not provide
high and stubborn
levels
sufficient
senseofofofficial
security unemployment and low employment levels. However,
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
grey
economy
is insignificant
parthidden
of the formal
specific
narrow
outcomes
of the
economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
economy
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
would
allow the
tracing
of the
dynamics
of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
undeclared
income
negatively
influences
the local
economy
hidden turnover, hidden
employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
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is inevitable
part
everydaythe
life hidden economy.
effectiveness
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foroftackling
0 in Macedonia
20
40 from 24%
60 to 47%80of
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size
ranges
Agree/completely
agreemeasurement
neighter agree
nor disagree
completely
disagree
/ disagree
its GDPNAaccording
to different
methods.
But even
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conservative
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
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when
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still everyvery
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recent
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inevitable
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to short
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that
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that
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results.sufficient
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of
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through
tax coercion
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tracking progress continuously over time.
Figure 7 - Estimates of respondents about the size of the hidden economy on the level of their respective business sector

% of companies

The
current
indicates
that the
percentage
of hidden survey,
salaries
remains
acute
and the
nationalreport
level (business).
(Q. C13_A).
Source:
National representative
October,
CRPMthe
2014most
(business).
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
30%
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7%26.1%
of all Macedonian employees work without a
25% and
contract,
are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
21.7%
interviewed
business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
20%
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
15%
In their Sector
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
In Macedonia
10% large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem
Moreover,
for the
Macedonian
economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
5%
be compatible
with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
0%
erosion of the< social
and 26-50%
the existing
social benefits.
10% fabric
11-25%
51-75%
> 75%
None
Cannot
estimate

The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
The introduction of the 10% flat rate for the income tax in 2008 coincided for Macedonia
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
and Bulgaria. But the respective reduction in hidden employment could be attributed to the
26
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that
a large
of the jobless
have tothe
engage
in some
kind of in
hidden
activity
order to
flat rate
onlyshare
in Macedonia.
For Bulgaria
respective
reduction
overall
hiddenineconomy
achieve
at least
a basicthrough
level of the
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Theseofundeclared
workers
are mostoflikely
to
was rather
achieved
introduction
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registration
labour
engage
in in
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where Institute
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performed
in
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the National
Social Security
sinceare
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setting
hand
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services,
the green
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etc.
The very
of minimal
social including
security thresholds,
reduced
tax evasion
(Nonchev
et. al.,
2011).
high share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficult for
the government to target other forms of undeclared employment, without infringing on the
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
seems to be the contraband and smuggling of goods across borders, as evident from the
mirror statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports are
particular trade partners are unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
perform a sizable share of this hidden import.
Official government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
companies with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
stakeholders.
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self27
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Executive Summary
5. Hidden Employment
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
The structural unemployment from the transition period after the 1990s and the long-term
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
unemployment steadily of about 80% of unemployed, continues to be a problem for citizens
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
and policy makers. As of 2014, the unemployment rate has decreased to 27.6% (265,370)
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
people), with a tendency to decrease further, yet citizens (57% of them) believe this is the
high and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
major problem Macedonia faces these days. The low income and, related to that, poverty
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
come at around 40%.
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
Despite a significant decline (from Figure 8 - Unemployment rate in Macedonia (in %). Source: SSO
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
36.0% in 2004 – Figure 8), 40%
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
36.0%
unemployment, especially at this scale,
Macedonian government and its European partners34.9%
to 33.8%
follow the impact and assess the
represents one of the most significant 35%
32.2% 32.0%
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
31.4% 31.0%
factors in generating hidden economic
28.6%
30%
27.6%
activities – people are desperate to get
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
a job, no matter what contract and if 25%
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
at all there will be contract. Only 2.7%
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
of respondents explicitly stated that 20%
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
hidden economy is a problem. While
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
all state unemployment as the biggest
source of income and a target for new social measures. However, the recent experience in
problem, logically, the unemployed and those coming from poorer families are primarily
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
concerned with unemployment, while the employed, on the other hand, complain on low
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
income and people with relative high income are concerned with political instability, ethnic
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
problems and corruption. Even within the context of the economic crisis of 2008, the
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
unemployment rate has decreased by 6.2% in the years since, showing an increased
capacity
of the
Macedonian
to absorb new
workers
and consequently
The current
report
indicates economy
that the percentage
of hidden
salaries
remains the offer
mostbetter
acute
conditions
for crossing
over fromincome
the informal
to the
formal
economy. employees being at
concern, with
the employment
of some
40%
of Macedonian
least partially undeclared. Moreover, Figure
7% of9 - all
Macedonian
employees
work
Structure
of unemployment.
Right axis
(%) forwithout
long-term a
Despite the numerous strategies of unemployment rate. Source: SSO
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
lowering the unemployment rate, the
interviewed business representatives confirmed
wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
100%
350
total long-term unemployment each
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing
contracts
with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
86% 85%
85% 82% 83% 83% 82% 82%
year since 1996 remains above 80%
80%
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
(83%, 2013 est. – Figure 9). Similarly, 300
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for 60%
the
youth unemployment (ages 15-24)
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
remains high, at 50.4% of total
40%
be compatible with the principles of the250
market economy without imposing too extensive
unemployment in 2014, with a
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
20%
tendency to decrease further.
According
to the latest
data fromfactor
the related
The
most important
aggravating
to the hidden economy in Macedonia is 0%
the
200
SSO, the youth
in Q1
decreasing,
yet unemployment
still high unemployment
rate
(27.3%
as of
Q12010
2015).
2006
2007 2008
2009
2011The
2012extremely
2013 2014 high
of 2015
dipped below
50% of total
rate
of long-term
unemployment
(around 80% Longterm
of the unemployed)
in (>the
Unemployment
12 country
months) suggests
Total Unemployment
unemployment for the first time in 17
Longterm Unemployment Rate (> 12 months, in %)
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that a23large share of the jobless have to engage in some kind of hidden activity in order to
years.
In contrast, total seasonally adjusted unemployment rate, long-term
achieve at least a basic level of subsistence. These undeclared workers are most likely to
unemployment (as % of total unemployment) and youth unemployment in EU28 countries
engage in industries and services where transactions are customarily performed with cash in
in 2014 was 11.5% (Q3), 48.7% (Q1), and 21.6% (Q3) respectively. 24
hand payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
In Q3
2015,
there
were several
measures
designed
bymakes
the Employment
Agency for
of
high
share
of this
subsistence
sector of
the hidden
economy
it even more difficult
Macedonia
in cooperation
with forms
the Ministry
of Labour
and Social Policy
(MLSP)
targeted
at
the
government
to target other
of undeclared
employment,
without
infringing
on the
tackling rights
the high
of long-term
youthstrong
unemployment
by offering
specialeconomy
benefits
human
of rates
the former
group. and
Another
factor fuelling
the hidden
for businesses
that
will employ
from
within these
categories
workers.
it is too
seems
to be the
contraband
and
smuggling
of goods
across of
borders,
asHowever,
evident from
the
early tostatistics
estimate accounting.
how well theThe
program
doing or the
of businesses
to employ
mirror
latterissuggests
thatinterest
more than
a third of
importssuch
are
type of labour.
particular
trade partners are unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
Figure
10
–
Economic
activity
by ethnic
structure
(population).
companies, which
have
close
relations
and protection from political and party circles,
Source: Population survey CRPM 2014 (1116 respondents)
perform a sizable share of this hidden import.
100%

100%

23.0%
Official 23.0%
government
that tax compliance of
both 28.6%
households
25.9%demonstrates
26.4% 20.0%
28.9% and
28.6% data
36.7%
80%
80%
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
60%
60%
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
40%
40%
that,
manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
20%
common
in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors.20%
What is more, taxes are largely
0%
0%
avoided
by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
Employedfor companies
Retired
companies with significant time lags and represent additional burden
which
Employed
Retired
Student
Unemployed
Studentalso remains
Unemployed
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts
an issue,
as
less survey
than a half
of the respondents
claimed
receipts
Theonly
CRPM
supplements
the SSO lack
of that
data they
on always
ethnicityreceived
in relation
to
when
buying groceries.
The situation
is similar
with the purchase
of services.
unemployment
by providing
empirical
assessment
of ethnic
vulnerabilities in the

Macedonian labour supply. Analysing the structure of the unemployed according to ethnic
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
background (see Figure 10) one can observe higher unemployment rates (28.6%) and
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
students (11.5%) among the ethnic Albanians than Macedonians (23% and 7.8%
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
respectively) whereas close to half of both communities stated that they were employed at
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
the time of the survey. These figures are not far from the rates indicated in the SSO statistics
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
on the national unemployment rate (27.3%). The ethnic Turks seem to carry the highest
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
levels of employment (63%) and the Roma the highest rates of unemployment (36%).
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
However, it is difficult to produce substantiated arguments for the rest of the ethnic groups
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
due to their smaller sample frequency.
stakeholders.
In a situation where there is high unemployment rate, any job position is welcomed
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
regardless of the working environment and respect of labour rights. Hence, workers tend to
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
accept various labour arrangements in short-run that go against their interest, at least in the
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
long run, such as working without a job contract or with a contract with ‘hidden clauses’.
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced
a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
23
State Statistical Office (SSO), Press release on Macedonian labor market (09.06.2015). Retrieved from:
procedures,
established a progressive reductions framework for social security
http://www.stat.gov.mk/PrikaziSoopstenie.aspx?id=98&rbr=1710
24
Eurostat News Release,
Indicators
2014. Retrieved
from: wage and subsidies for selfcontributions,
but it01.07.2014,
has alsoEuro
brought
inOctober
progressive
minimum
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/2995521/6033691/3-31102014-BP-EN.PDF/fb5a7034-d11b-498c-b99743a691c85c8f
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While the lack of contracts was rarely noted in the population survey regarding the primary
While
the lack
contracts
rarelyinnoted
in the
regarding
the primary
occupation,
it of
was
rather was
common
relation
to population
secondary survey
occupation.
Hidden
clauses
Executive
Summary
occupation,
it
was
rather
common
in
relation
to
secondary
occupation.
Hidden
contracts, on the other hand, were more prominent when referring to second jobs. clauses
contracts, on the other hand, were more prominent when referring to second jobs.
Nearly half of all survey respondents (48%) indicated they were employed with a primary
Macedonia
features
in many
discussions asindicated
a country
with
high
hidden with
economy.
The
Nearly
half of
survey
respondents
they
were
employed
a primary
occupation.
Theallvast
majority
of them (48%)
(84%) have a written
job
contract
with the employer,
European Commission
has repeatedly
voiced
its aconcerns
in contract
its regular
country
reports
occupation.
The vast majority
of them
(84%)
have
written
job
with
the employer,
while 6.6% reported
they work
without
a contract
and 9%
are self-employed.
Typically,
about 6.6%
the size
and proliferation
of hidden
economy
practices.
Hidden
employment
or
while
reported
work without
a contract
9% are
self-employed.
Typically,
25
those working
withoutthey
a contract
are employed
in theand
private
sector
.
Those
who
have
an
undeclared
work in Macedonia
is of
particular
concern
to
the authorities,
provided
those
working
a contract
are
employed
in the
private
sector 25
who the
havevery
an
additional
paid without
job besides
their primary
occupation
represent
11.8%
of. Those
the population
and
high
and
stubborn
levels
of
official
unemployment
and
low
employment
levels.
However,
additional
paid confirmed
job besidesthat
their
primary
represent
11.8%
the
population and
out
them 7.9%
they
workoccupation
without a contract
and
1.5%ofare
self-employed.
In
mostthem
studies
and
researchthat
on the
matter
involve aa high
leveland
of ambiguity,
as they refer to
out
7.9%
confirmed
they
work
without
contract
1.5%
are
self-employed.
In
contrast, the latest 2013 figures about Bulgaria for example show that 4% with primary
specific
narrow
outcomes
of
the
hidden
economy,
usually
towards
a
specific
point
in
time,
contrast,
the and
latest
2013
figures
aboutemployment
Bulgaria forwork
example
show
that 4%(see
withTable
primary
employment
32.2%
with
secondary
without
a contract
2).
with
dynamics
being
difficult
to
trace.
The
current
report
proposes
a
methodology
employment and 32.2% with secondary employment work without a contract (see Table that
2).
would
thedata
tracing
of the
dynamics
of thetrends
hidden
economy
and its components (e.g.
Table 3 - allow
CSD survey
(2003-2013)
about
hidden economy
in Bulgaria
(In %), (population).
Table 3 - CSD survey data (2003-2013) about hidden economy trends in Bulgaria (In %), (population).
hidden
turnover, hidden employment,
etc.)
time. This
would 2010
make possible
the
2003
2004over2008
2009
2012 for2013
2004
2008
2009the impact
2010 and
2012
Macedonian
and its2003
European
partners
to follow
assess2013
the
Without labour government
contract - primary
6.0
5.9
5.6
5.9
3.4
3.0
4.0
Without
labour
contract
primary
employment
effectiveness of their policies for tackling
the5.9
hidden economy.
6.0
5.6
5.9
3.4
3.0
4.0

employmentlabour
Without
contract
77.4
59.1
51.5
51.0
38.1
29.0
32.2
Without employment
labour
contract
secondary
77.4
59.1
51.5
51.0
38.1
29.0
32.2
secondary employment
Estimates
suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of

its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
Additionally, more than half of the interviewed employers (all from the private sector) for
results
suggest
thatthan
it represents
a serious
socio-economic
problem
theprivate
country.
In times
Additionally,
more
half ofthat
the
interviewed
employers
(allthere
fromfor
the
sector)
for
the business survey
confirmed
in
the sector they
operate,
are
employees
working
when
countries
are
struggling
with
post-crisis
austerity
measures,
finding
ways
to
increase
the
business
surveythough
confirmed
in the percentage
sector they differs
operate,
thereranging
are employees
without
a contract,
the that
estimated
widely,
from 5%working
to 50%
government
revenues
very
often
leads
them
to
the
issue
of
hidden
economy
as a5%
potential
without
a
contract,
though
the
estimated
percentage
differs
widely,
ranging
from
50%
of the employees. While one-third responded that this happens all the time or intomost
source
of
income
and
a
target
for
new
social
measures.
However,
the
recent
experience
in
of
the 30%
employees.
one-third
responded
this happens
all the
time
in most
cases,
claimed While
it happens
sometimes,
whilethat
one-quarter
that this
does
notor
happen
in
Greece
and claimed
elsewhere
in Southern
and Eastern
Europe
shows that
short
termnot
measures
cases,
30%
it happens
sometimes,
while
one-quarter
this does
happenfor
in
their sector.
In general,
it is obvious
that this
practice
is notthat
unusual
among
companies,
tackling
the
hidden
economy
are
unlikely
to
produce
tangible
results.
This
calls
for
their
sector.
general,
it is obvious
that this
practice
is not
companies,
although
its In
scope
is difficult
to determine
(also
because
theunusual
businessamong
sample
does not
developing
a
concerted
public-private
platform
for
designing
long-term
measures
for
although
its
scope
is
difficult
to
determine
(also
because
the
business
sample
does not
include unregistered businesses).
tackling
hidden economy
issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
include unregistered
businesses).
The current report indicates that the percentage of hidden salaries remains the most acute
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
25
Sometimes employed in the public sector work in the shadows, because it is formally forbidden to have a
rate
of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
25
Sometimes employed in the public sector work in the shadows, because it is formally forbidden to have a
second job – policemen, teachers, etc.
second job – policemen, teachers, etc.
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As ‘envelope payments’ represent another characteristic of hidden labour, respondents of
that
a large share of the represent
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Figure
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more
difficult
http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/sites/default/files/ef_files/ewco/surveyreports/EU1404011D/EU1404011D.pdf
month in 2014 for MK (population). Source CRPM/CSD Survey 2014 and Eurofound 2013 survey
the government to target other forms of undeclared employment, without infringing on the
http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/sites/default/files/ef_files/ewco/surveyreports/EU1404011D/EU1404011D.pdf
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on the amount written in the contract, which is the
63.8%
economic
crisis
ofreal
2008,
the Macedonian
in
on the amount
written
inwage
the contract,
which is the government has adopted several
44.1%measures
63.8%
44.1%
real
wage
on thetoamount
written
in the
thougheconomy
real
15.3%
order
curb the
share
ofcontract
the hidden
in the country’s
GDP. These measures take
on the amount written
contract though real
6.4% 15.3%
wage in
is the
higher
lead from both neo-liberal
and social-democratic recipes.
For instance, the government has
6.4%12.6%
wage is higher
26
on
theStatistical
minimum
wage,
though
realNet
wage
is higher
State
Office
(SSO),
Average
Salary
per
Worker
in
Macedonia
07/2014,
retrievedbusinesses’
from:
introduced
a flat-income
tax wage
rateis and
adopted laws
start-up
27.3%
12.6%to simplify
26
on
theStatistical
minimum
wage,
though
realNet
http://www.stat.gov.mk/PrikaziSoopstenie_en.aspx?rbrtxt=40
State
Office
(SSO),
Average
Salary higher
per Worker in Macedonia 07/2014,27.3%
retrieved from:
27
procedures,
a progressive
reductions
framework
for payments
social60%
It has to be notedestablished
that the survey questions
used in the Eurofound
survey20%
2013
refers
ofsecurity
http://www.stat.gov.mk/PrikaziSoopstenie_en.aspx?rbrtxt=40
0%
10%
30%to envelope
40%
50%
70%
27
respondents
months
whereas
the in
CRPM
CSD
survey
2014
refers
to
envelope
payments
in
the
past 70%
It has to bewithin
notedthe
thatlast
the12
survey
questions
used
the Eurofound
survey
2013
refers
to
envelope
payments
of
0%
10% minimum
20% 30%
50% 60%
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive
wage40%
and subsidies
for selfrespondents
within about
the last
12 monthsare
whereas
the
CRPM
2014 refers to envelope payments in the past
month,
thus values
Macedonia
likely to
be
larger.CSD survey
Bulgaria
Macedonia
month, thus values about Macedonia are likely to be
larger.
Bulgaria
Macedonia
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As these figures seems overly underestimated even for EU countries and especially
Executive Summary
countries with large immigrant employment (often partially or entirely hidden) as France,
Germany and UK or seems not to account for tips at all (and tips might be substantial part
of
the wages
in certain
sectors).
Bearing asin amind
the with
sensitivity
of the issue,
another
Macedonia
features
in many
discussions
country
high hidden
economy.
The
formulation
was
used
as
a
control
question,
i.e.:
‘What
is
the
basis
for
your
social/pension
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
insurance
responses indicated
much more
concerning
trend.
Specifically,
about the payments?’
size and proliferation
of hiddenaeconomy
practices.
Hidden
employment
or
undeclared
work in Macedonia
is of particular
concern
to the authorities,
the very
Figure 14 – (Dis)agreement
with the statement
‘I would rather
be an undeclared
worker with aprovided
higher wage,
than
a declared
one with
a lower
and unemployment
monthly family income
(population).
FX rate 1 EURlevels.
= 61.5 MKD
high
and
stubborn
levels
of wage’
official
and
low employment
However,
Source: National Population Field Survey, conducted during 10/2014 with a representative sample size: 1116
most
studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
respondents.
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
70%
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
63.4%
60%
61.8% and its components (e.g.
would
allow the tracing of the dynamics
of
the
hidden
economy
58.3%
50%
hidden
turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
41.7%
40%
Macedonian
government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
31.0%
30%
24.1%
effectiveness
of their policies for tackling
the hidden economy.
20.3%
18.8%

20%

10% suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
Estimates
0% according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
its GDP
5-10.000 mkd
10.001-20.000 mkd 20.001-50.000 mkd
Over 50.000 mkd
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
Monthly household income
when countries are struggling with post-crisis
austerity measures, finding ways to increase
I don'tthem
agree to the issue Iof
agree
government revenues very often leads
hidden economy as a potential
source
of incometoand
a target
new social measures.
theminimum
recent experience
in
27.3% reported
have
their for
social/pension
insurance However,
paid at the
wage level
Greece
and
elsewhere
in Southern
and Eastern
Europe
short
term measures
(which in
2014
was 8.800
MKD or 143€),
although
theirshows
actualthat
wage
is higher,
and 6.4% for
on
tackling
the
hidden
economy
are
unlikely
to
produce
tangible
results.
This
calls
for
the basis of the sum included in the job contract, although their actual wage is higher (see
developing
a concertedthat
public-private
platform
forsecurity
designing
long-termare
measures
for
Figure
12). Considering
the sum on which
social
contributions
paid should
tackling hidden
and fortotracking
progress
over
time. that the
correspond
to economy
the sum issues
transferred
a certain
bank continuously
account, it is
assumed

remaining
the salary
has been
in cash or through
a temporary
servicethe
contract.
This
The currentofreport
indicates
that paid
the percentage
of hidden
salaries remains
most acute
indicates
that the
the employment
proportion ofincome
employees
receiving
payments,
including
concern, with
of some
40% ofenvelope
Macedonian
employees
beingthe
at
additional
temporary
service
contracts
as
an
instrument
of
avoiding
social
security
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
contributions,
about
of the
employed
population.
contract, and isare
notone-third
being paid
any
social security
contributions whatsoever. The
Figure 13 - Signing of contracts with 'hidden clauses', business

interviewed
representatives
wide scale
violations of the Labour Code.
(business)
The
rather business
concerning
indicator confirmed
on survey (Q.C12_B)
Over half of those
claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
incomplete
social respondents
security payments,
35%
30.0% in their sector.
accounting
for
the
full
remuneration
paid
out) were commonplace
30%
combined with the notion that 7% of
Moreover, large-scale
tax evasion
seems
continue to pose a serious 24.3%
problem for the
respondents
(almost exclusively
from
the to25%
20.0%
Macedonian
economy
and social
government tries to adjust them in18.6%
order to
20%
private
sector)
reported
thatsystem
theiras the
15%
be compatible
withis the
pension
insurance
not principles
being paidofatthe
all, market economy without imposing too extensive
10%
erosion ofthat
the the
social
fabricofand
the 40%
existing
4.3%
indicates
salary
about
of social benefits.
5%
employees
with a primary
employment
The most important
aggravating
factor related0%
to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
is
partially
or
completely
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
hidden/undeclared.
Interestingly,(around
even 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
rate of long-term unemployment
half of respondents who declared
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that a large share of the jobless have to engage
in -some
of hidden
in‘I order
Figure 15
Level ofkind
agreement
with theactivity
statement
would to
themselves as self-employed do not pay rather be an undeclared worker with a higher wage, than a
achieve at least a basic level of subsistence.
These undeclared workers are most likely to
their social insurance contributions based declared one with a lower wage’ (population).
engage in industries and services where transactions are customarily performed with cash in
on the actual wage received. The reasons
hand payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
agree
could be based on the notion that social
21.6%
high share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficult for
insurance contributions are too high,
neighter agree
nor
the government to target other forms of undeclared
employment,
without infringing on the
14.2%
which is shared among 40% of company
disagree
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
representatives surveyed.
seems to be the contraband and smuggling of goods
across borders, as evident from the
don't agree
58.6%
mirror
statistics
The latter
The practice
of accounting.
signing contracts
withsuggests that more than a third of imports are
particular
trade partners
unaccounted
More know
worryingly,
research suggests that
‘hidden clauses’
was alsoare
confirmed
by for. doesn't
5.6%
companies,representatives,
which have close
company
half relations
of whichand protection from political and party circles,
perform
a sizable
sharein
oftheir
this hidden
noted that
it happens
sector import.
and
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%
encompasses from 5% to 50% of Source: National population field survey, conducted during
Official government data demonstrates that
tax compliance of both households and
employees, depending on individual 10/2014 with a representative sample size: 1116 respondents
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
observations. Overall, more than half of employers responded it happens in most of the
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
cases or sometimes, a fact indicating the Figure 16 - Level of agreement with the statement ‘State health
that, manipulating VAT and other accountingpension
tricksinsurance
in order
toprovide
avoidsufficient
payingsense
taxes
do not
of are
issue is quite prevalent among and
security’ (population)
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
Macedonian companies.
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
56.4%
vulnerable asthetheymotivation
may find themselves
prosecuted for unpaid taxes
or
Whatever
for such being criminally Agree
charged with
large
On the other
hand, VAT returns are provided back to
decisions,
thepaying
reason
forpenalties.
this situation
Neighter agree nor
18.1%
companies
withlay
significant
time lags and
burden for companies
which
does
not only
within employers,
butrepresent additional
disagree
are
of the formal
economy.
issuance
of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
alsopart
employees.
Assessing
theirThe
level
of
Don't agree
20.7%
as
only less than
half of the
respondents claimed that they always received receipts
agreement
with adifferent
statements
when
groceries.
situation isit similar
with the
purchase
relatedbuying
to the
hiddenTheeconomy,
is
Doesn't
know of services.
4.8%
evident that the current level of
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian
GDP threatens
to
0%
20%
40%
60%
satisfaction with the wage for many
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
workers is much more important than the Source: National population field survey, conducted during
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition,
taxa representative
avoidance is
especially
10/2014 with
sample
size: 1116widespread
respondents
long-term security implied with the social
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
insurance. Specifically, 21.6% responded that they would rather be an undeclared worker
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
with a higher wage, than a declared one with a lower wage (see Figure 15).
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Figure 17to
– Percentage
of population
with issue
writtenand
contract
forit
Macedonia
continues
to pay
extensive
attention
the resolution
of this
that
This opinion,
however,
appears
to be
primary job according to educational attainment % (Q.3 vs.
coordinates
its activities
with the business,
the (population)
civil society organizations, and other social
related to the
financial situation
of the Q.D3)
stakeholders.
individual/family. Individuals assessing 100%
93.5%
81.5%
themselves as poor were more likely to
In accordance with the initiatives launched by80%
the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
prefer a higher wage than a socially
60%
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government
has adopted several measures in
44.8%
secured lower wage, compared to the
40%in the country’s GDP. These measures take
order to curb the share of the hidden economy
ones assessed as being in the middle or
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic
20% recipes. For instance, the government has
rich. Observed through the family income
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted
laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
0%
lenses, respondents with a monthly
Primary
Secondary
Tertiary
procedures, established a progressive reductions
framework
for social
security
income of 5.000-10.000 MKD were more
Education
Education
Education
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for selflikely to accept undeclared work than
33
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those with income over 20.000 MKD (Figure 13). This goes in favour of the argument that
Executive
the problem Summary
of undeclared work is in great deal related to the high poverty levels and is
actually a coping mechanism used by individuals when trying to make ends meet with the
finances they have. Nevertheless, this type of opinion and consequent behaviour enhances
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
the risk of economically disadvantaged groups to become even more at risk when in need
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
of social security net.
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
undeclared
work in Macedonia
is of particular
concern
to thebe
authorities,
provided
the very
Additional explanation
for accepting
undeclared
work might
the fact that
the state-level
high and schemes
stubborn are
levels
of officialbyunemployment
low population
employmentaslevels.
However,
security
perceived
the majority and
of the
not providing
most studies
andof
research
the matter
highwould
level of
ambiguity,
as they security
refer to
sufficient
sense
securityon(Figure
16). involve
Hence, athey
prefer
a temporary
specificcomes
narrow
outcomes
the hidden
economy,
usually
towardsofa aspecific
in time,
which
with
a higherof
wage,
rather than
a diffident
assurance
longer point
term security
with dynamics
trace. The
report
proposes
methodology
that
grounded
in thebeing
publicdifficult
securitytosystem.
Thiscurrent
once again
confirms
the aimportance
of trust
would allow
the tracing
of system
the dynamics
of the
economy
and its contract’
components
(e.g.
within
institutions
and the
in general,
as hidden
a form of
‘psychological
between
hidden
turnover,
employment,
etc.)
time. This would make possible for the
the
citizen
and thehidden
state, important
for the
taxover
morale.
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
When
it comes
to secondary
/ additional
the situation is more concerning,
effectiveness
of their
policies for
tackling theoccupation
hidden economy.
bearing in mind that in the vast majority of cases (80%) it is being performed without a
contract.
case ofthat
a contract,
it is economy
fixed term,
authorship
agreement
another
EstimatesIn
suggest
the hidden
size
in Macedonia
rangesorfrom
24% temporary
to 47% of
agreement.
In line with
this, social
and health insurance
being
in 80% of
its GDP according
to different
measurement
methods. are
But also
evennot
the
mostpaid
conservative
the
cases
and over
50%
of respondents
not report and/or
pay personal
incomeIntax
for
results
suggest
that it
represents
a seriousdosocio-economic
problem
for the country.
times
their
whenadditional
countries activity.
are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
The data shows no gender difference in relation to attainment of an official (written)
source of income and a target for new social measures. However, the recent experience in
contract for the primary job, in which case 82.4% of employed men and 86.2% of employed
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
women stated that they attained a written contract. The same applies to age differences
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
(86.1% age 18-34; 81.5% age 35-54; 90.3% age 55+). However, there are noticeable
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
differences with regards to educational attainment levels where 44.8% of employees with
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.

Figure 19 – Share of the population with written contracts
Figure 18 - Educational attainment according to ethnic
according to educational attainment & ethnic background
The
current
report indicates that the percentage(population)
of hidden salaries remains the most acute
background
(population)

concern, with the employment income of some100%
40% of Macedonian employees being at
60%
54.7%
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
50%
44.8%
contract, and are not being paid any social 80%
security 94%
contributions
whatsoever.
100% The
90%
40%
34.4%
interviewed 33.4%
business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
60%
Over
30% half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
21.8%
86%
40% were commonplace in their75%
accounting
for the full remuneration paid out)
sector.
20%
64%
10.8%
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
10%
20%
Macedonian economy and social system as the government75%
tries to adjust them in 57%
order to
26%
0%
be compatible with the principles of the market economy
without imposing too extensive
0%
Primary
Secondary
Tertiary
Macedonian
Albanian
Other
erosion of
the social fabric
and theEducation
existing social benefits.
Education
Education
Primary education

Secondary education

Macedonian
Albanian
The most important
aggravating
factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing,
yetofstill
high unemployment
rateand
(27.3%
of Q1
2015).
The extremely
primary 81.5%
employees
with secondary
93.5%aswith
tertiary
education
stated high
that
rate
of
long-term
unemployment
(around
80%
of
the
unemployed)
in
the
country
suggests
they have acquired a written contract for their primary job (Figure 17). The data clearly
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that
share of the
jobless
to engage
some kind
of hidden
activity
order to
show,a large
unsurprisingly,
that
the have
probability
of inworking
under
a written
jobin contract
achieve
leastthe
a basic
of subsistence.
These undeclared
workers
are most
likely
to
increasesatwith
levellevel
of educational
attainment,
and this is
especially
drastic
when
engage
industries
where
transactions
are customarily performed with cash in
moving in
from
primaryand
to services
secondary
education
attainment.
hand payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
In accordance
withsubsistence
the ethnic sector
background
respondents,
data itshow
Albanians
high
share of this
of theof
hidden
economythe
makes
eventhat
more
difficult are
for
less
likely to work
written
job of
contract
(71.7%)
compared without
to Macedonians
the government
tounder
targetaother
forms
undeclared
employment,
infringing(88.9%).
on the
There
is
a
strong
indication
that
education
might
play
a
role
in
the
distribution
of
written
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
contracts
which and
is evident
by looking
at the
educational
seems to acquirement
be the contraband
smuggling
of goods
across
borders,attainment
as evidentaccording
from the
to
ethnic
background.
Out
of
the
one
third
of
Albanians
(33.4%)
that
have
primary
mirror statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports
are
education,
or less,partners
only 26%
written contracts.
As shown
aboveresearch
moving suggests
from primary
particular trade
arehave
unaccounted
for. More
worryingly,
that
to
secondary
education
doubles
the
probability
of
having
a
written
contract.
However,
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
ethnic
do notof benefit
to the
same extent from this pattern and only 64% of
performAlbanians
a sizable share
this hidden
import.
workers with secondary education have written contracts compared to Macedonians (86%)
Official
government
data 28demonstrates
complianceattainment.
of both households and
with the samethat
leveltax
of educational
and
other
ethnicities (75%)
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
The
population
equally that
vulnerable
in the
relation
to envelope
wages
with no difference
economy
surveysisindicate
a third of
interviewed
business
representatives
confirm
related
to
gender,
age,
ethnic
and
educational
background.
Concerning
the
anecdotal
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
evidence
ofMacedonia,
a practice of
part ofinthe
salary
to the
employer
haslargely
been
common in
onreturning
different scales,
their
sectors.
What
is more,after
taxesitare
formally
paid
to the members
worker, itof
must
notedwhich
that the
datathe
is inconclusive.
avoided by
theout
poorest
the be
society,
makes
underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
Regarding the payment of social security contributions the data shows no age difference.
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
However, gender difference is present with men being more likely to be the victims of noncompanies with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
payment by their employer, thus being more vulnerable, with 80.4% of men, and 89.6% of
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
women claiming that their employers pay their social security contributions. The differences
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
with regards to education of the population are notable with the employer paying
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
contributions for 42.3% of employees with primary, 83.3% with secondary school vs.
91.5% with of
tertiary
education;
indication
which inis the
quiteMacedonian
close to theGDP
datathreatens
concerning
Persistence
the high
share ofanhidden
economy
to
educational
attainment
vs.
written
contract
attainment.
The
probability
of
having
social
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
insurance business
contributions
semi-legal
activities can paid
thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
Figure 20 – Educational attainment of the sample vs. Internet usage
increases
with
the
educational
among the poorest members of the society,
whichSource:
makes
the
underprivileged
(Q.D3 vs. Q.D18)
CRPM
population
survey 2014, especially
(population)
attainment.as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
vulnerable
91.4%

100%

charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Similar to the distribution of written
74.2%
73.6%
80%
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention
to the resolution of this issue and that it
contract
according
to
ethnic
60%the civil society organizations, and other social
coordinates its activities with the business,
background, Albanians are less likely
40%
26.4%
stakeholders.
25.8%
to have their social security
20%
8.6%
contributions
According
to the
In
accordance paid.
with the
initiatives
launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
0%
data,
the
pays
economic
crisis ofemployer
2008, the Macedonian
government
several Tertiary
measures in
Primary has adopted
Secondary
contributions
for 74.8%
of the
Albanians
education take
order
to curb the
share of
hidden economy ineducation
the country’seducation
GDP. These measures
compared
to 89%
of Macedonians,
DailyFor
use up
to at least
once
a month
lead
from both
neo-liberal
and social-democratic recipes.
instance,
the
government
has
Rarely / no internet
and
as
presented
above,
it
is
quite
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures,
established a progressive reductions framework for social security
28
The Figure 19 shows for example that from all employed Macedonian respondents with primary education
contributions,
but it has
alsohave
brought
progressive
minimum
wage
subsidies
for selfonly
75% of that particular
strata
writtenincontacts,
then 86%
of the ones
withand
secondary
education
and
94% of the ones with tertiary education.
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likely that this is related to the level of education. The level of education can impact the way
Executive
Summary
workers perceive
their rights and obligations and the extent to which they are willing to
fight in order to benefit from those rights.
Macedonia
many
discussions
a country
witharehigh
economy.
The
Figure 21 - Whatfeatures
is the wagein
amount
on which
your socialas
security
contributions
being hidden
paid by your
employer (Q.7A).
Source:
CRPM
population
survey
2014
(population)
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
on the minimum wage, which is the real one
undeclared
work in Macedonia is of particular concern to12.7%
the authorities, provided the very
the stubborn
amount written
in the
is
highonand
levels
of contract,
official which
unemployment
and low employment levels. However,
44.1%
the real wage
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
on the amount written in the contract though real
specific narrow outcomes
of the hidden economy, usually
towards a specific point in time,
6.4%
wage is higher
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
on the minimum wage, though real wage is higher
27.3%
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
0%over
5% time.
10% 15%
25% 30%
35%
40% 45%for
50%
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.)
This20%
would
make
possible
the
Macedonian
and its
partners
to follow
the(internet
impact and
assess the
An additionalgovernment
amplifying effect
canEuropean
be the level
of internet
usage
penetration)
of
29
effectiveness
of
their
policies
for
tackling
the
hidden
economy.
the population which according to the latest figures in 2014 in Macedonia was 68.3% . Our
data show significantly lower internet usage among those with primary education with
Estimates
suggest
that20)
thehaving
hiddenseldom
economy
sizeorinno
Macedonia
ranges
from 24%
47% of
74.2% of them
(Figure
access
access at all.
The internet
is atomedium
its GDP
according
toindependent
different measurement
methods. bloggers,
But even public
the most
conservative
that
offers
access to
media and influential
information,
and
results
suggest
that
it
represents
a
serious
socio-economic
problem
for
the
country.
In
times
more importantly, access to government e-services and online tools that can enhance
when countries
are individual
strugglingfreedoms
with post-crisis
austerity
measures,
findingon
ways
to increase
workers’
rights and
(i.e. almost
anonymous
reporting
corruption
and
government
revenues
very
often
leads
them
to
the
issue
of
hidden
economy
as
a
potential
various forms of employers’ non-compliance). The lower usage rate among the less
source of income
andthat
a target
new
social
measures.
However,
the recent
experience
in
educated
indicates
theyforare
even
more
vulnerable
to the
negative
effects of
Greece and elsewhere
in Southern
and Eastern
Europe
shows thatrevenues
short term
participating
in the hidden
economy.
Significant
government
aremeasures
lost due for
to
tackling
the
hidden
economy
are
unlikely
to
produce
tangible
results.
This
calls
for
avoidance of social security contributions and the incentives are spread among the
developingand
a concerted
public-private
platform
long-term
measures
for
employee
employer and
both parties
benefit for
to adesigning
different extent
depending
on the
tackling agreement.
hidden economy
issuesinand
for tracking
progress
continuously
over have
time. their social
mutual
As shown
Figure
12, one third
(33.7%)
of employees
security
contributions
calculated
andpercentage
paid on wage
amounts
which
are lower
than acute
their
The current
report indicates
that the
of hidden
salaries
remains
the most
actual
wages.
suggest that
the population
is equally
vulnerableemployees
to this practice
concern,
with The
the data
employment
income
of some 40%
of Macedonian
beingand
at
now
that
there
is
no
difference
in
vulnerability
on
the
basis
of
age,
education,
and
ethnic
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
background.
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
interviewed
business
representatives
confirmed
wide scale
of no
theage
Labour
Code.
Regarding
the
payment
of health insurance
contributions
theviolations
data shows
difference.
Over half similar
of thosetorespondents
claimed
that signing
contracts
withis‘hidden
clauses’
(not
However,
social security
contributions,
gender
difference
once again
present,
accounting
for more
the full
paidofout)
were commonplace
in their
with
men being
likelyremuneration
to be the victims
non-payment
by their employer
withsector.
79.9%
Moreover,
large-scale
tax
evasion
seems
to
continue
to
pose
a
serious
problem
for
the
men, and 88.2% women claiming that their employers pay their health insurance
Macedonian
and social
system
as to
theeducation
government
tries
to adjust them
in order
to
contributions.economy
The differences
with
regards
of the
population
are notable
with
be
thecontributions
principles of for
the market
economy
without
extensive
thecompatible
employer with
paying
42.3% of
employees
withimposing
primary,too
82.8%
with
erosion
of
the
social
fabric
and
the
existing
social
benefits.
secondary school and 89.9% with tertiary education; an indication which is quite close to
the data
Figure 19)factor
concerning
attainment
written contract
The
most presented
important (in
aggravating
relatededucational
to the hidden
economy vs.
in Macedonia
is the
attainment.
The
probability
of
having
health
insurance
contributions
paid
increases
with
the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
29
rate
ofStatistical
long-term
unemployment
(around
State
Bureau,
Q1 2014, retrieved
from: 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests

http://www.stat.gov.mk/PrikaziSoopstenie.aspx?id=77&rbr=1517
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that
a large share
of thejust
jobless
in some
of hidden
activity in
order to
educational
attainment
as ithave
was to
theengage
case with
socialkind
security
contribution
payments.
achieve at the
least
a basic
level of subsistence.
These
workers
are to
most
to
Looking
ethnic
background,
it is indicative
that undeclared
Albanians are
less likely
havelikely
health
engage
in industries
servicesto
where
transactionsEmployer
are customarily
with(71.8%)
cash in
contributions
paid and
compared
Macedonians.
pays performed
contributions
hand
payments,
including a(88.6%).
variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
compared
to Macedonians
high share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficult for
As stated
earlier to
in target
the text,
theforms
negative
consequences
of the hidden
economy
hardest
hit
the
government
other
of undeclared
employment,
without
infringing
on the
the
most
vulnerable
groupsgroup.
in the
societystrong
(low factor
income,
low the
educated,
human
rights
of the former
Another
fuelling
hidden long-term
economy
unemployed
women
etc.)
and
in
the
Macedonian
case
the
ethnic
background
seems
to
seems to be the contraband and smuggling of goods across borders, as evident from the
exacerbate
the problem
evenThe
further
given
that income
inequality
largerofamong
ethnic
mirror statistics
accounting.
latter
suggests
that more
than ais third
imports
are
Albanians.
particular trade partners are unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
companies,
which have
close relations
and about
protection
from political
and party
Another
interesting
phenomenon,
particular
the Macedonian
labour
marketcircles,
likely
perform
a
sizable
share
of
this
hidden
import.
due to the high unemployment rate, is the corruptive practice of asking for bribes in order
to
secure
a new job.data
According
to CRPM/CSD
data, 10.8%
of the
respondents
Official
government
demonstrates
that taxsurvey
compliance
of both
households
and
confirmed
that
either
bribe
to
be
employed
was
asked
directly
from
them
or
know
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
somebody
who was
askedthat
a bribe.
Only
6.7%interviewed
of the respondents
were willing to disclose
economy surveys
indicate
a third
of the
business representatives
confirm
the
size
of
the
bribes
which
ranged
from
4.000
to
360.000
MKD
(65
to
6.000
EUR)
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes orarea
maximum
of 17 Macedonian
average
net wages.
common inbribe
Macedonia,
on differentmonthly
scales, in
their sectors.
What is more, taxes are largely
avoided
poorest members
the society,
which
makes the
underprivileged
especially
Share
of by
thethe
employees
who workofunder
no written
contracts
or hidden
clauses contracts
is
vulnerable
as
they
may
find
themselves
being
criminally
prosecuted
for
unpaid
taxes
or
substantial and only 25% of business representatives confirm that within their sector, in
charged
withthere
paying
theare
other
hand,
VAT returns
are provided
to
their
view,
arelarge
no penalties.
employeesOn
who
hired
without
a contract
or with back
‘hidden
companies
with significant
time
clauses’
contracts
(see Figure
22).lags and represent additional burden for companies which
are
part
theofformal
economy.
The issuance
of cashcontracts
register
receipts
also remains
Figure
22 - of
Share
employees
with no contract
or 'hidden clauses'
(Q.C23_B
& Q.C24_B)
(business)an issue,
Source:
CRPM
business
survey
2014
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
35%buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
when
30%

Persistence
of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
25%
heighten
20% social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
semi-legal
business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
15%
among
10% the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable
as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
5%
charged
0% with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
10%
11%
- 25%extensive
26% - 50%
51% - 75%
> 75%
No
NA that it
Macedonia <continues
to pay
attention
to the resolution
of such
this issue and
employees
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
Share of employees in their sector working without contract (Q.C23_B)
stakeholders.
Share of employees in their sector with 'hidden clauses' contract (Q.C24_B)

In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
Macedonia,crisis
as most
EU-28
employs
measures
hidden measures
work which
economic
of 2008,
thecountries,
Macedonian
government
hasaddressing
adopted several
in
focus to
predominantly
some recent
measures
towards
order
curb the shareonof repressive
the hidden measures
economy indespite
the country’s
GDP. These
measures
take
enabling
formalization
of
labour
(self-employment
program)
and
fostering
commitment.
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
However, asa shown
in thetaxsurvey
conducted
by laws
CRPM,
proportion
of employees
introduced
flat-income
rate and
adopted
to the
simplify
businesses’
start-up
receiving
‘envelope’
payments,
or
payments
through
temporary
service
contracts,
is
about
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
one-third of thebut
employed
population.
if one takes
into account
onlysubsidies
the data that
the
contributions,
it has also
brought inEven
progressive
minimum
wage and
for selfsalary of 40% of employees with primary employment is partially or completely
37
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undeclared is an indication enough by itself that the space for improvement is vast and
Executive
Summary
much more can
be done. Improved data sharing and coordination among government
bodies is of utmost importance in combating undeclared labour, together with an increase
in
the number
of incentives
suppliers to
the declared
economy
andeconomy.
measuresThe
to
Macedonia
features
in manyfordiscussions
as join
a country
with high
hidden
increase
awareness
the risks and
downsides
of joining
market.
Europeanpublic
Commission
hasonrepeatedly
voiced
its concerns
in the
its hidden
regular labour
country
reports
about
the size
and proliferation
of hidden
economy
practices.
Hidden
employment
or
The Ministry
of Labour
and Social Policy
(MLSP)
is the main
body that
regulates
the activity
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
Box 23 –– Why
Why supporting
supporting a Hidden Economy Task Force in Macedonia
is
Box
Macedonia
is necessary?
necessary?
high
and stubborn
levels of official unemployment and
low employment
levels. However,
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
The narrow
activities
of the Ministry
of Labour
and usually
Social Policy
(MLSP),
as apoint
national
specific
outcomes
of the hidden
economy,
towards
a specific
in time,
coordinator
of
the
government’s
measures
to
tackle
the
hidden
economy,
would
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
benefit
from the
support
and involvement
from
the business
and(e.g.
would
allowgreatly
the tracing
of the
dynamics
of the hidden
economy
and itscommunity
components
otherturnover,
stakeholders.
though some
associations
participating
hidden
hiddenEven
employment,
etc.)business
over time.
This wouldare
make
possible forinthe
the adoption
of the action
plan
on the hidden
and
are consulted
Macedonian
government
and its
European
partnerseconomy
to follow
thethey
impact
and assessinthe
the process,
many
socialforpartners
perceive
partnership as an exclusive
effectiveness
of their
policies
tackling the
hidden this
economy.

government initiative. The due process of coordination of the action plan with
stakeholders
bethe
improved
the government
displays more
willingness
Estimates
suggestwill
that
hidden ifeconomy
size in Macedonia
ranges
from 24%totolisten
47% of
to
the
views
and
advice
of
the
wider
civil
society
which
can
enrich
this
social
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
partnership.
Theit Government,
and specifically
the Ministry
and Social
results
suggest that
represents a serious
socio-economic
problemofforLabour
the country.
In times
Policy
(MLSP)
and
the
Ministry
of
Economy,
which
also
has
jurisdiction
of
some
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
aspects ofrevenues
tackling very
the hidden
economy,
fundamental
to the expansion
of
government
often leads
themshould
to the be
issue
of hidden economy
as a potential
communication
between
such as However,
local governments
NGOs. in
source
of income and
a targetall
forstakeholders,
new social measures.
the recentand
experience
Apart
the in Social
and
Council
some
these for
Greece
and from
elsewhere
Southern
and Economic
Eastern Europe
showswhere
that short
term of
measures
organizations/institutions are members, no other forms of cooperation on common
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
goals exist, which leads to diffusive and uncoordinated enactment in situations of
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
advocating for or against certain policies. The current report advocates for the
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
development of a Hidden Economy Task Force as a comprehensive solution to
the wider
civil society
policy
community.
Theengaging
current report
indicates
that the
percentage
of hidden salaries remains the most acute
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
The Task Force for tackling the hidden economy is an institutional mechanism for
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
involving the CSOs, the business community and state actors in defining
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
transparency and democratic accountability solutions. The initiative is meant to be
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
implemented by local applicants aided by the Centre for Research and Policy Making
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
(CRPM). The Task Force aims at a participative approach by including a network of
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
private sector CSOs such as unions, employer’s associations, chambers and think
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
tanks together with state institutions such as the Public Revenue Office, the
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
inspectorates, the Financial Police, the Customs Office, The National Bank of
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
Macedonia, and the Ministries of Economy, Finance and Labour & Social Policy.
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The
important
factor
to the hidden
economy
in around
Macedonia
is the
of allmost
labour
market aggravating
institutions as
wellrelated
as constructing
the main
pillars
the social
decreasing,
yet still high
rateand
(27.3%
as of Q1and
2015).
The extremely
high
security contributions
andunemployment
related measures
implements
enforces
those policies
rate
of long-term
unemployment
(around
of the
unemployed)
in the country
suggests
through
the Employment
Agency
(EA), 80%
Pension
and
Disability Insurance
Fund,
Social
38
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30 the jobless have to engage in some kind
that
a largeAgency
share of
of hidden activity
in order
Assistance
and State Labour Inspectorate (SLI). 31 Additionally,
the MLSP
is to
in
achieve
at
least
a
basic
level
of
subsistence.
These
undeclared
workers
are
most
likely
to
charge of drafting and implementing the Action Plan for the reduction of the grey economy
engage
industries
and
services
where
transactions
are customarily
performed
with several
cash in
(Ministryin of
Economy,
2013;
MLSP,
2014),
which manages
the related
tasks among
hand
payments,
including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
government
bodies.
high share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficult for
Even
though the
Macedonian
case ofshows
a predominant
on infringing
repressiveon and
the government
to target
other forms
undeclared
employment,focus
without
the
preventative
measures,
in
the
recent
years
a
trend
is
evident
towards
adopting
more
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
curative
and measures
which of
foster
Theas SLI
is the
seems to measures
be the contraband
and smuggling
goodscommitment.
across borders,
evident
frommain
the
enforcement
body
of the labour
and thus
responsible
exercising
control
mirror
statistics
accounting.
The legislation
latter suggests
that ismore
than a for
third
of imports
are
over
undeclared
work. A are
dropunaccounted
of 78% of detected
2009 is that
one
particular
trade partners
for. Moreundeclared
worryingly,workers
researchinsuggests
indication
increased
of the SLIand
led protection
to positive from
resultspolitical
even though
some circles,
of this
companies,that
which
have control
close relations
and party
decrease
be attributed
tohidden
the general
decrease of employment due to the economic
perform acan
sizable
share of this
import.
32
crisis of 2008. Additionally, the number of detected undeclared workers continues to
Official
government
data ofdemonstrates
that taxbycompliance
both households
and
drop while
the incidence
inspections initiated
complaints of
reported
through written
businesses
has progressively
over the to
past
decade.
Still, the 8.8%
CRPM/CSD
requests, web
tool and call improved
centre continues
rise,
representing
of thehidden
total
economy
surveys
indicate
that
a
third
of
the
interviewed
business
representatives
confirm
inspections performed in 2012. The International Labour Organizations for the preceding
that,
tricks were
in order
to avoid
taxes has
are
years manipulating
estimates thatVAT
onlyand
4% other
of theaccounting
total inspections
initiated
afterpaying
a complaint
common
been filed.in33Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
The available
datamay
does
allow forbeing
Figurecriminally
23 - Paying cash
for large wholesale
deals (Q.C12_H)
vulnerable
as they
findnot
themselves
prosecuted
for unpaid
taxes or
(business)
straightforward
conclusions
about
the
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
37.1%
40%
effectiveness
of another
government
body
companies
with
significant
time lags and
represent
additional burden for companies which
35%
thatpart
uses
repressive
and preventative
are
of the
formal economy.
The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
30%
24.3% received receipts
measures,
State
Market
Inspectorate
as
only lessthe
than
a half
of the
respondents 25%
claimed that they always
20.0%
(SMI). buying
However,
its activity
has increased
when
groceries.
The situation
is similar 20%
with the purchase of services.
over the years from 26,599 in 2011 to 15%
12.9%
Persistence
of
the
high
share
of
hidden
economy
in
the
Macedonian GDP threatens to
40,582 in 2013. Additionally data on 10%
4.3%
heighten
createfines
an environment
where corruption and other illicit or
5%
payment social
orderstensions
issued and
and to
penalty
semi-legal
business
activities
can are
thrive.
In addition,
0% tax avoidance is especially widespread
collected due
to offences
which
within
among
the poorest
of the
society, which makes the underprivileged especially
the domain
of the members
law on State
Market
vulnerable
maygive
findsome
themselves
Inspectorateas34 they
might
insight.being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged
large penalties.
Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Collectionwith
ratespaying
of payment
orders in 2011
Macedonia
continues
to pay extensive
to the resolution
of thisfines
issueranged
and that
it
were mere 4%
while reaching
6% in Q3attention
2014. Collection
rate of penalty
from
35
coordinates
activities
with the
business,
civil
society
organizations, and other social
9% in 2013 toits14%
of all issued
penalty
fines the
by Q3
2014.
stakeholders.
30

Social
Assistance Agency.
Retrieved
from: http://www.mtsp.gov.mk/institucii-ns_article-zavod-za-socijalni-dejnosti.nspx
In
accordance
with the
initiatives
launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
31
While traditionally a body under the auspices of the MLSP, after forming the Inspection Council, the SLI is
economic
crisis
the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
administratively
part ofofthis2008,
institution.
32
Mojsoska-Blazevski,
(2011) Supporting
strategies
to recover from
the country’s
crisis in southGDP.
easternThese
Europe:measures
Country
order
to curb theN.share
of the hidden
economy
in the
take
Assessment Report: The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. Geneva: ILO. Retrieved on 10.05.2014 from:
lead
from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@europe/@ro-geneva/@srobudapest/documents/publication/wcms_167032.pdf
introduced
a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
33
International Labour Organisation (2011b) Labour inspection country profile: The former Yugoslav Republic of
procedures,
established
a progressive
reductions framework for social security
Macedonia. Geneva:
ILO [Online]. Retrieved
from: http://www.ilo.org/labadmin/info/WCMS_114938/lang--en/index.htm
34
Official
Gazette
of
RM,
Nr.
35/97,
23/99,
7/02,
20/02,
24/2007,
81/2007
contributions,
but it has also brought in progressive
minimum wage and subsidies for self35
Mickovska R. A; Shurkov E. Background Analysis on the Spread and Trends of the Hidden Economy in Macedonia
(CRPM/CSD 2014). Retrieved from: http://www.crpm.org.mk/?p=13971 (p.55-56)
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The Inspection Surveillance Council 36 (ISC) in 2014, which oversees and coordinates the
Executive
Summary
activities
among
the 29 different state inspectorates, should be able to facilitate, within its
jurisdiction, the GoM efforts to curb the already noted deficiencies within the inspectorates,
namely: a) insufficient joint inspections 37, b) poor organization, 38 c) and insufficient data
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
sharing and connectivity. 39 Additionally, it will review the work of inspectorates where
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
irregularities have been reported or detected, putting in place training programs, inspector
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
certification, and in general will work towards increasing the efficiency of the inspectorates
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
while decreasing costs.
high and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
Curative measures, on the other hand,
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
are mainly implemented by the “Definitely the fear not to lose ones’ job and the
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The
current report proposes a methodology that
Employment Agency and coordinated low level of awareness about the negative effects
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
by MLSP and usually targets the most of the issue makes them reluctant to discuss the
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
vulnerable groups in terms of phenomenon in a situation when they are not sure
Macedonian government and its European
partners to follow the impact and assess the
undeclared labour such as youth whether they will get the proper protection from
effectiveness of their policies for tacklingthe
thestate
hidden
economy.
if they
decide to share the problem with
unemployment,
long-term
the public and to stand behind it with their name.”
unemployment (more than 12
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
months), structural unemployment,
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
unemployed women, the Roma population etc. However, while some programs show
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
positive results others clearly have limited outreach and effects. For example the program
when countries are struggling with40post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
for formalizing existing businesses (currently part of the self-employment program), the
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
regulation of seasonal employments and fostering formalization in the agricultural sector
source of income and a target for new social measures. However, the recent experience in
show positive results. Anyway, the very important programs targeted at the most vulnerable
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
groups of the Macedonian society show minor or limited results given the extent of the
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
unemployment rate and its structure. Particularly, subsidizing employment of users of
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
social assistance initiated only 60 employments in 2014 and the activities for the
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
integration of the Roma population into the formal economy 41 initiated only 13
employments
in 2013
out ofthat
91 applicants
whichofishidden
a success
rate remains
of 14% for
The
current report
indicates
the percentage
salaries
the this
mostspecific
acute
program. with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
concern,
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
be
compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
36
Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia Nr. 50/2010, 147/2013, 41/2014
37
erosion
the
social
fabric
andP. the
existing
social benefits.
Williams,of
C.C.,
Baric,
M. and
Renooy,
(2013)
Tackling Undeclared
Work in FYR Macedonia. Dublin: Eurofound.
38

International Labour Organization, (2011). Labour Inspection Country Profile: Macedonia. Retrieved from:
http://www.ilo.org/labadmin/info/WCMS_114938/lang--en/index.htm
The
most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
39
Ibid
40
decreasing,
stillFrckovski,
high unemployment
(27.3%
as of Q1
2015). Labour,
The extremely
high
Presentation ofyet
Mladen
MLSP advisor, at therate
conference
on Countering
Undeclared
CRPM and CSD
Workshop, 27 November, 2014, Skopje
rate
of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
41
Analysis: Between Implementation and Reality of the National Strategy for Roma Inclusion – Roma Decade 2005-2015,
Helsinki Committee of RM, 2014
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that a large share of the jobless have to engage in some kind of hidden activity in order to
achieve
at least
a basic leveland
of subsistence.
These undeclared workers are most likely to
6. Tax
Compliance
Tax Avoidance
engage in industries and services where transactions are customarily performed with cash in
6.1 Businesses and Tax Compliance
hand payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
The hidden economy index measures overall tax compliance by two sub-indexes – hidden
high share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficult for
turnover in different segments (imports, reporting lower revenues or reporting lower profit
the government to target other forms of undeclared employment, without infringing on the
through reporting costs that should not decrease the profit before taxes) and redistribution
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
(VAT fraud, not paying due customs duties or excise tax). Comparing indexes with Bulgaria
seems to be the contraband and smuggling of goods across borders, as evident from the
(Figure 5) the major difference comes with respect to illegal trade across border. Despite
mirror statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports are
the fact that among the 10 sub-indexes of hidden economy, the illegal imports/exports
particular trade partners are unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
component is 2.2 and only third to last (with the lower sub-indexes directly linked to it –
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
hiding excise and customs duties and VAT fraud), it signals a major dysfunction in the state
perform a sizable share of this hidden import.
and economy. Hiding imports in whole, partially or miss-declaring the customs codes in
order
save customs
duties
or VAT represents
significant factor
fuelling
the hidden
Officialtogovernment
data
demonstrates
that tax acompliance
of both
households
and
economy.
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
economy
surveys
indicate
that
a third toofMacedonia.
the interviewed
business
representatives
confirm
Figure
24 - Mirror
statistics
for the top
6 importers
Source: Comext
database,
2015
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
50%
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
40%
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
30%
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes
or
20%
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
10%
companies with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
0%
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
-10%
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
-20%
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
-30%

Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
-40%
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
KINGDOM
GREECE
ITALY
SERBIA
semi-legal UNITED
business
activities can
thrive. In GERMANY
addition, tax avoidance
is especiallyBULGARIA
widespread
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
Figure 24 provides data for the discrepancies in reporting of imports by Macedonia and
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
respective exports reported by the trade partners. Due to the fact that imports are usually
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
reported on CIF valuation and exports on FOB (although this might not be true in case of
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
trade within company groups/subsidiaries) imports are generally higher than exports. The
stakeholders.
CIF/FOB effect on mirror statistic is dependent on distance between partners; type of goods
In
accordance
withbut
thenevertheless
initiatives launched
bymarginal.
the EU-28
the imports
aftermath
of UK,
the
traded
and so on,
should be
In countries
the last 5 in
years
from
economic
of 2008,
the Macedonian
government
has while
adopted
several
measures
in
Greece andcrisis
Germany
increased
between 50%
and 150%,
exports
from
the other
order
to curb
thebelow
share 25%
of the(as
hidden
economy
in the
country’s
GDP.Imports
These measures
take
countries
were
reported
by the
trade
partner).
from Greece,
lead
from and
bothBulgaria
neo-liberal
and social-democratic
recipes.
Forhidden
instance,
the government
has–
Germany
account
for a significant part
of the
exports
to Macedonia
introduced
a of
flat-income
tax Greece
rate and
laws
to Germany
simplify are
businesses’
start-up
about a third
imports from
andadopted
a quarter
from
hidden from
the
procedures,
a mirror
progressive
reductions
framework
for social
security
customs. Due established
to lack of data
statistics
for important
trade partners
as China
and
contributions,
but
has also brought
in progressive
subsidies
forother
selfRussia could not
beitprovided,
but it could
be expectedminimum
based onwage
whatand
we know
about
41
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neighbouring countries that there is a significant hiding (including transfer pricing in the
Executive
Summary
case of oil imports)
occurs also for imports originating from these countries. The top 6
importers to Macedonia account for 50-55% of the total imports to Macedonia and hidden
imports from Greece, Germany and Bulgaria account for 9% of total imports. If all imports
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
are considered, the share of hiding can be estimated to be from 16% to 20%.
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
The hidden imports allow not only for companies to evade duties and taxes at the time of
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
import, but also provide wider opportunities for the supply chain down to the client to
high and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
under-report revenues, not declare salaries to employees and thus hide value added and
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
hence VAT and profit tax. Significant discrepancies exist in imports/exports of
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
food/coffee/tea suggesting for easier hiding of economic activities in the area of retail,
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
restaurants and related services. As the green markets sell a lot of imported food along
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
with domestic unregistered production, the nexus of hidden production-import-work-salehidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
purchase represent a significant part of the hidden economy in the country and accounts to
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
a significant tax gap for Macedonia. Perpetual VAT fraud coupled with a weak capacity of
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
the judiciary and slow investigative procedures translates to lagging VAT return claims
which in turn produces incentives for businesses to hide their economic activity. 42
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
its GDP
according
to different
measurementismethods.
But even the
conservative
As
Macedonian
economy
and consumption
heavily dependent
on most
remittances,
large
results
suggest
that
it
represents
a
serious
socio-economic
problem
for
the
country.
In
times
fraction of which is also hidden, the macroeconomic framework might not signal
when countries
are struggling
austerity
measures,
finding
ways to
to between
increase
misbalances
(between
import, with
sales post-crisis
and income).
The private
transfers
account
government
often leads
them
the issue
of hidden
as a potential
13%
(in 2003)revenues
and 21 %very
(in 2012)
of GDP
(IMF,to2014).
These
private economy
transfers help
the large
source
of
income
and
a
target
for
new
social
measures.
However,
the
recent
experience
in
majority of Macedonians (unemployed and economic inactive people) to survive without
Greece income.
and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
official
tackling the hidden
economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
Figure 25 - Private transfers (as percentage of GDP).
Source: NBRM,public-private
cited through IMG platform
(2014)
developing a concerted
for designing long-term measures for
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
The current report indicates that the percentage of hidden salaries remains the most acute
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
Official
remittances
account
to 2.5%
of GDP
but economy
through the
cash imposing
exchange too
another
14%
be compatible
with the
principles
of the
market
without
extensive
of
GDP of
come
tothe
Macedonia.
Of course
part of these exchanges account for a
erosion
of remittances
the social fabric
and
existing social
benefits.
business-like activity of individuals either completely unregistered or on the side of the
The most
important
aggravating
factor related
the hidden
economy
in Macedonia
is the
official
business.
What
part of remittances
andtoprivate
transfers
to what
part of hidden
decreasing,
yet still is
high
unemployment
(27.3% as
Q1 2015).
high
import
corresponds
hard
to determine rate
or estimate,
butofcase
studiesThe
fromextremely
neighbouring
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
42

In-depth interview, May 2015, with the Business Confederation of Macedonia (BCM). http://www.bcm.mk/
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that
a large
share
the jobless
have to2015),
engageBulgaria
in someand
kindSoutheast
of hiddenEurope
activity(CSD,
in order
to
countries
such
as of
Kosovo
(Danielsson,
2000,
achieve
at least
a basic
level
These undeclared
most
likely to
2002, 2004)
suggest
that
thisofissubsistence.
not an exception.
The reasonworkers
for thatare
large
amount
of
engage
in industries
andlies
services
transactions
customarily
performed
with
cash in
unofficial
remittances
in thewhere
fact that
part of are
it also
comes from
hidden
labour
hand
payments,
including
a varietyprefer
of handicraft
services,
the green
bazaars, etc. The very
Western
Europe and
thus senders
to stay under
the radar
anyway.
high share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficult for
the
government
to target
other forms
of undeclared
employment,
withouthidden
infringing
on the
Tackling
tax evasion
and fraud,
being just
a part of the
policies targeting
economic
human
rights
thea former
group. Another
strong
factor fuelling
hidden
economy
activities,
is notofjust
way to increase
government
revenues,
but also the
a way
to increase
the
seems
thetax
contraband
andimprove
smuggling
goods across
as evident
from and
the
fairnesstoofbethe
system, and
tax of
acceptance
and borders,
trust among
its citizens
mirror
statistics
accounting.
latterand
suggests
more thanprotection
a third oftoimports
are
businesses,
promote
humanThe
rights,
enablethat
appropriate
the most
particular
are society.
unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
vulnerable trade
in the partners
Macedonian
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
Figure 26 - How would you assess the amount of different taxes in Macedonia (in %)? (Q. C17) (business)
perform a sizable share of this hidden import.
70

58.8%
Official
government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households
55.2% and
60
businesses
has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
50
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
40
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
30
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
20
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
10
vulnerable
as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
0
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
Company tax
VAT
Profit tax
Personal income Social insurance Health insurance
companies with significant time lags and represent additional
burden for companies which
tax
are part ofhigher
the formal
economy.
of cash
also remains
an issue,
than they
should be The issuance
as they should
be register
lower receipts
than they should
be
NA
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
Tax compliance
is an The
immanent
of every
venture,
but taxes can often
when
buying groceries.
situationpart
is similar
with business
the purchase
of services.
represent a burden for businesses and a reason to direct part of their actions into the
Persistence
of the
share
hidden
the Macedonian
GDP threatens
to
informal sphere.
Thishigh
is why
theof
opinion
of economy
businessesinregarding
the tax policies
is especially
heighten
tensions and
to create
environment
where corruption and other illicit or
importantsocial
for developing
policies
whichan
guarantee
tax compliance.
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
Data reveal that for the majority of businesses interviewed, the current tax system does
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
not represent a problem for development of their business (42%), or represents an
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
insignificant problem (23%), regardless of Figure 27 - How companies assess “Firmarina” according to
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore,
it size
is imperative
that
the Government of
company
(Q.C17A vs. C5B)
(business)
the size ofcontinues
the company.
The largest
Macedonia
to pay extensive
attention
100%to the resolution of this issue and
0%that it
0%
8%
detected its
problem
unfair the civil society organizations, and other
coordinates
activities is
with the business,
25%social
80%
40%
competition, which is assessed as a big
stakeholders.
28%
problem by 67% of businesses, especially 60%
In
with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
theaccordance
micro companies.
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government
has adopted several measures
in
40%
75%
In
fact,
half
of
interviewed
businesses
59%
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s
GDP.56%
These measures take
20%
agreed
that
the
tax
system
is
good
and
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
simulative afor
the development
introduced
flat-income
tax rate andofadopted
0% laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
businesses,
specifically
17%
completely
Microframework
(<10) SMEs (11-249)
Largesecurity
(>250)
procedures, established a progressive reductions
for social
agreed
with
this
statement,
while
33%
NA minimum wage and
Lower
than they for
should
be
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive
subsidies
selfAs they should be
Higher than they should be
partially agreed. On the other hand –
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21.4% partially disagreed with the statement and 15.7 completely disagreed. There are no
Executive
Summary
differences regarding
the company size.
Hence, there isn’t a big disagreement concerning the size of different taxes. In fact, most
interviewed
businesses
the current
of taxes
be appropriate,
less
Macedonia features
in consider
many discussions
as amount/size
a country with
high to
hidden
economy. The
than half ofCommission
businesses reported
that they
are higher
than they
be, and
small number
European
has repeatedly
voiced
its concerns
inshould
its regular
country
reports
consider
them
be lower
than they
26). Contrary
what is employment
expected, micro
about
the
sizetoand
proliferation
ofshould
hidden(Figure
economy
practices.toHidden
or
firms were work
morein Macedonia
accepting of
existingconcern
taxes to
andthebelieve
they provided
are appropriate
undeclared
is ofthe
particular
authorities,
the very
size/amount
compared
to of
theofficial
small/medium
and large
who were
moreHowever,
prone to
high
and stubborn
levels
unemployment
andcompanies
low employment
levels.
consider
themand
to be
higher on
than
they
should.
most
studies
research
the
matter
involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
specific
ofgeneral
the hidden
economy,
usually
towards
a specific
point
in time,
The onlynarrow
tax thatoutcomes
breaks the
prevailing
pattern
of tax
acceptance
‘as they
should
be’
with
dynamics
being
difficult
to
trace.
The
current
report
proposes
a
methodology
that
43
is the company tax (firmarina) . Close to 60% of all companies agree that this tax, which is
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
collected by the municipality, is higher than it should be and Figure 27 shows that there is
hidden
turnover,
hidden on
employment,
etc.)ifover
time. Thissize
would
make
forMost
the
no significant
discrepancy
this perception
the company
is taken
intopossible
account.
Macedonian
government
European
towas:
follow the impact and assess the
often the respondents
findand
the its
corporate
tax partners
(firmarina)
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
Figure 28 - Most important factors for the existence of
hidden economy (Q. C14) (business)

Figure 29 - Measures for reducing hidden economy (Q.
C15) (business)

Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
impulse of
more effective
results
suggest
that it represents a serious 45%
socio-economic
problem
for the country. 58.60%
In times
businessman
towards
stimulation
for
getting
rich
fast
businesses
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
source of income
and a target for
new social measures.
However,
the recent experience
in
reducing
taxes
47%
corruption
40.60%
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
developing a concerted public-private platformreducing/tackling
for designing long-term measures
for
44.30%
high tax burden
39%
corruption
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.

0% remains
20% 40%
60% acute
80%
The current report indicates
that42%
the44%
percentage
of hidden salaries
the most
36% 38% 40%
46%
concern,
withsurvey
the ofemployment
incomeduring
of some
40%
Source:
Business
70 companies, conducted
October
2014of Macedonian employees being at
least• partially
undeclared.
Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
Confusing
and unreasonable
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
• Lack of clear understanding what this tax covers and what is the company benefit
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
from paying it
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
• Lack of proportionality of the tax according to company size. Instead the tax uses a
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
flat rate per company branch/office (which is especially unjust to smaller companies.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
Nevertheless,economy
apart from
general
satisfaction
with the tax
system
in the
country,
taxes
Macedonian
andthe
social
system
as the government
tries
to adjust
them
in order
to
are
considered
to
play
an
important
role
in
engaging
with
hidden
economic
activities.
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
Specifically,
thesocial
‘highfabric
tax burden’
considered
tobenefits.
be the third most important factor for the
erosion
of the
and theisexisting
social
existence of hidden economy, selected by 39% of business representatives, after the
The
mostof
important
aggravating
related
to the
hidden
in Macedonia
is the
‘impulse
businessmen
towardsfactor
getting
rich fast’
(45%)
andeconomy
‘corruption’
(40.6%), (Figure
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate
of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
43
Corporate tax (firmarina) should not be confused with corporate profit tax. It is a tax gathered and spent on the
municipal level. It is a flat tax rate that each branch/office of the enterprise has to pay.
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that
a large share of
have to engage
in some
kind of hidden
ininclude
order to
28). Consequently,
thethe
topjobless
three measures
proposed
for reducing
hidden activity
economy
–
achieve
at least
a basic
levelstimulation
of subsistence.
These undeclared
are of
most
likely to
‘introducing
more
effective
for businesses’,
selectedworkers
by 58.6%
businesses;
engage
in industries
and services
transactions are
customarily(44.3%),
performed(Figure
with cash
in
‘reducing
taxes’ (47%)
and where
‘reducing/tackling
corruption’
29).
hand payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
Evidently, businesses are more inclined towards stimulative, rather than punitive measures,
high share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficult for
which is in contradiction with the main set of policies which the Government is
the government to target other forms of undeclared employment, without infringing on the
implementing in order to tackle the hidden economy issues.
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
Figure 30
frequently
companiesand
tend to
report
seems
to- How
be the
contraband
smuggling
ofFigure
goods
across
borders,
as evident
from the
31 - How
frequently
companies
tend to manipulate
smaller income than the real one? (Q. C12_C) (business)
with the VAT? (Q. C12_L) (business)
mirror statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports are
35%
particular
trade partners are unaccounted for.60%
More worryingly, research suggests that
50.7%
29%
27.50%
30%
companies,
which have close relations and protection
from political and party circles,
50%
perform
25% a sizable share of this hidden import.
40%
20%

18.80%

27.5%and
Official government
tax compliance of both households
14.50% data demonstrates that 30%
15%
businesses
has progressively improved over the
past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
10.10%
20%
10%
10.1% representatives
10.1%
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business
confirm
10%
5%
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks 1.4%
in order to avoid paying taxes are
0% sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
0%
common
in Macedonia, on different scales, in their
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
companies
with significant
time lags
and represent
additional
burden for
which
Various technologies
of avoiding
and/or
manipulating
tax reporting
andcompanies
compliance
are
are
part by
of the
formal economy.
The somewhat
issuance ofmore
cash register
receipts
also remains
an issue,
utilized
companies.
Specifically,
than half
of companies
confirm
that
as
only
than aofhalf
of thesmaller
respondents
claimed
that
receipts
there
is aless
practice
reporting
incomes
than the
realthey
onesalways
amongreceived
companies
from
when
buying
groceries.
The
situation
is
similar
with
the
purchase
of
services.
their sector, with 10.1% claiming it happens all the time, 14.5% in most of the cases and 29%

sometimes (Figure 30). In line with this, approximately same distribution of responses goes
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
for reporting a lower turnover than the real one, with 5.9% of companies stating it happens
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
all the time in their sector, 16.2%-in most of the cases and 32%-sometimes (Figure 32).
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
The population
survey
providesofrelative
confirmation
to these
visible through
the
among
the poorest
members
the society,
which makes
thefindings,
underprivileged
especially
data on provision
fiscal
receipts.
Less than
(46.7%)prosecuted
of citizens for
reported
always
vulnerable
as theyofmay
find
themselves
beinghalf
criminally
unpaidtotaxes
or
receive receipts
when
buying
food; Therefore,
every thirdit citizen
always that
receives
receipts when
charged
with paying
large
penalties.
is imperative
the Government
of
buying clothes
and shoes,
andattention
tobacco;toand
fourth
buying
Macedonia
continues
to payalcohol
extensive
the every
resolution
of when
this issue
and books.
that it
Although cases
of never with
receiving
fiscal receipts
rare (reported
by less
of
coordinates
its activities
the business,
the civilare
society
organizations,
andthan
other10%
social
respondents), the tendency of businesses to hide part of the profit/turnover is nevertheless
stakeholders.
evident.
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
However, when
‘manipulating
the VAT’ and
accounting
tricks in
economic
crisis itofcomes
2008,tothe
Macedonianwith
government
has ‘employing
adopted several
measures
in
order
to
pay
lower
taxes’,
the
options
seem
to
be
more
limited
and
less
than
a
third
of
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
interviewed
businesses
reported
this happening inrecipes.
their sector.
lead
from both
neo-liberal
and social-democratic
For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self45
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Figure 33 - Percentage of companies paying lower taxes than
the required by using accounting tricks (Q. C25) (business)

Figure 32 - How frequently companies tend to report lower
turnover
than the real
one (Q. C12_G) (business)
Executive
Summary

35%
30%

50%

32.40%

46.40%

45%

27.90%

Macedonia features in many discussions as a 40%
country with high hidden economy. The
25%
35%concerns in its regular country reports
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its
17.60%
20%
16.20%
30%
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy
practices. Hidden employment or
15%
25%
21.70%
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided
the very
10%
20%
5.90%
high and
stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
13%
15% 11.60%
5%
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
10%
0%
4.30% a specific
specific
narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards
2.80%point in time,
5%
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current
report proposes a methodology that
0%
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hiddenupeconomy
its components
(e.g.
to 11-25% and
26-50%
over none
NA
10%
51%
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
effectiveness
of their policies
tackling
the hidden
economy.
Enhanced implementation
of for
punitive
measures
seem
to have produced results to some
extent, bearing in mind that nearly half of the business representatives stated that they
Estimates
suggest
the hidden
economy
size in Therefore,
Macedoniathe
ranges
from 24%
to 47% of
never avoid
payingthat
custom
duties, taxes
or excises.
percentage
of companies
its
GDP
according
toofdifferent
measurement
theis most
which
avoid
payment
taxes constantly
(4.3%) methods.
or in most But
caseseven
(8.6%)
ratherconservative
small, while
results
suggest
that
it
represents
a
serious
socio-economic
problem
for
the
country.
times
is somewhat higher among the companies the companies that sometimes (171%)In evade
when
are struggling
post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
payingcountries
taxes, custom
duties andwith
excises.
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
While there is still room for improvement, Figure 34 - 'How frequently bribing/taking bribes happens in
source of income and a target for new socialyour
measures.
However,
the recent experience in
sector' (Q.C12_E)
(business)
evidently the lack of issuing bills and
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
invoices is not among the most serious 35%
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results.31.4%
This calls for
factors which give rise to the hidden 30%
24.3% for
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures
economy. Namely, most of the business 25%
20.0%
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
15.7%
representatives reported that they never 20%
15%
The
current
that
the percentage
of hidden salaries remains the most acute
(37%)
avoid report
issuingindicates
bills and
invoices
or
7.1%
10%
concern,
with
the employment
of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
only
sometimes
(34%) income
avoid.
5%
least
partially undeclared.
Moreover, 7%
Consequently,
the
percentage
of of all Macedonian employees work without a
0%
contract,
are nothave
being established
paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
companiesandwhich
interviewed
business
confirmed
wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
practice of not
issuingrepresentatives
bills and invoices
is
Over
half small.
of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
relatively
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
46
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that
largeonshare
of therepresentatives’
jobless have to engage
in some
hiddenofactivity
in order
to
The adata
business
perceptions
on kind
the ofactivity
bribing
in their
achieve at least
a basic
level
of asubsistence.
Thesepercentage
undeclared of
workers
are most
to
respective
sectors
shows
that
relatively high
involvement
in likely
bribery
engage
industries
and services
where
transactions
are customarily
withand
cashthe
in
activitiesinwhich
highlights
the need
for additional
efforts
in tackling performed
anticorruption
hand
payments,
including
a variety
of handicraft
services,
thethem
green
bazaars,
The
different
elements
of hidden
economy.
For instance,
43% of
have
statedetc.
that,
in very
one
high
share
of
this
subsistence
sector
of
the
hidden
economy
makes
it
even
more
difficult
for
way or another, companies in their sector are involved in bribing activities. On the other
the government
target other
forms of undeclared
employment,
without
infringing
on the
hand,
31% of thetocompany
representatives
have answered
that bribing
(offering
or giving)
humanhappens
rights of
the former
never
in their
sector. group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
seems to be the contraband and smuggling of goods across borders, as evident from the
mirror
statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports are
Figure 35 - Business representatives view on the involvement of companies in their sector in 'not issuing bills and
invoices' (Q.C12_F)
'Non-payment
duties, taxes andfor.
excises'
(Q.C12_D)
(business) research suggests that
particular
tradeand
partners
are ofunaccounted
More
worryingly,
companies,
which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
50%
45.7%
perform
a sizable share of this hidden import.
45%
37.1%
40%
34.3%
Official
government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
35%
30%
businesses
has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
25%
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives21.4%
confirm
17.1%
20%
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying
12.9% taxes are
11.6%
15%
8.6%scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
common
in Macedonia, on different
10%
4.3%
2.9%
avoided
by
the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
5%
0%
vulnerable
as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
Constantly
most casesOn theSometimes
Never are provided
NA back to
charged with paying large Inpenalties.
other hand, VAT returns

issuing bills
and invoices
Non-payment
of duties,
taxes and
companies withNot
significant
time
lags and represent
additional
burden
for excise
companies which
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.

Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
stakeholders.
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self47
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6.2 Citizens and Tax Compliance
Executive
Summary

The results of the October 2014 population survey suggest that tax compliance of
respondents varies widely according to their monthly household income. Generally, they
indicate thatfeatures
the lower
the income,
the less
for an
to pay
their taxes.
Macedonia
in many
discussions
as alikely
country
withindividual
high hidden
economy.
The
Furthermore,
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of citizensvoiced
proved
be decisive
tax country
compliance,
as
European
Commission
has repeatedly
its to
concerns
in its for
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reports
Macedonians
have considerably
higher
tax compliance
awareness
than the
about
the sizeseem
and to
proliferation
of hidden
economy
practices. and
Hidden
employment
or
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is particular
most likelyconcern
relatedto
tothe
lackauthorities,
of trust in the
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as
undeclared
workrespondents.
in MacedoniaThis
is of
provided
the very
well as
lack
of visibility
of the
relationunemployment
between payingand
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the deliverylevels.
of public
goods
high
and
stubborn
levels
of official
lowand
employment
However,
and services.
The research
data from
points
exactly toasathey
significantly
most
studies and
onthe
theCRPM
mattersurvey
involve(Figure
a high36)
level
of ambiguity,
refer to
higher distrust/mostly
distrust
institutions,
thetowards
Government
of Macedonia
in
specific
narrow outcomes
of the levels
hiddenineconomy,
usually
a specific
point in time,
particular,
of ethnic
(71.9%)
compared
to the average
(44%), as well
with
dynamics
beingAlbanian
difficult respondents
to trace. The
current
report proposes
a methodology
that
as to Macedonians
(31.9%)
anddynamics
other ethnic
(53.2%).
at these
would
allow the tracing
of the
of thecommunities
hidden economy
andAccordingly,
its components
(e.g.
levels ofturnover,
distrust, hidden
the lackemployment,
of tax compliance
and tax
awareness
among
Albanians
hidden
etc.) over
time.
This would
makeethnic
possible
for the
and other ethnic
communities,
even
though partners
it should to
notfollow
be tolerated,
seems
reasonable.
Macedonian
government
and its
European
the impact
and
assess the
effectiveness
of their
for tackling
the hidden
Figure
36 - Level of trust
in the policies
GoM according
to ethnic background
(Q3economy.
v. Q5.1), (population).
Source: CRPM field survey 2014, representative population sample of 1104 respondents

Estimates
suggest that the hidden
80%
71.9% economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
its70%
GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
58.7%
results
problem for the country. In times
60% suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic
53.2%
46.5%to increase
when
50% countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding
44.0%ways
government
revenues very often leads them to the issue
of hidden economy as a potential
35.3%
40%
31.9%
source
30% of income and a target for new social measures. However, the recent experience in
19.1%
Greece
20% and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
tackling
the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
10%
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
0%
tackling hidden
economy issues and
for tracking progressOther
continuously over time.
Macedonian
Albanian
All
distrust
Mostly trust/
High trust
opinion the most acute
The current reportDistrust/Mostly
indicates that
the percentage
of hidden
salariesNoremains
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
As the
GoM undeclared.
dedicates more
and more
towards employees
the Partnership
for Opena
least
partially
Moreover,
7% ofefforts
all Macedonian
work without
Government,
thepaid
size any
and social
scope security
of its electronic
services,
the accessThe
to
contract,
andand
are increases
not being
contributions
whatsoever.
internet becomes
of representatives
critical importance.
Access wide
to internet
doesn’t just
mean
access
to
interviewed
business
confirmed
scale violations
of the
Labour
Code.
services
also torespondents
informationclaimed
and resources
that contracts
guards labour
rights and
personal
Over
halfbut
of those
that signing
with ‘hidden
clauses’
(not
freedoms. Asforit was
earlier 74.2%paid
of workers
withcommonplace
primary education
rarelysector.
have
accounting
the shown
full remuneration
out) were
in their
access to the
internet or
noevasion
access atseems
all. Unfortunately,
with
unequal
access
to the internet
Moreover,
large-scale
tax
to continue to
pose
a serious
problem
for the
it is likely thateconomy
some vulnerable
groups
(low
long term
ethnic
groups
Macedonian
and social
system
as educated,
the government
triesunemployed,
to adjust them
in order
to
etc.)
will
have
higher
rates
of
distrust
towards
government
institutions
and
eventually
lower
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
rates of of
taxthe
compliance.
erosion
social fabric and the existing social benefits.

The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
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that
a large raising
share ofcampaigns
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havetotoincrease
engage in
some
kind
of hiddenoverall
activity compliance
in order to
Awareness
trust
and
encourage
44
achieve atand
least
basic level ofofsubsistence.
Thesethem
undeclared
are at
most
likely
to
generally
thea Government
Macedonia uses
seldom. workers
However,
these
levels
engage
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where outreach
transactions
customarily
with cashby
in
of institutional
distrust
an optimal
andareresults
can performed
only be achieved
hand
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the green
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etc.that
Theshow
very
restructuring
theincluding
awareness
campaign
to betterservices,
fit the context
of the
groups
high
share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficult for
Figure 37 - What part of the annual personal income tax citizens pay according to their monthly household income?
(Q.D27_B
vs. Q.27_B) to
(Population).
FX rateforms
1 EUR =of
61.5
MKD
the
government
target other
undeclared
employment, without infringing on the
human
rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
90%
seems
and smuggling of goods across borders, as evident84.80%
from the
81.10%
80% to be the contraband
mirror
70% statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports are
60.80% research suggests that
60%
particular
trade partners are unaccounted for. More worryingly,
51.40%
50%
companies,
which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
43.10%
40%
perform a sizable share of this hidden import.
33%
30%
20%
Official
government
data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households
16.20%
15.20% and
10%
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
0%
economy surveys
indicate that
a third of the interviewed
business representatives
confirm
< 10.000 MKD
10.001 > 20.000 MKD
20.001 - 50.000 MKD
> 50.000 MKD

that, manipulating
VAT and other accounting tricks Paid
in order
to avoid paying taxes are
Paid none of their personal income tax
all of their personal income tax
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
highest levels of distrust and lowest levels of tax compliance/awareness, namely ethnic
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
Albanians and other minorities.
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
companies
with significant
and represent
burden campaigns
for companies
Yet, the political
parties dotime
notlags
explicit
these aimsadditional
within political
andwhich
even
are
part
of the
formal
issuance of (White,
cash register
alsocontrol
remains
an issue,
more
likely
push
for economy.
“learning The
helplessness”
1992)receipts
to ease
over
their
as
only less than
a to
half
the respondents
claimed
that they
always received
constituents
similar
theofethnic
electoral control
in Bulgaria.
Furthermore,
ethnic receipts
political
when
The situation
is similar
the purchase
of services.
partiesbuying
tend groceries.
to be financed
by groups
and with
influential
individuals
who benefit by their
replacement roles of formal institutions (i.e. private money lenders instead of banks, private
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
security instead of police, political brokers who provide protection against state inspections,
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
etc.) and businesses that get the ghetto-premium (higher profits due to less competition for
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
in-group trade). These economic interests free-ride on the low enforcement capacity of the
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
state and receive even higher premium than the state would have received if taxes are
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
collected and more formal competition is in place.
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Macedonia
continues
to paythe
extensive
to the resolution
and that of
it
As an additional
argument,
amountattention
of taxes currently
imposedofbythis
theissue
Government
coordinates
its activities
with
the business,
the civil for
society
other social
Macedonia proved
to be
relatively
unimportant
tax organizations,
compliance, asand
relatively
low
stakeholders.
percentage of respondents claimed that they didn’t pay taxes because they would consider
them too high. Hence, the question of trust to institutions (formal and informal) has
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
significantly more power over the compliance decisions than the tax rates.
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
44
CRPM/CSD (2014),but
Background
on the Spread
and Trends of the
Hidden Economy
Macedonia.
Available
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it has Analysis
also brought
in progressive
minimum
wageinand
subsidies
forat:selfhttp://www.crpm.org.mk/?p=13971 (p.63; Eng. version)
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As Figure 37 indicates, the amount of family income is especially decisive in the case of
Executive
Summary
personal income
tax compliance. Whilst majority of those whose income exceeds 20.000
MKD reported that they have paid the whole amount of the personal income tax in the last
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staggering
81.1%
of thediscussions
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.
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undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
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and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
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most90%
studies and research on the matter involve a high 77.90%
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70%
with 60%
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49.10%
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allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
50%
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Macedonian
government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
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effectiveness
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39 - Do you agree with the following statement: ‘I don’t pay taxes, they are too high’? (D27_B) (Population)
TheFigure
current
report indicates that the percentage of hidden salaries remains the most acute
FX rate 1 EUR = 61.5 MKD
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
91,7 %
100%
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian
employees work without a
84 %
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The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
45
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Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
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the EU-28 countries20.40%
in the aftermath of the
35.80%
Albanians, which suggests lack of trust in
20%
23.50%
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government
has adopted several measures in
the state institutions within this
10%
16.10%
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the 7.60%
country’s GDP.
These measures
take
6.20%
0%
minority. Therefore, measures to
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes.
For instance,
the government
has
Macedonian
Albanian
Other
enhance
social
inclusion,
good
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
<10,000
10,001-20,000 mkd
governance on the local level and general
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
20,001-50,000 mkd
> 50,000 mkd
awareness about the tax obligations
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self51
9
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remain crucial to spur tax compliance. Nonetheless, it is important to note that the number
Executive
of non-payingSummary
Albanians may be also dependent on the relatively worse economic situation
of this community, as the previous parts suggest, is a crucial variable that determines the
level
of tax features
compliance.
Furthermore,
Figure
coupledwith
withhigh
the hidden
fact thateconomy.
only 22%The
of
Macedonia
in many
discussions
as a41country
Macedonian
householdshas
have
more thanvoiced
four members
compared
to 68% country
of Albanian
and
European
Commission
repeatedly
its concerns
in its regular
reports
41% of the
other
households
(i.e. smaller
capita
income within
the household
due to bigger
about
size
and proliferation
of per
hidden
economy
practices.
Hidden employment
or
number
of
household
members),
points
to
a
larger
economic
vulnerability
of
all
minorities
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
(withand
exceptions),
thus
to mistrust
institutions,levels.
tax avoidance,
high
stubborn and
levels
of larger
officialsusceptibility
unemployment
and low in
employment
However,
and
hidden
economic
activities.
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
specific
narrow
of thecountry,
hidden economy,
usually
towards
a specific
point
time,
Macedonia,
as aoutcomes
middle-income
which is still
reforming
its tax
authority,
taxinsystem
with
dynamics
being difficult
trace.
The and
current
report
a methodology
that
and related
measures
againsttotax
evasion
fraud,
oneproposes
can reasonably
assume that
would
allowshould
the tracing
dynamics
theto
hidden
andand
its components
(e.g.
Macedonia
expectofatthe
least
a similarofrate
GDP ofeconomy
tax evasion
fraud (7.9%) or
at
46 etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
hidden
turnover,
hidden
employment,
least 700 mln. EUR on an annual basis. To put things in perspective, this estimate equals to
Macedonian
government
and MKD
its European
partners
to National
follow the
impact
and assess
2 annual budgets
(22 billion
per annum)
of the
Health
Insurance
Fundthe
of
effectiveness
of
their
policies
for
tackling
the
hidden
economy.
Macedonia
Box
Revenue
Office
(PRO).economy
Source: In-depth
In‐depth
interviewswith
with
thePRO
PRO
Estimates
suggest
that Office
the hidden
size in interviews
Macedonia
ranges
from 24% to 47% of
Box 34 ‐- Public
Public
Revenue
(PRO).
Source:
the
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
results
suggest that
it represents
serious socio-economic
for the
country.
In times
5 biggest
problems
PRO ainspectors
face while problem
performing
their
duty:
when countries
are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
• Inability to establish contact with taxpayers due to inaccurate or old address data
government
very often
leads control.
them toThe
thePRO
issue
of hidden
as atime
potential
whichrevenues
makes it difficult
to launch
is forced
to useeconomy
other, more
consuming,
methods
of finding
thesocial
taxpayer’s
headquarters.
source of
income and
a target
for new
measures.
However, the recent experience in
• Unavailability
especially
managers
are not
Greece and
elsewhere of
in managers
Southern (taxpayers)
and Eastern
Europe when
showsthe
that
short term
measures for
residents of the Macedonia.
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
• Lack of accounting records.
developing
a concerted
platform for designing long-term measures for
• Inaccurate
recordpublic-private
keeping (bookkeeping).
tackling •hidden
issues
andtaxpayers
for tracking
progress
over time.
Lack ofeconomy
cooperation
by the
to establish
thecontinuously
facts for tax purposes.

The 4
current
indicates
that the
of hidden
salaries
the most acute
mostreport
common
methods
ofpercentage
tax evasion
according
to remains
the PROs
concern,
with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
experience:
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
• Registration of fictitious companies in order to generate fictitious documents, such
contract,firms
andwhich
are often
not and
being
paidderegister
any social
security
whatsoever.
The
quickly
in order
to hidecontributions
the documentation
traces.
• Some
taxpayers
using fictitious
invoices and
practices,
in the
interviewed
business
representatives
confirmed
widefraudulent
scale violations
ofespecially
the Labour
Code.
VAT
system,
in
order
to
convey
a
fictitious
tax
claim
which
made
unlawful
discharge
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ of(not
the budget.
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
• Extracting cash from the company through loans in order to evade tax.
Moreover,
large-scale
evasion
seems the
to continue
toofpose
a serious concerning
problem for the
• Inspectors
havetax
difficulty
in proving
authenticity
the documents
Macedonian
economy
and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
business
turnover.
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate
of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
46
Calculated by taking 7.9% of Macedonia’s GDP for 2013 which is estimated at 10.2 billion USD or 9.02 billion EUR.
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that a large share of the jobless have to engage in some kind of hidden activity in order to
achieve
at least a basic
level of subsistence.
These
undeclared
workers
most likely to
7. Business
Environment
and the
Hidden
Economy
inare
Macedonia
engage
industries
and
services
where
transactions
are customarily
performed
cash in
In Macedonia,
mostEnvironment
informal
employees
and
do
not work
at Macedonia
home,with
indicating
7. in
Business
and
theemployers
Hidden
Economy
in
hand
payments,
including
a variety
handicraft
services,
thenot
green
bazaars,
etc.indicating
The
very
some
sort of organization
close
toof firms.
proportion
of
non–agricultural
informal
In Macedonia,
most
informal
employees
andThe
employers
do
work
at home,
high
sector
the
economy
it even more
difficult
for
employers
who
dosubsistence
not work at
home
95.2hidden
%The
andproportion
for thosemakes
inofagriculture
the proportion
is
someshare
sort of
ofthis
organization
close
toofisfirms.
non–agricultural
informal
the government
to not
target
other
forms
undeclared
employment,
without
infringing
the
even
higherwho
(Novkovska,
2008).
Emphasis
has% been
placed
agricultural
marketonstalls
employers
do
work
at home
isof95.2
and for
thoseoninthe
agriculture
the
proportion
is
human
rights(Novkovska,
of
the former
Another
strong
factor
fuelling
the
hidden
economy
coinedhigher
‘green
bazaars’
as
thegroup.
activity
which
is the
mostonaffected
by hidden
economic
even
2008).
Emphasis
has been
placed
the agricultural
market
stalls
seems
to
be
the
contraband
and
smuggling
of
goods
across
borders,
as
evident
from
the
activity,
in addition
to, asjobs
construction,
which
coined ‘green
bazaars’
theinactivity
which isdomestic
the mostservices
affectedand
by agriculture,
hidden economic
mirror
accounting.
The
latter
suggestsdomestic
that
more
than and
a third
of imports
are
currently
contributes
12%
towards
the Macedonian
economy.
activity,statistics
in
addition
to, jobs
in construction,
services
agriculture,
which
particularcontributes
trade partners
are unaccounted
for. More
worryingly, research suggests that
currently
12% towards
the Macedonian
economy.
companies, which
close relations
and protection
fromembarks
political upon
and party
circles,
Ostensibly,
forminghave
a department
or organisation
which
tackling
the
47
perform
aeconomy
sizable
share
thisahidden
import.
informal
would
be
vital stepping
stone. Dekker
al foundupon
that only
8 outthe
of
Ostensibly,
forming
a of
department
or
organisation
whichetembarks
tackling

31
European
countries
(26%)
one body
dedicated
to tackling
undeclared
informal
economy
would
be a had
vitalestablished
stepping stone.
Dekker
et al 47 found
that only
8 out of
Official government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
work.
This wascountries
either a single
responsible
forbody
combating
undeclared
workundeclared
or central
31 European
(26%) agency
had established
one
dedicated
to tackling
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
coordinating
committee
responsible
tackling for
undeclared
work.
In Macedonia,
one
work. This was
either a single
agency for
responsible
combating
undeclared
work or no
central
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
single
compliance
body isresponsible
responsiblefor
for tackling
tackling undeclared work,
researchno
on one
the
coordinating
committee
work. hence,
In Macedonia,
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
shadow
economy must
implemented
reduce undeclared
the structural
disorders
the economy.
single compliance
body be
is responsible
fortotackling
work,
hence,inresearch
on the
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
shadow
must
bebusiness
implemented
to reduce
theEconomic
structural
disorders
in the economy.
Figure 42 –economy
Barriers
to doing
Macedonia,
in %. World
– World Competitiveness
Reports
avoided
by
the (16)
poorest
membersinof
the society,
which
makesForum
the underprivileged
especially
2010 – 2015 (business)
Figure 42 – Barriers
(16) tomay
doing find
business
in Macedonia,being
in %. World
Economicprosecuted
Forum – Worldfor
Competitiveness
Reports
vulnerable
as they
themselves
criminally
unpaid taxes
or
2010 – 2015 (business)
charged with paying
large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
Access to financing
16.9
companies
with
significant
time
lags
and
represent
additional
burden
for
companies
which
Poor work ethic in national
force
11.9
Access tolabor
financing
16.9
are
part
of
the
formal
economy.
The
issuance
of
cash
register
receipts
also
remains
an
issue,
workforce
10.911.9
PoorInadequately
work ethic in educated
national labor
force
as only
less
than
a
half
of
the
respondents
claimed
that
they
always
Inefficient
government
bureaucracy
9.6 10.9 received receipts
Inadequately educated workforce
when
buyinggovernment
groceries.
The situation is similar with the purchase
of services.
Inadequate
supply of infrastructure
9 9.6
Inefficient
bureaucracy
Policy
instability
Inadequate supply of
infrastructure

8.49

Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
Insufficient capacity
innovate
7.68.4
Policytoinstability
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
Corruption
5
Insufficient capacity to innovate
7.6
semi-legal business activities
can thrive. In addition,
tax
avoidance
is especially widespread
Tax
rates
4.6
Corruption
5
among the poorest Tax
members
of the society, which
makes the underprivileged especially
regulations
4.2
Tax rates
4.6
vulnerableRestrictive
as theylabor
may
find themselves being3.8
criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
Tax regulations
4.2
charged with
paying
large
penalties. Therefore,
Poor
public
health
2.8 3.8it is imperative that the Government of
Restrictive
labor
regulations
Macedonia continues
to pay
extensive attention
Crime
andhealth
theft
1.6 2.8 to the resolution of this issue and that it
Poor
public
coordinates
its activities
with
the business,
Foreign
currency
regulations
1.5
Crime
and theft
1.6 the civil society organizations, and other social
Government
instability/coups
stakeholders.
1.3
Foreign currency
regulations
1.5
Inflation
Government instability/coups

11.3

In accordance with the initiatives
launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
Inflation 0
12
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
47
Dekker et al., 2010,
Joining
up inalso
the fight
against in
undeclared
work in the
European wage
Union, DG
Employment,
contributions,
but
it has
brought
progressive
minimum
and
subsidiesSocial
forAffairs
selfand
47

Equal Opportunities, Brussels. http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=471&langId=en Date accessed 29 June 2015.
Dekker et al., 2010, Joining up in the fight against undeclared work in the European Union, DG Employment, Social Affairs
and Equal Opportunities, Brussels. http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=471&langId=en Date accessed 29 June 2015.
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Nevertheless, the International Labour Organisation has backed awareness campaigns on
Executive
Summary
the informal economy
in Macedonia and this has had a knock on effect on its citizens as the
relative size of the shadow economy in Macedonia has decreased over the last decade from
45%
in 2001features
to 34% in
the 4th "best
Macedonia
in 2010.
many Furthermore,
discussions asMacedonia
a countryhad
withbeen
highranked
hiddenaseconomy.
The
reformatory
state"
out
of
178
countries
by
the
World
Bank
in
2009,
in
terms
of
economy.
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
Hence,
improvements
are being made
alongside
accruingpractices.
progress, which
help deal with
about the
size and proliferation
of hidden
economy
Hiddencan
employment
or
the
issue
of
the
informal
economy.
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
high
and
levels of
official
unemployment
and low employment levels. However,
Figure
43 - stubborn
Three basic problems
which
Macedonia
is facing (business).
Source:
Nationaland
representative
October,
CRPMa2014
most
studies
researchbusiness
on thesurvey,
matter
involve
high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
57.10%
specific
60% narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
with50%
dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
42.80%
would allow the tracing of the 37.50%
dynamics35.80%
of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
40%
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over 27.10%
time. This would make possible for the
25.50%
30%
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact
20.50%and assess the
20%
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
11.20%
10%

Estimates
0% suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
source
of income
and a target
for depending
new social on
measures.
However,
the recent
experience
in
Perceptions
and experience
differ
which side
of the hidden
economy
spectre
Greece
and elsewhere
in Southern
Eastern Europe
showssomewhat
that short term
measures
for
the subjects
belong to.
Business and
representatives
express
different
opinions
tackling
unlikelyastotheproduce
This iscalls
for
comparedthe
to hidden
citizens,economy
and rate are
corruption
biggest tangible
problem results.
the country
facing,
developing
concerted
public-private
platform
designing
long-term
measures and
for
followed by apolitical
instability,
unemployment,
badforclimate
for business
development
tackling
hiddenHowever,
economy ifissues
for tracking
overEconomic
time.
low incomes.
one and
compares
theseprogress
results continuously
with the World
Forum

competitiveness reports, corruption as a problem for businesses takes the 7th position in
The current report indicates that the percentage of hidden salaries remains the most acute
2014 (out of 16). This discrepancy is likely due to the different methodologies used during
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
data gathering.
Figure
44 - Satisfaction
with laws/procedures
influencinga
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all
Macedonian
employees
work without
businesses (business)
contract, to
andtheare
notStatistical
being paid
social security contributions whatsoever. The
According
State
Officeany
(SSO),
interviewed
representatives
confirmed 45%
wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
in
2014 therebusiness
were 70.659
active businesses
38.60%
40%
Over half
of thosetorespondents
claimed
that signing contracts with34.30%
‘hidden clauses’ (not
which
compared
Bulgaria, for
example,
35%
accounting
for the
remuneration
with
a population
thatfull
is 3.7
times larger paid
(3.4 out) were commonplace in their sector.
30%
Moreover, large-scale
tax evasion
seems to
for the
24.30%
businesses
per 100 citizens),
its number
of continue to pose a serious problem
25%
Macedonianentities
economyisand5.3
sociallarger
system as
the government tries to adjust them in order to
business
than
20%
be compatibleorwith
the principles
of the (5.1
market15%
economy without imposing too extensive
Macedonia’s
373.383
business entities
erosion of the
fabric and the existing social 10%
benefits.
companies
persocial
100 citizens).
5%

The most the
important
aggravating
factor
related
Certainly
number
of business
entities
is to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
0%
decreasing,
yet still
highimportant
unemployment
of Q1 2015).
The extremely
not
the single
most
factor rate
in (27.3% asPartially
Partially
very high
satisfied
unsatisfied
unsatisfied
rate of long-term
unemployment
(aroundtheir
80% of the unemployed)
in the country
suggests
estimating
how well
they can project
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that
of thetowards
jobless have
engageFigure
in some
kind of with
hidden
in order
45 - Satisfaction
publicactivity
officials dealing
withto
needsa large
and share
concerns
the topolicy
businesses
(business)
achieve
at least
a basic
levelsome
of subsistence.
makers but
it does
describe
dimensions These undeclared workers are most likely to
36.80%
40% are customarily
engage
industries
and services
where transactions
performed with cash in
such asinlobbying
power
and influence
over
35%
30.90%
hand
payments,policy
including
a variety
of handicraft
services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
the long-term
making
process.
In line 30%
high
this subsistence
sector of theare
hidden
economy makes it even22.10%
more difficult for
25%
with share
that,of company
representatives
20% employment, without infringing on the
the
government
targetitother
formstoof their
undeclared
rather
divided to
when
comes
15%
human
of the
former
group. Another
factor fuelling the hidden economy
opinionsrights
on the
quality
of procedures
and strong
10%
seems
to be the
contraband
and smuggling
1.50% borders, as evident from the
5% across
public officials
whose
work directly
influencesof goods
mirror
statistics
The latter
suggests 0%
that more than a third of imports are
businesses.
One accounting.
third are partially
satisfied
particular
trade partners
are administrative
unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
with
the quality
of laws and
companies, which
have directly
close relations
and protection from political and party circles,
procedures,
which
influence
perform
a sizable
of this
hidden
import.
businesses,
whileshare
another
third
are partially
unsatisfied. Every fourth representative is
Official government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
very unsatisfied with the quality of such documents. Perhaps the reason lies in the
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
perception of more than half of company representatives that laws are partially (27.5%) to a
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
large extent unpredictable (26%) and they have become more unpredictable during the past
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
3 years (opinion held by half of representatives).
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
In
addition
to this
is the
perception
that
the business
sectorthe
is underprivileged
only sometimesespecially
(40%) or
avoided
by the
poorest
members
of the
society,
which makes
never
(24%)asinformed
in advance
concerning
thecriminally
laws and prosecuted
regulations influencing
work;
vulnerable
they may
find themselves
being
for unpaid its
taxes
or
and
evenwith
when
informed,
the government
sometimes
never
(28.6%)
takes
charged
paying
large penalties.
On theonly
other
hand, VAT(41.1%)
returnsorare
provided
back
to
into
consideration
the opinion
of and
businesses/business
associations.
leads towhich
the
companies
with significant
time lags
represent additional
burden forThis
companies
interpretation
unpredictability
regulations
is shaped
unknown
are part of the that
formal
economy. Theof
issuance
of cash
registerby
receipts
alsoinsiders’
remains interests
an issue,
protected
by than
law-makers.
as
only less
a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
Unpredictability of laws coupled with negative perceptions of the Government’s lack of
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
‘hearing’ and lack of timely information sharing about new laws should serve as quality
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
assurance indicators to the Government and its policy makers about the products they are
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
creating. Frequent and drastic changes do not give enough time for businesses to adapt and
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
later fully comply with the new laws despite their willingness to do so. Certain institutions
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally 48
prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
such as the PRO, as indicated in the background analysis , show certain flexibility when
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
dealing with companies in terms of tax compliance and providing companies with relevant
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
information. The flexibility is often motivated by the fact that administrators not linked
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
with the top political power see the unlawful alliances between party leaders, law-makers
stakeholders.
and certain firms benefiting from the changes in the regulations and this is their fair
response
to unconnected
firms. The
source by
of the
the EU-28
problem
with lawinunpredictability
bythe
no
In
accordance
with the initiatives
launched
countries
the aftermath of
means is atcrisis
the implementation
level, but rather
deeply rooted
at the formulation/adoption
economic
of 2008, the Macedonian
government
has adopted
several measures in
level oftopolicy
making
and
a serious
state
order
curb the
share
ofindicates
the hidden
economy
in capture.
the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
48
Mickovska R. A; Shurkov
Background
Analysis oninthe
Spread and Trends
of the Hidden
Economy
in Macedoniafor selfcontributions,
but itE.has
also brought
progressive
minimum
wage
and subsidies
(CRPM/CSD 2014). Retrieved from: http://www.crpm.org.mk/?p=13971
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The unfair competition is detected by businesses as the major problem for the
Executive
developmentSummary
of their business. This is in line with the data from the WB survey where
companies are most concerned with the informal businesses which actually represent their
unfair competition. More than half see a threat in the macroeconomic situation and the
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
corrupted administration. In terms of company size one can observe different perceptions,
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
on one hand the judiciary and macroeconomic situation present a bigger problem for
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
small/medium companies than micro companies.
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
high and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
On the other hand, unfair competition presents a bigger problem for micro companies.
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
Micro companies already work with smaller profit margins, smaller reserve capitals, and
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
their products and services usually lack economies of scale which means that unfair
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
competition can easily hamper and challenge their operations.
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
Figure 46 - Main problems for businesses in Macedonia (Q. C8) (business)
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
Macedonian government and its European partners
to follow the impact and assess the
12.9
company registration procedures
85.7
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
21.4

foreign currency regulations

50

Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
31.5
requests
documentation
its GDP according
to for
different
measurement methods. But even the62.9
most conservative
31.5
resultscorruption
suggest that
represents achain
serious socio-economic
problem for the country. In times
in theitclient-supplier
48.5
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures,
finding ways to increase
31.9
tax system
government revenues very often
leads them to the issue of hidden economy
65.2 as a potential
source of income and a target for new social measures. However,
the recent experience in
34.3
labour legislation
55.7 term measures for
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short
relatedeconomy
to land ownership
tackling thelaws
hidden
are unlikely to produce35.7
tangible results. This calls for
44.3
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing
long-term measures for
40
judiciary
38.6
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously
over time.
40

availability of credits for business financing

The current report indicates that the percentage of hidden salaries52.8
remains the most acute
44.3
concern, with the employment
of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
criminal, income
thefts
47.2
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
44.3
state business development stimulations
contract,
and are not being paid any social security
31.4contributions whatsoever. The
47.1
interviewed business
of the Labour Code.
license representatives
issuing procedures confirmed wide scale violations
37.1
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
50
political
situation
accounting for the full
remuneration
paid out) were 38.2
commonplace in their sector.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious
problem for the
54.2
corruption of administration
32.9 tries to adjust them in order to
Macedonian economy and social system as the government
60
macroeconomic
situation
be compatible with
the principles
of the market economy
without imposing
too extensive
30
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
84.2
unfair competition

14.2

The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
0
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decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
or big problem
not a problem/insignificant
problem
rate of long-termmedium
unemployment
(around 80%
of the unemployed)
in the country suggests
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that
largeindicates
share of that
the jobless
haveforto businesses
engage in some
kindcompiled
of hiddeninto
activity
order to
The adata
problems
can be
threein different
achieve at least a basic level of subsistence. These undeclared workers are most likely to
engage in industries and services where transactions are customarily performed with cash in
hand
payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
Figure 47 - Level of agreement with issues related to functioning of businesses (Q. C9) (business)
high share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficult for
the government to target other forms of undeclared employment, without infringing on the
61.5
Staterights
administration
independent
and Another
not
human
of the isformer
group.
strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
under the influence of private economic interests
seems to be the contraband and smuggling of goods 21.4
across borders, as evident from the
mirror
accounting.
latter
suggests that more than a 57.2
third of imports are
Next statistics
year the economic
situationThe
in the
country
particular trade partners
are unaccounted for. More worryingly,
research suggests that
will improve
25.7
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
45.7
Police in Macedonia
efficiently
defends
security
of
perform
a sizable share
of this
hidden
import.
companies

37.1

Official government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
45.7
Private business
regulations in improved
Macedonia are
businesses
has progressively
over the past decade. Still,
the CRPM/CSD hidden
good
48.6
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
that, manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order
37.1to avoid paying taxes are
Tax system in Macedonia is good and stimulative
common in for
Macedonia,
on different scales, in their sectors. What is
business development
50 more, taxes are largely
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
41.4
vulnerable
theycredit
mayin Macedonia
find themselves
Gettingas
a bank
is difficultbeing criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
51.4are provided back to
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns
companies with significant time lags and represent additional 40
burden for companies which
Economic policy promotes the development of
are part of the formal
also remains an issue,
privateeconomy.
business The issuance of cash register receipts 57.1
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
when
buying
groceries.
Theare
situation
is similar with the purchase41.5
of services.
Today
in Macedonia,
there
good conditions
for bussines development

57.1

Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
heighten
social tensions
andintervention
to createinan
where corruption and other illicit or
In Macedonia,
the state
theenvironment 22.9
activity
of
private
businessess
is
big
60
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially
widespread
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
25.7
Significant part of companies in the country have
vulnerable as
they
may
find
themselves
being
criminally
prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
hidden economic activities
62.9
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
21.4
Macedonia
continues
to pay
extensive
attention to the
resolution of this issue and that it
Private business
in Macedonia
is facing
numerous
coordinates administrative
its activities problems
with the business, the civil society organizations, and
71.4 other social
stakeholders.
12.9

Credit interest rates are high

In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath
81.4 of the
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
5.7
Influence of powerful business groups in
order to curb
the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
Macedonia is big
90
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted
laws30to40simplify
0 10 20
50 60 businesses’
70 80 90 start-up
100
procedures, established
a progressive reductions
framework for social security
completely/partially disagree
completely/partially agree
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self57
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sources: (1) other businesses which Figure 48 - Performing procurement without tender
Executive
Summary
function
partially
or completely break the (Q.C12 I), (business).
law; (2) corruption in the administration; 35%
30.0% 28.6%
30%
and (3) unstable macroeconomic situation.
Macedonia features in many discussions as 25%
a country with high hidden economy. The
Since the core of these issues is
European Commission has repeatedly voiced20%
its concerns in its regular
country reports
14.3% 15.7%
fundamentally different, they all need to 15%
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy
10.0%practices. Hidden employment or
be tackled separately. In effect Figure 46 10%
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
provides policy makers with a map for
5%
high and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
0%
establishing the present situation and
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
evaluation of present and future policies
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
as trends can be followed as data is
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
updated.
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
The responses
to hidden
the twoemployment,
questions show
more
detail
point
directly
to for
certain
hidden
turnover,
etc.) in
over
time.
This and
would
make
possible
the
Macedonian
and itsenvironment
European partners
follow
the impact for
and businesses
assess the
elements ofgovernment
the business
whichto are
responsible
effectiveness
of their policies
forastackling
hiddencase,
economy.
satisfaction/dissatisfaction.
Just
in the the
previous
this figure can be used as a policy
map for business environment efficacy and proper policy targeting. The data implies that
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
state
capture
prevails
Macedonia:
its
GDP
according
to in
different
measurement methods. But even the most conservative
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
• 90%
of businesses
partially/completely
that the
‘influence
of powerful
when
countries
are struggling
with post-crisisagree
austerity
measures,
finding
ways to business
increase
groups
in
Macedonia
is
big’
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
• More
than 80%
agree
that ‘private
business
is facing
numerous
source
of income
andpartially/completely
a target for new social
measures.
However,
the recent
experience
in
administrative
problems
whichand
goes
in lineEurope
with the
60%
or short
moreterm
who measures
perceive the
Greece
and elsewhere
in Southern
Eastern
shows
that
for
state
administration
as
dependent
and
influenced
by
private
economic
interest.
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
• More than
60% partially/completely
agree
therelong-term
is large measures
scale state
developing
a concerted
public-private platform
for that
designing
for
interventionism
in theissues
activity
private
businesses
tackling
hidden economy
andoffor
tracking
progress continuously over time.
• More than 60% partially/completely agree that significant share of companies
The current
that
the percentage of hidden salaries remains the most acute
performreport
hiddenindicates
economic
activities.
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
Figure 49 - Performing illegal inflow or outflow of financial Figure 50 - Executing deals in-kind or exchange of goods
least
undeclared. Moreover, 7% of (Q.C12_J),
all Macedonian
assets partially
(Q.C12_K), (business).
(business). employees work without a
contract,
and are not being37.1%
paid any social35%
security contributions whatsoever.
The
31.4%
40%
interviewed
business representatives30.0%
confirmed30%
wide scale violations of the Labour
Code.
27.1%
35%
30% half of those respondents claimed that signing
Over
contracts with21.4%
‘hidden clauses’ (not
25%
25%
20% were commonplace in their sector.
accounting for the full
remuneration paid out)
18.6%
14.3%
20%
15%
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue
to pose a serious problem for the
15%
8.6% and social system as the government
10%
Macedonian
economy
tries to adjust them in order to
10%
4.3%
2.9%
5%
be 5%
compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
0%
0%
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
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that
a largethan
share80%
of the
jobless have to engage
some
kindinterest
of hidden
activity
in order
to
• More
partially/completely
agreeinthat
loan
rates
are high
which
achieve
at least
basic level
of subsistence.
Thesewas
undeclared
workers
likelyfor
to
impedes
on ageneral
access
to capital which
also marked
as aare
topmost
problem
49
engage
in industries
and services
. where transactions are customarily performed with cash in
businesses
in 2014-2015
hand payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
high
share
of common
this subsistence
sector oftothe
hidden
economy
makestoitconcluding
even more big
difficult
It
is not
very
for companies
pay
cash when
it comes
dealsfor
in
the government
to target
other
forms
of isundeclared
employment,
without
infringing
on the
cash.
Namely, only
4% stated
that
there
constant practice
of paying
in cash,
while 13%
in
human
of the
former
group.
Another
strong
factor
fuellingnever
the (37%)
hiddenpay
economy
most
of rights
the cases
practice
cash
payments.
Most
of the
companies
cash in
seems
to
be
the
contraband
and
smuggling
of
goods
across
borders,
as
evident
from
the
this type of deals.
effective accounting.
methods for
for tackling
tackling
the
hiddensuggests
economyaccording
according
tothe
thePublic
PublicRevenue
Revenue
Office
ofMacedonia.
Macedonia.
Box 54 -‐ Most
effective
methods
hidden
economy
to
mirror
statistics
Thethe
latter
that more
than
a thirdOffice
of ofimports
are
In‐depth interviews
interviews with
with the
the PRO
PRO
Source: In-depth
particular trade partners are unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
a. Most effective general methods for tackling hidden economy are:
perform•aInforming
sizable share
this hidden
import. registration of their economic activity
theofsubjects
of compulsory

• Raising awareness on the voluntary payment of tax liability
Official government data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
• Advisory assistance for registration and settlement of liabilities
businesses
has progressively
improved
over the past
Still, of
thetaxCRPM/CSD
• Simplifying
the procedure
for registration
anddecade.
submission
returns. hidden
economy surveys indicate that a third of the interviewed business representatives confirm
b. Most
effective
particular
fortricks
tackling
hidden
economy
that,
manipulating
VAT
and othermethods
accounting
in order
to avoid
payingare:
taxes are
1. The operation of the “hot line 198 ‐ report irregularities” and reporting irregularities
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
electronically which helps to locate taxpayers who perform undeclared work.
avoided
by the poorest
of identified
the society,
which makes
the underprivileged
especially
2. Conducting
visits tomembers
the already
unregistered
taxpayers
which helps with
educating
and guiding
taxpayers
on correctly
registered activity.
vulnerable
as they
may find
themselves
being performing
criminally aprosecuted
for unpaid taxes or
3.
The
introduction
of
a
register
of
taxpayers
that
perform
temporary
business.
Extends
the to
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided
back
scope of tax collections over unregistered taxpayers, legalizes their business and ensures
companies with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
payment of taxes.
are4.part
of the formal
economy.
The issuance
cash
register
receipts
also MKD
remains
an issue,
Lowering
the threshold
for registration
forof
VAT
purposes
from
2.000.000
to 1.000.000
as onlyMKD
less(from
than33.000
a halfEUR
of to
the
respondents
thatinthey
always ofreceived
16.500
EUR). Withclaimed
the increase
the number
taxpayersreceipts
who
have
a
legal
obligation
to
register
for
VAT
purposes,
there
was
a
decrease
in
the
number
of
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
legal entities that do not calculate VAT and thereby providing fair market competition.
5.
Fiscal
of the
youth.
the project
education of
young
people to
Persistence education
of the high
share
of Implementing
hidden economy
in theFiscal
Macedonian
GDP
threatens
(high school and university students) explained the social benefits of paying taxes in order to
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
create real prerequisites for the creation of conscientious and socially aware future
semi-legal
business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
taxpayers.
among
the poorest
members of
the society,
which
makes
theto:underprivileged
especially
6. Performing
tax (inspection)
controls.
Including
but not
limited
Detection of unregistered
taxpayers,
identifying
irregularities,
inaccurate
determination
of the taxfor
base,
etc. taxes or
vulnerable
as they
may find
themselves
being criminally
prosecuted
unpaid

charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Macedonia
continues to activities
pay extensive
attention toofthe
this issue and isthat
it
Regarding procurement
the perception
theresolution
business of
representatives
that
coordinates
its one
activities
the business,
civil society
organizations,
and other
social
approximately
thirdwith
of the
companiesthenever
(30%) conduct
procurement
without
stakeholders.
adequate tender procedure. On the other hand, nearly half (46%) of the respondents stated
that companies bypass the legal provisions when it comes to tendering procedures. Most of
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
them avoid tendering procedures only sometimes 15.7%, while 14.3% in most cases.
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
Significant portion of 10% stated that companies constantly conduct procurements without
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
upholding to the envisioned legal tendering procedures.
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
49
World Economic but
Forumit(WEF),
Worldbrought
Competitiveness
Report 2014minimum
– 2015. Barriers
to doing
in Macedonia.
contributions,
has also
in progressive
wage
and business
subsidies
for selfRetrieved from: http://www3.weforum.org/docs/GCR2014-15/MKD.pdf
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Regarding the question “How often do companies conclude deals in kind/goods within
Executive
your sector?”Summary
(Figure 50) business representatives stated that 31.4% of the companies
never execute this type of deal. Respondents reported that 14% of the companies conclude
deals in kind or goods in most cases, while approximately 20% of the companies practice
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
this type of deals only sometimes. According to business representatives perceptions, illegal
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
inflow or outflow of financial assets (Figure 49) is not very common among the companies.
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment or
Namely, up to 37% consider that companies never execute illegal inflow/outflow of financial
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
assets, while significantly smaller proportion 18.6% sometimes and 8.6% never think that
high and stubborn levels of official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
companies perform illegal inflow/outflow of financial assets.
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
source of income and a target for new social measures. However, the recent experience in
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
The current report indicates that the percentage of hidden salaries remains the most acute
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
60
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that a large share of the jobless have to engage in some kind of hidden activity in order to
8. Conclusions
achieve
at least a basicand
levelRecommendations
of subsistence. These undeclared workers are most likely to
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of the
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the average
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Official government
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avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
studies.
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged
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the other hand,
VAT
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are under
provided
back to
The Government
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understanding
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with
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vulnerable groups also is. Upcoming elections in early 2016 will provide suitable platform
Executive
Summary
for exchanging
views and engaging with long-term ideas about policies to tackle the
hidden economy.
Macedonia
features
in many
discussions
as a country
high tohidden
The
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Government
of Macedonia
in itswith
efforts
tackleeconomy.
the hidden
European should
Commission
has civil
repeatedly
voiced its concerns
regular
economy
be active
society organisations,
as wellinasitsthe
social country
partners.reports
It is
about
thethat
sizethese
and be
proliferation
of hidden
economy
practices.
Hidden
employment
advisable
brought together
to meet
two to
four times
annually
under theor
undeclared
in Macedonia
is oftoparticular
concern and
to the
authorities,
provided
very
auspices of work
the leading
ministry
review progress
chart
new ideas.
Theirthe
work
high
and
levels the
of official
unemployment
and low
employment
levels. However,
should
bestubborn
aided through
establishment
of a regular
monitoring
mechanism,
such as
most
studiesEconomy
and research
involveexa ante
high and
levelex
ofpost
ambiguity,
as they refer
the Hidden
Index,on
asthe
wellmatter
as of formal
policy evaluations
ofto
specific
narrow
outcomes
thebest
hidden
economy, usually
towards
a specific
pointshould
in time,
particular
measures,
basedofon
EU evaluation
standards.
The EU
Delegation
with
dynamics
The current
report
proposes
a compliance
methodology
that
also be
involvedbeing
in thedifficult
work ofto
thetrace.
Task Force
to ensure
EU support
and
with
would
allowEUthe
tracing process.
of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
the overall
accession
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
The hidden government
economy is and
a highly
complexpartners
phenomenon
andthe
requires
and
Macedonian
its European
to follow
impact systemic
and assess
the
complex
solutions
and
not
just
campaigns
targeting
isolated
manifestations.
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
Formalisation of businesses might also be a long and complex process with impacts
market
structure,
rebalancing
of the
marketsize
power
of existingranges
players
and24%
consumers,
Estimates
suggest that
the hidden
economy
in Macedonia
from
to 47% of
and
employment.
Hence,
governments
should
plan
their
policies
to
tackle
the
hidden
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
economy
accounting
for the impacts
of socio-economic
the process and
making
it is fairIn and
results suggest
that it represents
a serious
problem
forsure
the country.
times
transparent.
Sequencing
of
reforms
is
of
paramount
importance
for
limiting
the
social
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
cost of transition
fromvery
hidden
toleads
formal
economy
advantages
for
government
revenues
often
them
to the and
issuepreventing
of hidden unfair
economy
as a potential
businessof owners,
whoaare
close
lawsocial
enforcement
controlthe
officials
charge of in
source
income and
target
forto
new
measures.and
However,
recentinexperience
legalization
processes. inInSouthern
order toand
design
andEurope
implement
long-term
comprehensive
Greece
and elsewhere
Eastern
showsathat
short term
measures for
program
to
tackle
the
hidden
economy
it
is
important
to
have:
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
• A widely accepted by policy makers, business associations and civil society
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
holistic measurement system of the hidden economy, which will allow for
thorough,
reliable, that
valid,
and sensitive
changes
assessment
of acute
its
The current
report indicates
thetimely
percentage
of hiddentosalaries
remains
the most
its causes, costs
and effects.
Hidden
Economy Indexes
couldbeing
serveat
concern, dynamics,
with the employment
income
of someThe
40%
of Macedonian
employees
as a first
iteration toMoreover,
developing7%
such
least partially
undeclared.
of aallsystem;
Macedonian employees work without a
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
• An efficient inter-ministerial and public-private coordination and cooperation
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
mechanism to counter hidden economy should be in place. The proposed Task
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
Force on Hidden Economy by CRPM and CSD can serve as a secretariat for this
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
mechanism. The coordination should be planned on different levels – both
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
analytical and strategic (e.g. with Organized Crime Threat Assessment regularly
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
implemented by the Ministry of Interior) and operative (e.g. with simultaneous
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
inspections by different control units or information exchange between them);
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
• The Task Force on Hidden Economy should prepare a Strategy and action plan
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
with appropriately sequenced reforms to be accepted by policy makers,
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
business associations and civil society.
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
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that a large share
of the
jobless
to engage
some
of hidden
activityofinhidden
order to
o The
action
planhave
should
providein for
a kind
regular
monitoring
achieve at least economy
a basic level
of subsistence.
These undeclared
aremeasurement
most likely to
against
the implementation
of reformsworkers
with the
engage in industries
anddescribed
services where
system
above.transactions are customarily performed with cash in
hand payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
action plan
should
cost-benefit
andit even
impact
analysis
forfor
high share ofothisThe
subsistence
sector
of theprovide
hidden economy
makes
more
difficult
formalisation
strategies employment,
that can be without
appliedinfringing
in orderonto
the government different
to target other
forms of undeclared
the
guarantee
a
transparent
and
fair
process;
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
seems• to The
be theinter-ministerial
contraband and and
smuggling
of goods across
borders, and
as evident
from the
public-private
coordination
cooperation
mirror statistics
accounting.
The latter
suggests
more
than a third of
importstheare
mechanism
should provide
technical
and that
business
interoperability
between
particularinformation
trade partners
are of
unaccounted
worryingly,
research
suggests that
systems
all engaged for.
with More
countering
the hidden
economy.
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
The Macedonian
andhidden
domestic
consumption in particular is highly dependent on
perform
a sizableeconomy
share of this
import.
remittances, domestic private transfers, unrecorded production and retail of agricultural
Official
data demonstrates
that tax
complianceand
of individuals
both households
and
products,government
and the provision
of various services
to households
on a nonbusinesses
hasAlthough
progressively
improved
over theare
past
decade.
Still, the CRPM/CSD
market basis.
some of
the remittances
used
as investments,
most of it hidden
goes
economy
surveys
indicate
that
a
third
of
the
interviewed
business
representatives
confirm
in the hidden economy and even in unregistered firms (relatively large extended family
that,
manipulating
and other Aaccounting
to avoidunemployed
paying taxesareare
handicraft
informal VAT
organisations).
significant tricks
share in
of order
the long-term
common
in Macedonia,
in their
sectors.
What
is more,
taxes are largely
actually participating
in on
thedifferent
hidden scales,
economy
and/or
relying
directly
or indirectly
to a
avoided
by
the
poorest
members
of
the
society,
which
makes
the
underprivileged
especially
combination of remittances and hidden economy through relatives. So, a pragmatic
vulnerable
as theyentrepreneurship
may find themselves
being criminally
prosecuted
unpaid
taxes
policy to foster
and investments
in the
formal for
sector
based
onor
charged
withmight
payingcontribute
large penalties.
the other
hand,
VAT returns
providedgrowth
back to
remittances
to theOn
creation
of new
workplaces
andare
economic
companies
lags and
additional
burdenhas
for companies
which
and lower with
thesignificant
hidden time
economy.
In represent
particular,
this report
the following
are
part of the formal
economy.
The issuance
recommendations
on the
remittances
policy: of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
• buying
Improve
the wayThe
remittances
measured
andpurchase
assessedofbyservices.
the state authorities,
when
groceries.
situation isare
similar
with the
as the official transfers (accounted through the International Transaction
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
Reporting System) represent only a small fraction (still a sizable share of GDP –
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
2,5% of GDP) of all remittances;
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
among
the poorestand
members
the society,costs
which
makes the
underprivileged
• Simplifying
reducingoftransaction
associated
with
remittances toespecially
reduce
vulnerable
they may
find remittances
themselves being
for unpaid
taxes or
theirashiding.
Sending
home criminally
officially isprosecuted
usually extremely
expensive
chargedand
with
paying large
Therefore,
it is imperative
that
the Government
regressive.
But, penalties.
still, whatever
way people
find to send
money
home it still of
Macedonia
to pay
extensive
attention
to thesystem
resolution
of this
and that
couldcontinues
be optimised
through
a modern
financial
and the
costissue
differential
to it
coordinates
its activities
the business,
the civil society organizations, and other social
be used
for sociallywith
productive
purposes.
stakeholders.
• A lot of remittances come themselves from sources in the hidden economy of the
In accordance
with the
launched
thesimilar
EU-28 sectors
countries
in the aftermath
of the
host country
(notinitiatives
surprisingly,
even by
from
– construction,
children
economic
of 2008,
Macedonian
government
has in
adopted
several
measures in
andcrisis
elderly
care, the
low-paid
and low-skilled
work
services,
transportation,
order toprostitution,
curb the share
the hidden
economy
in the country’s
These measures
take
etc.).ofHence,
cooperation
between
national GDP.
authorities
in particular
lead from
both
social-democratic
recipes.inFor
instance, the
government has
in the
EUneo-liberal
is needed and
to counter
hidden economy
cross-country
cases.
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
• Strong established
political engagement
in support
of diaspora
projectsfor
– besocial
it start-ups,
procedures,
a progressive
reductions
framework
security
business
support
centres
or
pure
philanthropy.
The
message
politicians
and
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies forcivil
self63
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society organizations should send both the recipients and senders of remittances
Executive
Summary
is that
engaging as investors and mentors to businesses in Macedonia
contributes better than just sending cash.
Macedonia
in many
discussions
as enough
a country
with highand
hidden
economy.
The
• Even features
in cases when
the sender
has not
background
skills to
serve that
European
has repeatedly
itsenough
concerns
in its
regularbut
country
reports
roleCommission
(investor, mentor)
and does voiced
not have
funds
to invest,
has enough
about the
size and
of hidden
economy might
practices.
Hidden
employment
or
to support
his proliferation
immediate family,
the government
be able
to help
by:
undeclared work in Macedonia is of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
o Securitisation
of diaspora
savings orand
even
(diaspora
bonds)
high and stubborn
levels of official
unemployment
lowremittances
employment
levels. However,
thatresearch
could inonturn
usedinvolve
to funda high
publiclevel
or private
sociallyasresponsible
most studies and
the be
matter
of ambiguity,
they refer to
projects.
Governments
of
India
and
Israel
have
managed
to
dointhat
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point
time,
successfully,
along
with
other
developing
countries.
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
would allowo the
tracingnecessary
of the dynamics
hidden
components
(e.g.
Provide
training of
(orthe
fund
it) of economy
personneland
and its
needed
consulting
hidden turnover,
hidden
employment,
over time.
This would
make possible
for the
services
through
businessetc.)
incubators
to start-ups
of diaspora,
who would
Macedonian government
European
partners to follow
impact
andtheir
assess
the
like to helpand
theiritsfamilies
or dependents
start a the
business
with
help.
effectiveness of
their policies
for and
tackling
the hidden
Special
emphasis
support
shouldeconomy.
be given to initiatives that would
formalise unregistered businesses and would generally reduce the hidden
Estimates suggest
that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
economy.
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
• suggest
Developthat
co-financing
schemes
forsocio-economic
engagement of
unemployed
with different
results
it represents
a serious
problem
for the country.
In times
magnitude
support based
on type of austerity
unemployment
and area
of projects
when countries
areofstruggling
with post-crisis
measures,
finding
ways to (youth
increase
unemployment,
long-term
unemployment,
Long-term
unemployment
has
government
revenues very
often leads
them to the etc.).
issue of
hidden economy
as a potential
turned
permanent
of measures.
employability
for most
this group,
which in
source already
of income
and ainto
target
for new loss
social
However,
theofrecent
experience
for sustained
government
support.
Greece calls
and elsewhere
in Southern
andsocial
Eastern
Europe shows that short term measures for
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
• Improve the success rate of programs dedicated for employment of members of
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
vulnerable groups (Roma unemployed and social assistance receivers) through
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
cooperation with external social partners and NGOs. The Employment Agency has
built report
good indicates
track record
onpercentage
implementing
different
employment
The current
that the
of hidden
salaries
remains theprograms.
most acute
However,
are certain
deficiencies
in generating
successful
employment
concern,
with the there
employment
income
of some 40%
of Macedonian
employees
being at
especially
among the Moreover,
most vulnerable
who are the
most frequent
least partially
undeclared.
7% ofgroups
all Macedonian
employees
worksuppliers
without a
andand
providers
of hidden
Subsidizing
the employment
of users of
contract,
are not
being economic
paid any activity.
social security
contributions
whatsoever.
The
socialbusiness
assistance
and integration
of the Roma
into the
economy
interviewed
representatives
confirmed
widepopulation
scale violations
offormal
the Labour
Code.
is important
for reducing social
tensions.
Over half
of those respondents
claimed
that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover,
large-scale
evasion seems
to continue
to pose a on
serious
problem
for the
• Strong
political tax
engagement
in fighting
income inequality
a state
and regional
Macedonian
social system
as the government
tries to
adjust low
themeducated,
in order to
level economy
especiallyand
concerning
the vulnerable
groups (low
income,
be compatible
the principles
of theethnicities).
market economy
imposing
too extensive
women,with
long-term
unemployed,
Politicalwithout
party agendas
should
reflect
erosionaofclear
the social
fabric
the existing
social
benefits.among its respective electorate
strategy
for and
decreasing
income
inequality
that goes beyond the prerequisites for proportional employment of ethnic groups
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
in the public administration that are drawn from the 2001 Ohrid Framework
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
Agreement (OFA). Even though these prerequisites improve the general position of
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
the ethnic groups in Macedonia, nevertheless they show a lack of any focus on
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that a large
share groups
of the jobless
engageexacerbated
in some kind
hidden activity
in order to
vulnerable
which ishave
eventofurther
byof
corruption
and clientelism
achievethat
at least
a basic
level of system
subsistence.
These
undeclared
workers are most likely to
plagues
the political
and the
society
as a whole.
engage in industries and services where transactions are customarily performed with cash in
Macedonia
has relatively
taxofsystem
and relatively
low green
rates of
profit and
hand payments,
includingsimple
a variety
handicraft
services, the
bazaars,
etc.income
The very
tax,
as
well
as
VAT
though
tax
service
delivery
seem
to
remain
rigid,
as
the
share
high share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficultoffor
businesses
dissatisfied
with
certain
aspects
of the tax employment,
system remains
high. infringing
Social security
the
government
to target
other
forms
of undeclared
without
on the
contributions,
though
are
in
a
league
of
their
own,
as
people
overwhelmingly
consider
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
they doto not
get contraband
the protection
(should)
pay for.
Theborders,
cap for as
social
security
seems
be the
and they
smuggling
of goods
across
evident
from is
the
significantly
higher
than
in
Bulgaria
(close
to
twice),
compared
to
the
average
salary,
and
mirror statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports are
also
the rate
is higher,
hence
is a hugefor.
incentive
to reportresearch
the salaries
partially
particular
trade
partners
are there
unaccounted
More not
worryingly,
suggests
that
or
in
full.
It
is
important
that
authorities
focus
on
finding
a
long
term
balance,
which
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
would
require
lessshare
intervention
later import.
on, even if it necessitates stronger budget support
perform
a sizable
of this hidden
now. The following is a non-exclusive list of ideas, which might help ease the situation
Official
government
data demonstrates that tax compliance of both households and
with
social
security non-payment:
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still, the CRPM/CSD hidden
• Increase
compliance
securitybusiness
currentlyrepresentatives
does not pay confirm
off in
economy
surveystax
indicate
that a readiness:
third of theSocial
interviewed
the eyes of VAT
private
and employees
thistois avoid
a decisive
factor
that, manipulating
andemployers
other accounting
tricks inand
order
paying
taxesforare
evasion.
Simultaneous
reduction
cap
and rates
social taxes
security
with
common
in Macedonia,
on different
scales,ofinthe
their
sectors.
What of
is more,
are largely
of the base
of those
paying
could
be helpful.
Currently,
it seems that
the
avoidedincrease
by the poorest
members
of the
society,
which
makes the
underprivileged
especially
pension
system
worksthemselves
fine primarily
the privileged
public
officialstaxes
andor
vulnerable
as they
may find
being for
criminally
prosecuted
for unpaid
of state
enterprises.
Data hand,
from Macedonia
suggestsback
thatto
chargedmanagers
with paying
largeowned
penalties.
On the other
VAT returnsalready
are provided
reducing
rates for time
sociallags
insurance
might additional
actually increase
revenues
through
companies
with significant
and represent
burden for
companies
which
50
higher
compliance
.
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
as only
less than
half of the
respondents
claimed
that they
always received
receipts
• Increase
thea capacity
of the
administration
to detect
non-compliers
and to collect
when buying
groceries.
The situation
is similar withofthe
of services.
its debts.
This could
include introduction
riskpurchase
management
system (selectively
inspecting
with of
thehidden
highesteconomy
potentialin negative
impact),GDP
but threatens
the mostto
Persistence
of the those
high share
the Macedonian
important
measure
be toan
unify
the tax administration
with that
responsible
heighten
social tensions
andwould
to create
environment
where corruption
and other
illicit or
for
social
security
contributions
collection.
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
among
the poorest
members
of the society,
which
makes
the isunderprivileged
especially
• Existence
of various
exceptions
in the tax
base
for VAT
a strong incentive
for
vulnerable
as
they
may
find
themselves
being
criminally
prosecuted
for
unpaid
taxes
VAT fraud, so broadening and harmonization of the VAT tax base would serve asor
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
an important instrument to limit the hidden economy.
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
• Expedite
VAT returns
with increased
interoperability
and data
coordinates
its activities
with in-line
the business,
the civilinstitutional
society organizations,
and other
social
sharing. According to businesses, VAT returns are lagging significantly and
stakeholders.
increasing overall financial and administrative burden on companies and increases
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
incentives to operate within the informal economy.
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
order
curb the
of the corporate
hidden economy
in the country’s
GDP. These
take
• toAbolish
theshare
municipal
tax (firmarina),
which although
notmeasures
substantial
lead from
both neo-liberal
and social-democratic
recipes.
For instance,
theamount
government
has
generates
a lot of confusion
and frustration.
Firmarina
is a fixed
paid by
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
50
Shurkov, E, Mickovska
R.A. ,a(2014)
“Hunting the
Shadows – Tax
Evasion Dynamics
in
procedures,
established
progressive
reductions
framework
for social
security
Macedonia” Policy Brief nr. 33, Dec. 2014. Retrieved from: http://www.crpm.org.mk/wpcontributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for selfcontent/uploads/2015/03/PolicyBrief33_ENG.pdf
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office, no matter how big or small the company is in terms of employed or
Executive
Summary
turnover.
Alternatively, the policy makers can look into the possibility of tax
payment in semi-annual or quarterly instalment payments in order to spread the
burden across a wider period and soften its negative effects especially on micro
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
businesses, which take longer periods to accumulate income and profit.
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
about
sizein and
proliferation
of Paperless
hidden economy
practices. Hidden
employment
• the
Invest
the newly
proposed
Tax Administration
(new IT system
for theor
undeclared
work
in Macedonia
is accordance
of particularwith
concern
to theitauthorities,
the very
Public
Revenue
Office). In
the Study
will entail anprovided
investment
of
high and
stubborn
levels
of
official
unemployment
and
low
employment
levels.
However,
5 million EUR for three consecutive years to develop the system. It points out that,
most studies
and research
on the matter
involve
a high level of ambiguity,
as they
in accordance
with experience
from
the implementation
of such systems
in refer
otherto
specifictax
narrow
outcomes ofthat
thethe
hidden
towards
a specific
pointtaxin and
time,
administrations
new economy,
IT system usually
with only
1% increase
in the
with dynamics
beingcollection
difficult to
trace.
The current
report proposes
a methodology
that
contributions
rate
the return
of investment
pays out after
the first year
would allow
the tracing of the
hidden
economy
and itsshould
components
(e.g.
of implementation
of dynamics
the new of
IT the
system.
The
new system
increase
hidden efficiency
turnover,and
hidden
employment,
etc.)different
over time.
This would make possible for the
interoperability
among
agencies.
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
Hiding importsofattheir
the customs
is one
of the
most
potent
hidden economy activities, which
effectiveness
policies for
tackling
the
hidden
economy.
provides quick returns for the perpetrators, and send shock waves of informality down
the value and
retailthat
chain.
situation
at thesize
Macedonian
customs
shows
some
Estimates
suggest
theThe
hidden
economy
in Macedonia
ranges
from
24%alarming
to 47% of
indicators.
Citizens to
anddifferent
businesses
perceive corruption
customs
as high.
Mirror
its
GDP according
measurement
methods. at
Buttheeven
the most
conservative
statistics
prove that
that,it for
instance,a serious
only 67%
of officially exported
Greece
to
results
suggest
represents
socio-economic
problem goods
for thefrom
country.
In times
Macedonia
in 2014
(as reported
Greek customs)
has been finding
officiallyways
imported
in
when
countries
are struggling
with by
post-crisis
austerity measures,
to increase
51
Macedonia from
Greece
reported
by Macedonian
Limiting as
thea hidden
government
revenues
very(as
often
leads them
to the issuecustoms)
of hidden .economy
potential
imports
to
Macedonia,
can
be
achieved
through:
source of income and a target for new social measures. However, the recent experience in
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
• Highlighting the linkages between smuggling and contraband and political
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
party financing through the undue savings from import duties and taxes.
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
Hidden imports could be traced down to specific groups of goods, and then
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
linked to the main importers involved, and whether they have party funding or
kinreport
relationships
with
Although
ComExt remains
databasethe
has
always
The current
indicates
thatdecision-makers.
the percentage of
hidden salaries
most
acute
been
public,
it
is
rarely
if
at
all
used
by
investigative
journalists,
custom
officials,
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
revenue
agency or law
enforcement
least partially
undeclared.
Moreover,
7% ofofficers.
all Macedonian employees work without a
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
• Implement rotations (officer rotations, shift rotations, randomised computer
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
generated check schedules) at the customs to prevent routinizing the corrupt
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
relationships between officers and companies/truck drivers. Introduce random
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
checks by mobile units, unaware of what they will be checking, randomly
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
generated routes etc.
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
be compatible
with the
principles ofwhistle-blowing
the market economy
without piloting
imposingthem
too extensive
• Strengthen
country-wide
programmes
in the
erosion ofcustoms.
the socialThe
fabric
and the
existing
socialshould
benefits.
program
within
customs
be synchronised with the rotation
management, and random checks and this might have a considerable effect on
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
corruption and hiding.
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
51
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that a•large
share of sophisticated
the jobless have
engage inwhich
some kind
hidden activity
order to
Introduce
IT tosystems,
can ofconnect
customsin within
achieve atMacedonia,
least a basic
Thesetoundeclared
workers
likely to
butlevel
also of
to subsistence.
their neighbours
have real-time
dataare
andmost
automatic
engage infraud
industries
and services
where transactions
customarily performed with cash in
detection
and, red-flagging
of importsare
or importers.
hand payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
• The
State
Labour Inspectorate
(SLI)
should
develop
a reporting
system
that isfor
high share
of this
subsistence
sector of the
hidden
economy
makes
it even more
difficult
compatible
withother
the major
management
systems without
and software.
A more
the government
to target
forms data
of undeclared
employment,
infringing
on the
detailed
view
of
the
irregularities
they
detect
such
as
unregistered
workers,
human rights of the former group. Another strong factor fuelling the hidden economy
envelope
wages etc.,ofand
the context
in whichasthey
happen
canthe
seems to unpaid
be the wages,
contraband
and smuggling
goods
across borders,
evident
from
give analysts
and advisors
the that
MLSP
andthan
EA aasthird
well ofasimports
externalare
mirror statistics
accounting.
The latterwithin
suggests
more
powerful
tools for comprehensive
analysis of the
labour suggests
market and
particularresearchers,
trade partners
are unaccounted
for. More worryingly,
research
that
its
irregularities,
which
can
be
linked
to
the
hidden
economy.
This
reporting
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
hashidden
to be compatible
perform asystem,
sizable however,
share of this
import. and adopted by other related institutions
and agencies that provide publicly available data on their activities, such as the
Official government
data(FP),
demonstrates
that
tax compliance
both households
and
Financial Police
State Market
Inspectorate
(SMI), of
Customs,
etc. This data
businesses
has progressively
improved over
the past
decade. Still,
management
compatibility
among
institutions
willthe CRPM/CSD
increase hidden
their
economy interoperability,
surveys indicateand
thatwill
a third
of
the
interviewed
business
representatives
confirm
provide researchers with ample detailed data that can
that, manipulating
VAT
and
other
accounting tricks
in order
to avoid
payingand
taxes
lead to faster policy recommendations,
proof-based
policy
evaluations,
dataare
common and
in Macedonia,
on improving
different scales,
their sectors. What
is more,
taxes
are largely
feedback for
policy inimplementation,
which
has been
noted
as a
avoided by
the poorest
members
of EU
theprogress
society, which
makes the underprivileged especially
continuing
problem
by the
reports.
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged
paying large
penalties.
On the
other hand,
are providedsystem
back to
• with
The Financial
Police
(FP) should
implement
the VAT
samereturns
data management
companies
significant
timedata
lags exchange
and represent
companies
which
aswith
the SLI,
and ensure
with additional
the Public burden
RevenueforOffice
(the PRO).
are part ofAdditionally,
the formal economy.
The issuance
of cash
register
receipts
issue,
it should develop
a data
exchange
system
withalso
theremains
courts, an
which
as only less
than the
a half
of the
claimed
thatthe
they
always received
receipts
process
cases
theyrespondents
have provided
against
perpetrators
especially
in
when buying
groceries.
The
situation
is
similar
with
the
purchase
of
services.
terms of revenues lost and fees collected. The PRO can have a leading role in the
design of this connection between the FP and the Courts due to their extensive
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
experience in data exchange and implementing reporting and data management
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
systems. This data will provide insights into the scale of these offenses as well as
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
the efficiency of the FP and the courts in processing such cases, which is
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
important for discouraging new offences and encouraging tax morality.
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged withaspaying
large
it is imperative
the Government
Macedonia,
most EU
28 penalties.
countries, Therefore,
employs measures
targetingthat
undeclared
work and of
Macedonia
to pay
extensive attention
to the resolution
of this
issue and
that it
tax
evasion continues
which focus
predominantly
on repressive
and punitive
measures
despite
coordinates
activities
with the
business,
the civil society
organizations,
and other
social
some recent its
measures
towards
enabling
formalization
of labour
and businesses.
The GoM
stakeholders.
should consider, first, changing the balance among the existing punitive measures
(progressive punishments fees) and second, the balance between punitive measures and
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
incentives. Businesses claim that incentives are lacking - pointing out that this is a primary
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
reason to hide economic activity. Coupled with preventative measures such as increased
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
and better targeted outreach and education measures towards the main risk groups
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
should be able to overhaul the balance of measures in favour of enabling formalisation.
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures,
established
progressive
reductions
framework
for and
social
security
However, there
is evident aabsence
of evaluations
of different
policies
measures,
contributions,
but itassessments
has also brought
minimum
wage and
subsidiesThis
for selfespecially in-depth
whichingoprogressive
beyond the
basic numeric
indicators.
in
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turn prevents more valid estimations of the effectiveness of different policies and
Executive
Summary
particular
measures.
Evidence-based policy making is a must in order to achieve the
appropriate balance between punitive, preventative and stimulating measures.
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
Last,
but not
least, the unpredictability
laws its
hasconcerns
been posed
big problem
by more
European
Commission
has repeatedly of
voiced
in as
its aregular
country
reports
than
half
of
businesses.
It
should
serve
as
an
important
indicator
to
the
government
andor
about the size and proliferation of hidden economy practices. Hidden employment
to policy makers.
Frequent
and isdeep
changes do
not give
enough
time for
businesses
to
undeclared
work in
Macedonia
of particular
concern
to the
authorities,
provided
the very
adaptand
andstubborn
later fullylevels
comply
with theunemployment
new laws despite
do so. However,
high
of official
andtheir
low willingness
employmenttolevels.
most studies and research on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
specific narrow outcomes of the hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
with dynamics being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology that
would allow the tracing of the dynamics of the hidden economy and its components (e.g.
hidden turnover, hidden employment, etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
Macedonian government and its European partners to follow the impact and assess the
effectiveness of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
government revenues very often leads them to the issue of hidden economy as a potential
source of income and a target for new social measures. However, the recent experience in
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
The current report indicates that the percentage of hidden salaries remains the most acute
concern, with the employment income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
least partially undeclared. Moreover, 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
contract, and are not being paid any social security contributions whatsoever. The
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
Over half of those respondents claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
accounting for the full remuneration paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
Moreover, large-scale tax evasion seems to continue to pose a serious problem for the
Macedonian economy and social system as the government tries to adjust them in order to
be compatible with the principles of the market economy without imposing too extensive
erosion of the social fabric and the existing social benefits.
The most important aggravating factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
decreasing, yet still high unemployment rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
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that a large share of the jobless have to engage in some kind of hidden activity in order to
achieve
at least a basic level of subsistence. These undeclared workers are most likely to
Annexes
engage in industries and services where transactions are customarily performed with cash in
hand payments, including a variety of handicraft services, the green bazaars, etc. The very
Methodology
and Characteristics
of economy
the Samples
high1.share
of this subsistence
sector of the hidden
makes it even more difficult for
the government to target other forms of undeclared employment, without infringing on the
human
of the
former group.
Another
strong
factorrepresentative
fuelling the hidden
Data in rights
this report
is primarily
sourced
from two
national
surveys,economy
which
seems
to
be
the
contraband
and
smuggling
of
goods
across
borders,
as
evident
from
the
CRPM conducted during the month of October 2014.
mirror statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third of imports are
The population survey’s sample was based on census data from 2002, and was conducted
particular trade partners are unaccounted for. More worryingly, research suggests that
nationwide, through face-to-face interviews lasting between 30 to 40 minutes. The
companies, which have close relations and protection from political and party circles,
questionnaire was adapted from CSD’s population survey questionnaire for Bulgaria to
perform a sizable share of this hidden import.
ensure comparability of results. While certain questions were adjusted to fit the
Official
government
data demonstrates
that added
tax compliance
of both
households
and
Macedonian
context additional
questions were
in order to catch
more
facets of the
businesses
progressively
the past
decade.
Still, hidden
the CRPM/CSD
Macedonianhas
society
and local improved
policies. Itover
consisted
of two
sections:
economyhidden
and
economydemographic
surveys indicate
that a third
the interviewed
business
representatives
general
information.
Theofsection
about hidden
economy
consisted ofconfirm
five
that, manipulating
VAT and
accounting
tricks
in orderperceptions
to avoid paying
sub-sections:
merchandise
andother
services;
expenses
and savings;
of the taxes
hiddenare
common inemployment;
Macedonia, onand
different
in their sectors.
What
is more,
taxes areactual
largely
economy;
taxes. scales,
The questions
reflected
the
respondents’
avoided by the
members
of the society,
which
the underprivileged
especially
experience
withpoorest
the hidden
economy,
following
the makes
victimization
approach and
their
vulnerable
may find themselves
being
prosecuted
unpaid
taxes or
perceptionsas
of they
the phenomenon.
HE Indexes
are criminally
based primarily
on the for
actual
experience
charged
large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
questionswith
frompaying
the survey.
companies with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
The business survey was conducted nationwide, through a field survey, and the sample
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
designed on the basis of data on the structure of companies in Macedonia, according to
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
size, sector and regional distribution, available in the State Statistical Office report on
when buying groceries.
The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
active business unit. 52 The survey consisted of six sections: basic information; general
perceptions of
on the
the high
subject
andofmanifestations
of the
hidden
economy;GDP
taxes,
specificto
Persistence
share
hidden economy
in the
Macedonian
threatens
perceptions
on tensions
the manifestations
of an
hidden
economy;
customs
operations
connected
heighten
social
and to create
environment
where
corruption
and other
illicit or
with
the
import/export
of
goods;
and
in-kind
payments/compensations
and
issuing
of
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
accounting
among
the documents.
poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable
as theywas
maydeveloped
find themselves
criminally
prosecuted
for unpaid
taxes or
The questionnaire
by CSD,being
following
its experience
in Bulgaria
to ensure
charged
with paying
Therefore,
it is imperative
that the Government
comparability
of data,large
and penalties.
was adapted
and piloted
by CRPM. Face-to-face
interviewsof
Macedonia
continues
pay company
extensive attention
to the lasting
resolution
thistoissue
that it
were conducted
withtoeach
representative,
fromof 40
60 and
minutes.
coordinates
its activities
with
the business,
the civil
societyoforganizations,
and other
social
Companies were
asked to
assess
their branch
or sector
economic activity
(as they
stakeholders.
would understand it – those reference market players they compete with) from the point
of view of different hidden economy characteristics instead of direct questions about their
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
own behaviour as the best proxy available to measure hiding.
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
The data
fromthe
theshare
surveys
entered
into twoinSPSS
databasesGDP.
and These
processed
by using
order
to curb
of were
the hidden
economy
the country’s
measures
take
SPSS.
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self52

State Statistical Office database on active business units. Available at shortened URL address: http://goo.gl/xIrJ3Z
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a. Population survey: characteristics of the sample
Executive
Summary
The
sample for
the population survey consisted of 1116 respondents, with demographic
characteristics nationally representative for the Republic of Macedonia. 52.1% of
respondents were male and 47.9% female. 35.8% were aged 18-34, 36.9% 35-54 and
Macedonia features in many discussions as a country with high hidden economy. The
27.3% 55 and over.
European Commission has repeatedly voiced its concerns in its regular country reports
Figure 51 -economy
Interviewees practices.
according to their
economic
status (Q.
With the
regards
educational
about
size andto proliferation
of hidden
Hidden
employment
or
D7_7) (population).
background,work
2.2%
had less is
than
undeclared
in Macedonia
of particular concern to the authorities, provided the very
primary
15.4%of- primary
high
andeducation,
stubborn levels
official unemployment and low employment levels. However,
education,
48.7%
most
studies and
researchsecondary
on the matter involve a high level of ambiguity, as they refer to
Employed
education,
8%
higher
and
25.4%
specific narrow outcomes of the
hidden economy, usually towards a specific point in time,
24.8%
Retired
university
education.
with
dynamics
being difficult to trace. The current report proposes a methodology
that
would
allow
the
tracingstatus,
of the27.5%
dynamics of the hidden economy and its components
(e.g.
Regarding
the
marital
Students
50.1%
8.3%
hidden
turnover,
employment,
etc.) over time. This would make possible for the
were single,
63.2%hidden
married
or living
Unemployed
Macedonian
government
and itsand
European partners
16.8% to follow the impact and assess the
with a partner,
1.6%-divorced
effectiveness
of their policies for tackling the hidden economy.
7.4% widowed.
According
to
their
ethnic
Estimates suggest that the hidden economy size in Macedonia ranges from 24% to 47% of
background, 68.4% were ethnic Macedonians, 22.8% ethnic Albanians, 2.4% ethnic Turks,
its GDP according to different measurement methods. But even the most conservative
2.7% Roma, 1.7% ethnic Serbs, and 2% other ethnic groups. 23.2% lived in Skopje, 25.5%
results suggest that it represents a serious socio-economic problem for the country. In times
in a larger town, 16.1% in small town and 35% in a rural region.
when countries are struggling with post-crisis austerity measures, finding ways to increase
According torevenues
their economic
most
(50.1%)
employed,
were
government
very often activity
leads them
to the
issue were
of hidden
economy24.8%
as a potential
unemployed,
16.8%
were
retired,
were
students.
source
of income
and
a target
forand
new8.3%
social
measures.
However, the recent experience in
Greece and elsewhere in Southern and Eastern Europe shows that short term measures for
b. Business survey: characteristics of the sample
tackling the hidden economy are unlikely to produce tangible results. This calls for
Although the sample seems small (70 businesses interviewed) CRPM have enough reasons
developing a concerted public-private platform for designing long-term measures for
to accept validity and reliability of the results mainly due to the sectorial structure of the
tackling hidden economy issues and for tracking progress continuously over time.
sample and the fact that respondents were top decision-makers if not owners/partners.
Larger
samples
areindicates
often implemented
at the expense
of salaries
two factors:
a) the
reaching
out
The
current
report
that the percentage
of hidden
remains
most acute
Figure
52
Structure
of
interviewed
companies
by
their
size
lower level
who might
concern,
withpersonnel,
the employment
income of some 40% of Macedonian employees being at
(business).
not feel
ready or
comfortableMoreover,
talking 7% of all Macedonian employees work without a
least
partially
undeclared.
about sensitive
issues
hidingpaid
or any social security 7.1%
contract,
and are
notlikebeing
contributions whatsoever. The
circumventing;
and/or
b)
reaching
interviewed business representatives confirmed wide scale violations of the Labour Code.
predominately
sole-proprietors
Over
half of those
respondents and
claimed that signing contracts with ‘hidden clauses’ (not
businesses that
a form of
accounting
for represent
the full remuneration
paid out) were commonplace in their sector.
self-employment
theirseems to continue
35.7%to pose a serious problem for the
Moreover,
large-scale and
tax evasion
57.1% them in order to
assessments economy
are closer
general
Macedonian
andtosocial
system as the government tries to adjust
population
than
to
be
compatible rather
with the principles
of the market economy without imposing too extensive
companies
from
thefabric
sector.
erosion
of the
social
and Other
the existing social benefits.
similar analyses have been made
The
most
aggravating
factor related to the hidden economy in Macedonia is the
based
on important
comparable
samples, like
Micro
Small/medium
Large
decreasing,
still highby
unemployment
rate (27.3% as of Q1 2015). The extremely high
the flat tax yet
assessment
Stojkov,
rate of long-term unemployment (around 80% of the unemployed) in the country suggests
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that
a large
of the(2008)
joblessmade
have to
in some
kindcompanies,
of hidden activity
in order
Nikolov
andshare
Smilevski
onengage
a sample
of 100
and they
haveto
achieve
least results.
a basic level of subsistence. These undeclared workers are most likely to
producedatsound
engage in industries and services where transactions are customarily performed with cash in
Out of the 70 businesses
hand payments, including a variety ofFigure
handicraft
services,
the green
bazaars,
etc. The very
53 - Distribution
of companies
according
to sector
interviewed, 40 (57.1%) were micro business).
high share of this subsistence sector of the hidden economy makes it even more difficult for
companies with 1-10 employees, 25
the government to target other forms of undeclared
Hotels/res employment, without infringing on the
(35.7%) were small and medium
taurants
human rights of the former group. Another
strong factor
fuelling the hidden economy
Other
companies with 11-250 employees
5.7%
seems to be the contraband and smuggling of goods across
10,0%borders, as evident from the
and 5 (7.1%) were large, with over
mirror statistics accounting. The latter suggests that more than a third
of imports are
Trade
251 employees. The size structure
34,3%suggests that
particular trade partners are unaccounted for.Services
More worryingly, research
is
biased
towards
bigger
8,6%
companies, which have close relations and protection
from political and party circles,
companies, however the sample
perform a sizable share of this hidden import.
Health
best fits the economy according to
protection
turnovergovernment
and value added
criteria
Official
data demonstrates
that tax compliance of both households and
7,1%
Productio
and
thus
would
provide
more
valid
businesses has progressively improved over the past decade. Still,
the CRPM/CSD hidden
Transport
n
and reliable
data as
it concerns
economy
surveys
indicate
that athe
third of the
interviewed business20,0%
representatives confirm
7,1%
hiddenmanipulating
economy. VAT and other accounting Constructi
that,
tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are

common
Macedonia,
different
sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
About oneinthird
(34.3%)on
were
from scales, in their on
7,1%
avoided
by the
poorest
members
of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
the sector
‘trade’
combining
small
vulnerable
as they
may find 20%
themselves
being criminally
prosecuted for
unpaid
taxes or
and large trading
companies,
from ‘production’,
7.1% construction,
health
protection
charged
with paying
large penalties.
On the other hand,and
VAT10%
returns
provided
and transport,
8.6% services,
5.7% hotels/restaurants,
fromare
other
sectorsback
(seeto
companies
Figure 53). with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
Most of the interviewed company representatives were owners (42.9%) and directors
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
(28.6%) of the company, 129% were sector managers and the rest were partners,
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
executive board members, financial managers, and others. With regards to the legal
status, the majority
(67%)
were
Liability Companies,
7.1% soleGDP
traders,
7.1%to
Persistence
of the high
share
of Limited
hidden economy
in the Macedonian
threatens
shareholder
companies,
hadan
other
legal status.
heighten
social
tensions and
and 18.6%
to create
environment
where corruption and other illicit or
semi-legal
activities
can thrive.(31.4%)
In addition,
tax avoidance
is especially
Less than business
one third
of companies
reported
to be members
of widespread
business
among
the
poorest
members
of
the
society,
which
makes
the
underprivileged
especially
associations or lobby groups. This is related to size. While all large companies
and
vulnerable
as
they
may
find
themselves
being
criminally
prosecuted
for
unpaid
taxes
somewhat less than half of small and medium companies reported to be members, lessor
charged
paying
penalties.
Therefore,
is imperative in
thatsuch
the Government
than a with
quarter
of large
micro
companies
have it membership
associations. of
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
stakeholders.
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self71
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manipulating VAT and other accounting tricks in order to avoid paying taxes are
common in Macedonia, on different scales, in their sectors. What is more, taxes are largely
avoided by the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged with paying large penalties. On the other hand, VAT returns are provided back to
companies with significant time lags and represent additional burden for companies which
are part of the formal economy. The issuance of cash register receipts also remains an issue,
as only less than a half of the respondents claimed that they always received receipts
when buying groceries. The situation is similar with the purchase of services.
Persistence of the high share of hidden economy in the Macedonian GDP threatens to
heighten social tensions and to create an environment where corruption and other illicit or
semi-legal business activities can thrive. In addition, tax avoidance is especially widespread
among the poorest members of the society, which makes the underprivileged especially
vulnerable as they may find themselves being criminally prosecuted for unpaid taxes or
charged with paying large penalties. Therefore, it is imperative that the Government of
Macedonia continues to pay extensive attention to the resolution of this issue and that it
coordinates its activities with the business, the civil society organizations, and other social
stakeholders.
In accordance with the initiatives launched by the EU-28 countries in the aftermath of the
economic crisis of 2008, the Macedonian government has adopted several measures in
order to curb the share of the hidden economy in the country’s GDP. These measures take
lead from both neo-liberal and social-democratic recipes. For instance, the government has
introduced a flat-income tax rate and adopted laws to simplify businesses’ start-up
procedures, established a progressive reductions framework for social security
contributions, but it has also brought in progressive minimum wage and subsidies for self75
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